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ABSTRACT
The study attempts to address the issue of difficulties experienced by Indonesian
students learning to write academic English for tertiary studies in Australia. The main
aim of the study was to develop a modest program for teaching academic English. The
approach adopted drew upon systemic functional linguistics and followed the genre
based approach as outlined in the teaching/learning cycle suggested in the
Disadvantaged Schools Program (DSP) Sydney materials (Callaghan and Rothery
1988:39). Our program was designed specifically to teach the exposition genre, ie
argument from one point of view only.
A further aim was to seek to test in some measure, the suitability or effectiveness of that
program for use with Indonesian pre-tertiary students. This was done by using the
program in a limited number of tutorial

SeSSiOnS

with two Indonesian secondary school

graduates. They were at the time studying English language in Australia in preparation
for university entrance. Their final texts, written at the conclusion of the tutorial
sessions, were compared with others written before or soon after the commencement of
the sessions. The latter were part of their homework for their regular class teachers. The
aim of this comparison was to indicate areas in which considerable improvement had
been made.
It was realised that a certain amount of improvement could be expected quite apart from
teaching provided in the tutorial sessions. Such improvement would result from the
time factor as well as from the influence of teaching in the students' regular course of
study. Nevertheless, it is argued that the specific approach used was a major
contributing factor to the considerable improvement shown. Some conclusions have
been drawn concerning areas in which such improvement was evident.
Firstly, it is clear that both students have gained good control of the schematic structure
of exposition. Both their final texts present very well ordered introductions, with clear
orientation to topic, thesis statement and preview. Most of the arguments are logically
ordered and a restatement provided.
Secondly, the final texts display knowledge of the field. This marks considerable
improvement on the earlier texts. It also reflects the emphasis given to this aspect
during tutorial sessions.

VII

Thirdly, considerable improvement in control of certain aspects of grammar is
noticeable. These are Reference, Theme/Rheme progression and Conjunction. Clearly,
students' exposure to good models of the genre had considerable effect on their final
texts. This applied to field knowledge as well as to grammatical features.
The overall conclusion is that the genre based approach is very effective for teaching
academic English to Indonesian students.
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CHAPTER 1
OUTLINING THE PROBLEM
This study attempts to address the issue of difficulties experienced by Indonesian students
learning to write academic English for tertiary studies in Australia.
This problem has become important to the researcher as a result of personal experience living
and working in Indonesia for over twenty years. Latterly some years were spent in teaching
English to junior academic staff in a university. Scholarships were available for such staff
members for post graduate study overseas, but their inadequacies in English language
presented a major hurdle. While teaching these people, the researcher found that they
experienced serious difficulties in writing. Conversation with colleagues revealed that this
situation was by no means confined to that particular university. Indeed, competent people
working in the business world for international companies, when selected for overseas study
often encountered similar difficulties because of English language problems.
What are the causes of these difficulties? Not all of them are peculiar to Indonesian students.
Some are shared with other students of English as a foreign language. But most stem from
the need to adjust to new cultural requirements, including manipulation of the English
language to construct culturally significant meanings. The reasons for the need to make such
adjustments may be classified into three main groups:

•

those common to most new tertiary students

•

those common to most new Asian students
those more specific to Indonesian students.

The problem stated above will now be considered in relation to each of these groups of
possible causes.

1.1 For All Students: entrance to tertiary study
Becoming literate in the university involves learning to read the culture, learning to conic to
terms with its distinctive rituals, values, styles of language and behaviour.
(Ballard and Clanchy I98:8 cited in Drury 1990:214)

The transfer from secondary to tertiary education is for very many students in Australia
something of a leap rather than merely a new step. It may indeed be regarded as an entrance
into a new culture and as such, makes many new demands upon students. Adaptation to this
new culture has been referred to as an "apprenticeship". It involves not only the learning of
new content in discipline areas, but also the use of language in new and different ways
(Drury 1990:214).
Writing tasks, such as assignments and examinations, form the major part of course
requirements. For these, particularly in the humanities and social sciences an expository
(argumentative) style of writing is usually required. In spite of the difficulty many students
experience in writing in this way it would seem that, very little guidance is provided in many
universities. Where such is given, for example in printed guidelines, it may not always meet
students' needs. This weakness is indicated in a report of a survey of guidelines given by
teaching departments of the University of Sydney (Webb 1989) which indicated that most
were inadequate.
In view of such inadequacies, how can students know what it is that lecturers require in
students' writing'! Fortunately assistance is available for some. At several centres in recent
years, valuable work has been conducted in the field of study skills assistance for tertiary
students. Of note among these are the Learning Assistance Centre at the University of
Sydney and the Study Skills Centre at the Australian National University in Canberra.
Prominent authorities from these centres are Webb (eg 1991) from the first and Ballard and
Clanchy (eg 1984, 1991) from the second.
A series of programs for writing practice for tertiary students is being compiled by Webb and
her colleagues. This series is the result of research into academic writing and analyses of
students' texts using systemic functional linguistics. Ballard and Clanchy's writings include
books on academic essay writing and handbooks on study in Australia for overseas students.
All of these can provide valuable assistance to Australian as well as overseas students.
Of particular value in the materials produced by Webb and by Ballard and Clanchy are two
lists of characteristics required in students written assignments. Both very succinct and
appropriate, they have been compiled as a result of many years' work at the above centres.
The first list, from the University of Sydney centre, is as follows:

Students need to be analytical and critical.
Students need to use evidence effectively.
Students need to structure their essays logically.
Students need to be g(xxl persuasive writers.

(Webb 1991:5)
These criteria are used as the outline of one of the guides in the series mentioned above
(Webb 1991).

That outline is specifically on writing essays in the humanities and social

sciences.
The second list is from the Australian National University centre. It was developed after an
exhaustive study of lecturers comments on 500 first year students essays at that university.
The basic criteria drawn from that study and addressed to students are:
It is expected that your essay will be clearly focussed on the set topic and deal fully with
its central concerns.
It is expected that your essay will be the result of wide and critical reading.
It is expected that your essay will present a reasoned argument.
It is expected that your essay will be competently presented.

(Clanchy and Ballard 1981 cited in Ballard and Clanchy 1991:30)
If these two lists were to be combined, the following criteria, for good expository writing

might be established. It should be:
Analytical and critical, relevant to the topic and the result of wide reading.
Structured logically, presenting a reasoned persuasive argument which uses evidence
effectively.
Competently presented.

Writing essays displaying these characteristics requires the ability to integrate and synthesise
ideas of other writers and to reshape these to form the students own argument. For this "a
whole array of intellectual and scholarly skills comes into play, and these skills are
significantly mediated by culture" (Ballard and Clanchy 199 1:29). Learning to use such
skills competently, for students from an English speaking background, is difficult enough.
But for those of a non-English speaking background (NESB), the task is doubly difficult.
This is because it involves coping with cultural (in the widest sense) as well as language
differences.

It is to a discussion of these difficulties and some of the reasons causing them that we now
turn. The focus in the next section will be on Asian students, since they form the great
majority of overseas students in Australian tertiary institutions. It is emphasised that the
features to be mentioned apply to Asians in general and they may not necessarily be equally
characteristic offl Asian students.

1.2 For Most Asian Students: new approaches
Ballard and Clanchy (eg 1984, 1989) have written a great deal concerning difficulties
experienced by overseas students studying in Australia and ways for overcoming these.
Ballard (1989:1) has made a very significant remark:
When overseas students come to Australia, it is tacitly assumed that they will adjust their
learning habils to suit the demands of our educational System. it is never made clear quite
how they will achieve this desired metamorphosis.

(Ballard 1989:48)
To say that it is never made clear is perhaps too strong a statement. Nonetheless, the fact
remains that many overseas students experience great difficulties in adjusting to the demands
required of them upon entrance to tertiary institutions. Some of these difficulties relate to
inadequate English language, and this of course is dependent on the student's standard of
English on arrival. Other difficulties, often not so readily recognised or acknowledged,
result from differences in what Ballard refers to as 'learning habits' (above). Some of these
will now be considered. They include different attitudes to knowledge and styles of learning,
different methods of reading and different styles of writing and presenting ideas. A
consideration of these three aspects is presented in 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 below.
1.2.1

Attitudes to Knowledge and Learning Styles

Attitudes to knowledge and learning styles are products of cultural background. These
attitudes are reflected in education systems and institutions and for this reason, students
trained in one particular cultural tradition may need to adopt a different style of learning
when moving to another country. A generalised model of approaches to knowledge and
corresponding learning styles has been suggested by Ballard and Clanchy (1984, 1991). It is
set Out in Figure 1.1 and an explanation follows:
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Figure 1.1: Learning styles
(Ballard and Clanchy 1984:12)
According to this model, attitudes to knowledge may be placed on a continuutn, the two
extremes being conserving and extending. In the conserving tradition, knowledge is
seen as having been established by tradition or ancestors. In contrast, the extending tradition
maintains that all knowledge is open to question and to extension. Along this continuum,
three basic approaches to learning have been distinguished

reproductive, analytical and

speculative. Consideration will now be given to each of these, together with the
corresponding learning strategies, as outlined by Ballard and Clanchy (1984:11-13).
Since the purpose of learning in the reproductive approach is the reproduction of
established knowledge, memorisation is a major learning strategy. Learning activities are
largely centred round the correct application of formulae and information. Written tasks
involve summarising and description and correctness' of response is rewarded. This
reproductive approach is commonly, though not universally, the one prevalent at primary
school level in Australia, and also at lower secondary level (Ballard and Clanchy 1984:11).
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In the analytical approach, critical and independent thinking, involving judgement of ideas
and an ability to form arguments are expected of students. They are required to question and
critically assess knowledge presented to them. This approach to learning is the norm at
undergraduate (and sometimes upper secondary) levels in Australia, though not in many
Asian countries.
The speculative approach involves a search for new possibilities and explanations and
learning strategies include speculation and the forming of hypotheses. Once formed,
hypotheses are rigorously tested and checked. The aim of learning is not merely to reproduce
knowledge or reshape it, but to create new knowledge. This will probably lead to
controversy and hence the need for rigorous testing and checking to provide valid
substantiation for hypotheses. Usually only at post graduate and advanced levels is this
speculative approach reached in Australia.
According to Ballard and Clanchy (1991:21), most of our Asian students come from
countries where the educational and cultural traditions reflect a deeply rooted conserving
attitude towards knowledge manifested in a reproductive approach to learning. For most of
these students, success in the education system in their own countries depends on using
mainly reproductive strategies. They therefore do not anticipate the inadequacy of these for
tertiary study in Australia. While most Australian students, in adapting to the new culture of
the university, must adjust their learning strategies, they do not find this as difficult as Asian
students. This is probably because the latter hold more strongly to conserving attitudes
towards knowledge and reproductive approaches to learning, since these are so firmly
embedded in their cultures (Ballard 1989:4).
This tendency for conserving attitudes to be more firmly embedded in Asian students culture
does not preclude successful adaptation to expectations of Australian tertiary education. Most
students prove their ability to adapt and many are very successful. Once they understand the
different expectations, some may even surpass many Australian students because of (often)
greater diligence in study.
A further aspect related to attitudes to knowledge and learning strategies is perception of the
role of the teacher. In most Asian countries, the teacher is respected and the student is

expected to be obedient and unquestioning. Challenging or questioning teachers or the
textbook in class is seldom acceptable. In fact, learning on the part of students tends to be
very much teacher-dependent. The role of the teacher is to impart to the students all they
need to know to be able to pass the exams. Failure on the part of students who feel they have
worked hard and learned what the teacher taught, then, can only be blamed on the teacher!
(Ballard 1989:5)
in Australia, on the other hand, even at primary level, teachers often encourage students to
question and also to search for new ways of looking at the world (Ballard and Clanchy
199 1:23). It is at tertiary level, however, that the role of the Australian teacher is so different
from that of Asian teachers. The former do not provide full lecture notes or offer "correct
answers to some issue. Both these characteristics are often very puzzling to Asian students
from strongly conserving traditions. These students have difficulty adjusting to Australian
teachers' expectations that they become independent learners and develop the ability to
analyse and criticise. Becoming an independent learner requires an ability to read widely and
this will be considered in the following section.
1.2.2

Different Methods of Reading

Australian lecturers regularly require students to read several articles in preparation for a
tutorial, and much more for essays. Often little instruction is given as to just how all this
reading should be accomplished. Such tasks are therefore often very daunting for Asian
students not used to doing so much reading. Ballard claims (1989:6) that most competent
Australian students would gather the main ideas from an initial skimming of the material.
This would be followed by a detailed close reading of certain relevant passages in preparation
for discussion of the main issues.
On the other hand, many Asian students would make a close and careful reading of all the
material. This process is slow and time consuming, but probably results from former
classroom experience, particularly reading comprehension tests. Such tests demand a
detailed knowledge of the text and do not usually require an ability to evaluate different points
of view. For many Asian students especially those of NESB background, such tests may be
their only prior experience of reading in English. They are therefore ill-equipped to cope

with their new reading tasks. The following comment by an Asian student is
some of their difficulties:

an indication of

understand what
I guess preparing lectures would help in understanding lectures, however, to
a page and
1Ca(l
to
time
long
a
spend
to
have
I
.
the book is trying 10 say is also a problem
mean.
hs
paragrap
the
what
nd
understa
to
once
than
more
it
read
to
have
sometimes 1

(Ballard and Clanchy 1984:5)

1.2.3

Different styles of writing and presenting ideas

writing and
Closely related to differences in reading habits are differences in styles of
to the
presenting ideas. In our discussion of the latter, reference will first be made
above.
requirements of good expository writing in English as outlined in Section 1.1
for this
All of those requirements cause difficulties for Asian students, so possible reasons
(1991) will be
will now be discussed. In the discussion, the first three criteria in Webb's list
s' writing should
considered. They are listed below in the order to be followed, ie student
be logically structured
•
•
•

use evidence effectively
be analytical and critical

expository
Problems often arise because these features are not universal expectations of
Clyne (1990)
writing, even among European traditions. Attention has been drawn to this by
and earlier Kaplan (1966 t1972D.
s. This has been
Firstly, notions of what is meant by logical structuring vary between culture
different
shown to be reflected in NESB students' English writing. In his study of many
s for
students' essays, Kaplan (1966 I 1972!) distinguished several different pattern
is typical of a
developing ideas within an expository paragraph. Each of these, he claimed,
derived from
particular culture, the English pattem being linear". Its logical structuring is
central idea to
Greek and Roman traditions of rhetoric and logic. It therefore moves from a
ive). Other
examples or explanations (deductive) or less commonly, the reverse (induct
ion (Romance),
patterns are less direct, employing parallelism (Semitic), diversions or reiterat
are
or may even be spiral (Oriental), among others. The patterns suggested by Kaplan
reproduced below in Figure 1.2.
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English

Semitic

Ro,iiancc

Oriental

Rus,sia,z
L

I

I

-

-

Figure 1.2: Movement in expository paragraphs

(Kaplan 1972:410)

Kaplan's later modification of his original ideas (1987) conceded that the patterns he outlined
are not absolute or mandatory for each particular culture. All patterns are possible in any
language with written texts. However, each language has certain clear preferences for a
particular pattern (1987:10).
Indonesian tends to show preference for a more circular pattern than English. Purwo
(1991:2-3) would seem to suggest this. I-Ic illustrates it from the paragraph written by a
university student of English.
[A]

Water Pollution
Water pollution causes many damages for our life because water is very imponant to our life.
We use it every day and we cannot live without water for instance for drinking, bathing,
electricity, etc.
That's why we must keep the water clean.
Still, people (10 not realize the dangers of water pollution by throwing away the garbage and the
factory's rubbish into river, ditch, and also se'.
The result of it is many fish die.
Furthermore, we cannot use it for drinking, bathing, etc. and SO WC can get skins disease,
diarrhoea, etc.
In conclusion, people should know the dangers of water pollution.

The spiral pattern, is shown below:
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(1)

(6) polluted water:
uselessness and source

Water pollution:
threat to hl
(water is important to life)
examples of use of

:~
,

water for daily life

of disease

1?
(5)

(7) beware of water
1)0 Ilu Lion

peoples obligation:

dead fish

keep water clean

(4)

examples of peoples
abuse of river, ditch,
sea

Figure 1.3: Outline of Paragraph A

(Purwo 1991:3)

All of Kaplans ideas may not always be accepted. This is niainly because there is some
dispute over his graphic representation of rhetorical patterns (above) and whether they are, in
fact, typical of those cultures. Nonetheless, it is the linear pattern, free of digressions and
irrelevancies, that is normally expected in expository writing in Australia. According to
Ballard and Clanchy, Asian students tend to assume that, in writing, they must recount at
length personal details of writers or theorists whose work is being considered. Several
examples are cited to illustrate this (Ballard and Clanchy 1994:9-10, 12). Two will be
mentioned specifically.
One Japanese student was asked to compare the views on economic planning of two
theorists. His whole essay consisted of a description of personal and biographical details of
each of the theorists. A second example cited an Indonesian post graduate student whose
entire first chapter of her thesis comprised such details about the author she was studying.
Indeed, our own personal communication with Indonesians supports the belief that for them
full knowledge of a persons background is considered necessary to an understanding of
his/her writings or theories. l-lowever, such lengthy recounts as those cited above drew
strong criticisms from lecturers as irrelevant. Thus tertiary staff expectations mean
students are obliged to adopt a different understanding of the meaning of relevance, when
studying in Australia.
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The second of Webb's criteria, that evidence be used effectively, raises the question of
plagiarism. By this is meant using borrowed ideas or words from writers without
acknowledging their source. Again, problems frequently arise because of a different
understanding of plagiarism, in Australia, it is regarded as a serious offence. However, as
Ballard (1989) explains:
to many Asian students, this attitude remains a total mystery. To know and to
demonstrate that knowledge of, eminent writers is for them a sign of scholarship. If an idea
has already been expressed elegantly, succinctly and precisely, then those are the words in
which that idea should be repealed.

(Ballard 1989:8-9)

The tendency to use unacknowledged direct quotations is probably also related to students'
English language inadequacy. NESB students often experience difficulty in paraphrasing
satisfactorily. Our personal experience in teaching both graduate staff in Indonesia and pretertiary students in Australia, has revealed this to be so. Students olten prefer to borrow
from a book rather than produce a considerably inferior version as the result of one's own
struggles.

The use of plagiarism may also occur as a result of a background of oral tradition. Sweeney
(1987:269-271) notes that in an oral milieu, knowledge is transmitted through memorisaflon.
This is made possible through the use of highly stylised language, which includes such
devices as strong rhythm, mnemonic patterning and parallelism (1987:83). Sweeney asserts
that the pupil in the oral tradition seeks to acquire his teachers knowledge and preserve it in
toto. He claims that this same attitude is applied to writing. The words of it teacher "may be

preserved verbatim

....

Writing is thus an aid to the oral transmission of knowledge"

(1987:269). Sweeney adds that he has read, in well known journals, articles (by others)
which were verbatim transcriptions of his lectures (1987:27 1). In these articles, no mention
was made of the source, and the bibliography was full of material not even connected with
the subject matter. These practices were not considered at all dishonest or wrong. It is not
surprising, then, that many Asian students are mystified by Australian lecturers' attitudes to
plagiarism.
The third of the Webb criteria for expository writing mentioned above will now be
considered. Students' problems in adopting an analytical and critical style in writing may
also stem from a background of operating in an oral tradition. Sweeney (1987:267), for
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example, comments on his Malay students' deeply entrenched felt need to preserve wholes
and their resulting reluctance to 'fragment chunks of knowledge". Dissection and analysis of
information and theories is thus an alien concept or practice. So also is overt criticism of
one's teachers or superiors. This is considered not only impolite but also unacceptable. A
reluctance to be critical of experts such as theorists and text book writers is therefore
understandable.
Most of the above reasons for Asian students' difficulties in fulfilling the requirement of
good expository writing in English also apply to Indonesian students. In addition, other
possible contributing factors, which are more specific to Indonesian, may be suggested.
These will be considered in Section 1.3 below.

1.3 For Indonesian Students: different traditions
Possible contributing factors related more specifically to Indonesian students will be
considered with respect to two main areas. These are firstly sociological traditions arid
secondly educational traditions.
1.3.1

Sociological Traditions

It is well recognised that sociological traditions are closely inter-related with educational
traditions as the following definition asserts:
Education, both formal and informal, is a process of socialisalion, a process whereby the
growing individual learns the life skills needed for survival in his/her society.
(Deitman inThies 1987:19)

This close interrelationship means that some of the educational aspects already discussed in
Section 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 above will be referred to again in this section.

Despite variations between ethnic groups within Indonesia, the social organisation is in
general strongly heteronomous. Dunbar (1991) explains that this means:
.the will of the individual is almost always subordinated to the domination of others and
subsumed by the collective will of the group.
(Dunbar 1991:167)
• .
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Characteristics of heteronomy include, among others:

3

situations.
Individual behaviour is largely determined by relative status in social
Submission to an authority figure and approval seeking.
sh correct'
Social behaviour delineated by numerous implicit rules which establi

4

behaviour and attitudes.
of
A strong sense of community or group identification and the shunning

1
2

5

individualism.
Priority given to social harmony and avoidance of confrontation.
(adapted from Dunbar 1991:167)

personal autonomy
The strongly heteronomous character of Indonesian society means that
l of the above characteristics
and individualistic behaviour are frowned upon. Thus severa
edge. These in turn
may be seen as related to a strongly conserving attitude towards knowl
above. For example,
may be related to associated learning styles as outlined in Section 1.2.1
s the teacher.
the first and second characteristics above are reflected in attitudes toward
strong sense of
Writing of the fourth characteristic, Dunbar (1991:167) claims that the
characteristic may partly
communality leads to the socialisation of almost every act. The third
or examinations, as
explain the importance attached to "correctness" of response, in class
t be made sociable is
defined by teachers. He then adds a significant remark, "what canno
it contrasts with
usually avoided" (1991:167). The significance of this lies in the way
researcher has noticed
western ideas of fostering personal autonomy and independence. The
in Indonesia.
this sense of communality is very evident among students at all levels
s seem to be done in
Homework, assignments and preparation for examinations almost alway
remarked is endemic
groups rather than individually. Probably cheating, which a colleague
obligated to "help" one
in Indonesia, is another feature related to communality. Students feel
nt view of cheating
another and teachers regularly pay no attention to this. A very differe
However, seen with
prevails in Australia where it is generally considered to be dishonest.
another product of
Indonesian eyes, such a view of cheating is likely to be regarded as just
the Australian emphasis on individual effort.
with Indonesians'
The fifth characteristic, avoidance of confrontation, could be associated
be thought to lead to
reluctance to criticise superiors. Any overt criticism of superiors might
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use it is impolite, it is avoided. Yet, as
confrontation. For this reason, and also beca
ing requires students to question and
mentioned above, an analytical approach to learn
. This involves questioning views or ideas
critically assess knowledge presented to them
course, one's superiors.
expressed by teachers or experts who are, of
of Indonesian society, as opposed to the
Thus the heteronomous nature and traditions
rent attitudes, and characteristics among
Australian emphasis on autonomy, prxluce diffe
t on education, as has been referred in
students. These in turn have a considerable effec
a more detailed consideration of aspects of the
Section 1.2.2 above, in the following section
present education system will be outlined.
1.3.2

Educational Traditions

a little over forty years. Thus is does not have
Indonesia has been an independent nation for
is therefore not so much ti-aditions as relevant
a long tradition of education for the masses. It
be considered. in addition, certain
features of the present system, which will now
e will obviously need to be referred to.
background characteristics contributing to thes
firstly
discussed under two headings
Relevant features of the present system will be
English.
general features and secondly the teaching of
General Features
a strongly examination oriented
problem are
Three features considered to be relevant to the
ing and the lack of extended writing by
approach to education, the general lack of read
-

students.
oriented. As Dunbar remarks, students are
The education system is strongly examination
ester examinations from primary school
required "to pass a constant succession of sem
better understanding of this statement, a brief
through university" (1991:169). To provide a
n. Firstly, progression through the system is
outline of the school system will now be give
years of junior secondary and three
six years of primary, three
made in three main stages
es two years of kindergarten are undertaken
years of senior secondary schooiing. Sometim
-

prior to primary school entrance.
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Major examinations, both internal and external, are held for those completing each of the
three stages. Highly prized certificates are awarded to students successful in these. In
addition, yearly and mid yearly examinations must be passed within each stage. Success in
these is necessary for promotion to the following year of the course. Even small
kindergarten children sometimes face examinations and are awarded certificates.
Normally examination questions are of the multiple choice or short answer type. Preparation
for these involves a great deal of memorisation, which is characteristic of a reproductive
approach to learning. This was referred to in Section 1.2.1 above. The emphasis on
examinations also dominates teaching/learning strategies. Because of this, it is a major
contributing factor to the two other features to be discussed.
The first of these is the general lack of reading required of students. The possible reasons for
this are varied, not least being econorilic factors. Finance for education is limited and the
number of students needing education far from limited within a total population of over 180
million people. Consequently available facilities such as buildings, teachers and materials,
are often inadequate. For example, school libraries are not common and where there are
community libraries they are usually understocked. Books are expensive and many families,
struggling to find compulsory school fees, find books an unaffordable luxury. It is not
surprising, then, that little reading is required of students.
However, socio-cultural factors probably also contribute to the general lack of reading.
Heteronomy, as the dominant social organisation, and its characteristics, have been discussed
in Section 1.3.1 above. One of those characteristics, a strong sense of communalism, has
been associated with the general lack of book reading in the community. Dunhar(1991:168)
suggests that book reading may be regarded as isolationist and anti-social. He refers to "the
miniscule size of Indonesians book publishing and distribution industry" as one of the
indications of the general lack of interest in book reading. (Dunbar 199 1:168). Book
reading is mentioned specifically here, because many people read magazines and
newspapers, but not books.
The third general feature, lack of extended writing by students, is closely related to the
second feature. While most Indonesians today are technically literate, the influence of a
strong oral tradition is evident. Dunbar maintains that people much prefer direct oral
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communication to reading and writing, which are seen to be much less sociable activities
(Dunbar 199 1:168). The examination system, as outlined above, also conuihutes to the
general lack of extended writing. The ability to answer questions in a few words, or at the
most a paragraph, is sufficient to obtain good results. The words of Dunbar (1991) aptly
express the general situation:
The skill of writing, especially more than perfunctory sentences and paragraphs, is not
popularly fostered, despite the cfforLs ol some educators and government agencies. For most,
there is no pressing need to express ideas, ul)scrvatlolls or opinoiis in extended literary fornis.

(Dunbar 1991:168)
The above comments regarding general features of the education system do not only apply to
primary and secondary schooling. From conversation with colleagues and students, the
researcher has learned of a similar paucity of reading and writing requirements among tertiary
level students. Standards vary but generally students' first extended reading and writing task
is their minor thesis in their final year of their tertiary course.
The above discussion would indicate that Indonesian students' experience in their own
country and language poorly equips them for tertiary studies in Australia. Consideration will

now be given more specifically to the teaching of English in Indonesia, both in schools and
in extra-curricular courses.
1.3.3

The Teaching of English

This will be considered under two headings

firstly in schools and secondly in extra

curricular courses.
In Schools
The study of English language is compulsory for all students during the six years of
secondary schooling. But it is generally studied in a passive way, the major emphasis being
on traditional grammar (structure) and reading comprehension exercises. This impression
has been gained through a review of several school textbooks and conversation with
Indonesian students and teachers. This is not to say, however, that there are no schools with
well trained teachers, where modern equipment and methods are used. There are some,
though these are limited to major cities.
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Some more details concerning the teaching of English in senior secondary schools will now
be given. The number of class hours devoted to the study of English varies according to the
type of school and the particular stream. For example, in the academic schools (SMA),
language stream students (English major) study English for four hours per week. Those in
the other streams study it for only one and a half hours per week, (personal conversation
with students). Within the vocational schools (SMEA), hours per week devoted to the study
of English are as follows:

-

Office /secretarial stream letter writing 3 hours; general English 4 hours
-

-

-

-

Tourism stream 7 hours emphasis on speaking and some composition writing

-

Other streams 4 hours general English

-

-

-

(personal communication with teachers)
Some consideration will now be given more specifically to the teaching of writing in the
senior high schools. A careful reading of several senior high school textbooks revealed that
"writing" tends to consist mainly of writing isolated sentences. In these books practice is
given through various types of substitution exercises, such as the following:
PRACTISE AND WRITE
Exercise 13
Rewrite these sentences, beginning with the bracketed words. Make other changes where necessary.
The train will be punctual (I wish)
I wish the train would be punctual

You came early. (If only)
I am rich. (I wish)
He knows where he has put the key. (He wishes)
He can come with us. (If only)
They will mind their own business. (We wish)
She is not so stubborn. (Ali wishes)

(Alter 1991:26)
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type of writing expected of students
It seems that the above exercise is typical of the
it will be noted in Chapter 3 Section 2
(personal communication with teachers). in fact,

do not write compositions at all.
below that even students majoring in English often
l (1991), some provision is made for the
However, in the latest syllabus for senior high schoo
For example; several picture
writing of letters and certain types of compositions.
on that syllabus. Alter (1991), for
compositions" are included in one textbook based
ing instructions are provided:
example, shows a series of pictures after which the follow
the help of the words given below.
Study these pictures. Thcn, write out the story With

(A series of relevant words appears below the pictures).

Other "composition exercises in the same senior high

(from Alter 991:90)

school textbook provide less

scaffolding, eg
Write a report on one of the following:
I
2.

about a kidnapping which
Imagine you are a reporter with a local newspaper. Write
has just been solved by the lX)1ICC.
unhealthy neighbourhood. Make
There have been many Coml)lalliLs lately about a dirty
town.
nI
paiL
this
in
a report on the con(lluons

(Alter 1991: 127)

d to the

of writing tasks are relate
Within the vocational schools, the particular kinds
ollice/secretarial stream, the emphasis is on
requirements of the streams. For example, in the
tourism stream, on the other hand, learn to
the writing of business letters. Students ui the
short descriptions of various tourist atuacuoiis.
write

asis within English teaching in schools
In summary, then, it is suggested that the main emph
Little, if any, importance is attached
in on traditional grammar and reading comprehension.
tend to be descriptive or narrative, it
to writing tasks. Where compositions are written, they
as exposition have no place in English
would seem that argumentative types of writing such
English courses now lollows
courses in schools. A brief discussion of extra-curricular
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Extra Curricular Courses
students to undertake additional
The inadequacies of school English courses cause many
institutions. These courses are
study through extra curricular English courses in private
It would seem that many of them are
innumerable, vary in standard and are often expensive.
a Foreign Language (TOEFL). A
geared to meet the requirements of the Test of English as
ry study in the USA and some other
score of 550 on this test is required for entrance to tertia
ing, reading comprehension and
countries. However, the test includes sections on listen
TOEFL oriented courses obtain no
structure but no writing or speaking. Thus students in the
additional teaching to improve their writing ability.
es are oriented towards the
In fairness, it must be added that several of the better cours
uage Test (IELT). These include
Cambridge examinations or the International English Lang
students to develop a better
tests of writing ability and therefore such courses do assist
for entrance to tertiary study in
writing ability. A score of 6 on the latter is a requirement
Cambridge tests and IELT are not
Australia. 1-lowever, in many areas courses oriented to
are theretöre prevented from
available and they are also very expensive. Many students
esian students are ill equipped for
enjoying their benefits. Thus the great majority of lndon
academic writing in English.
1.3.4

Conclusion

writing and the matters to which
The nature of the problems concerning academic English
n attention have been outlined in
experts in the field such as Ballard and Clanchy have draw
this chapter.
sh experience considerable
Briefly, it has been argued that Indonesian students of Engli
ling expository writing of a kind
difficulties in coining to terms with the demands of hand
this study is then to develop a
characteristic of tertiary studies in Australia. The aim of
ach adopted will draw upon
modest program for teaching academic English. The appro
of opinion and scholarly support
systemic functional linguistic theory. A considerable body
. These matters will be reviewed in
has developed in Australia in the last ten to fifteen years
detail.
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In Chapter 2, literary traditions and background theory supporting this study are to be
reviewed. In Chapter 3 an account will be given of the methodology pursued, while Chapter
4 consists of an analysis of some early writing efforts of the students. In Chapter 5 the
students later texts will be examined. Finally in Chapter 6 a set of recommendations will be
made in the light of the study.
It will be argued on the evidence of this study that genre based approaches to teaching
exposition, drawing on systemic functional grammar, of1r a great deal to Indonesian
students of academic English.
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CHAPTER 2
ESTABLISHING THE BACKGROUND TRADITIONS
A LITERATURE REVIEW

-

2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature on systemic functional linguistic theory
and the research that has been done, in its name, into exposition. The literature reviewed
covers three main areas. The first to be examined is systemic functional linguistics theory
itself. In this discussion, three features of the theory will be considered:
the concept of language as system
the sociological orientation adopted with respect to language
the functional basis of the approach to language involved.
The second main area to be reviewed here concerns genre theory and its relationship to the
genre based approach to writing development. Some consideration will be given to
implementing a genre based approach to teaching writing. This section includes a brief
consideration of some differences between speech and writing. Technicality and abstraction
as used in secondary school texts or in tertiary studies are also discussed. Both are extremely
relevant to the teaching of exposition, the focus of this study.
The third area is concerned more specifically with the writing of exposition. First a number
of taxonomies and classifications for exposition are outlined and compared. Following that,
clarification is given concerning further use of the term, exposition, in this study.

2.2 Systemic Functional Linguistic Theory
ithr
Halliday (1978: 17, 191-192) suggests that language can be viewed as/rule or as resource.
Models of language as rule see language essentially in terms of structure, ie rules of syntax.
Models of language as resource see language in terms of its meaning making potential, and it
is defined in terms of function. Matthiessen (1990: 40) maintains that the two different views
are oriented towards different disciplines and their proponents thus develop different theories
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of grammar. Language as rule involves an orientation towards philosophy and logic and
deals with formal grammar. Language as resource, on the other hand, is oriented towards
ethnography and rhetoric and deals with functional grammar.
Systemic functional linguistic theory has been developed over the last few decades. Its
concepts are closer to the European traditions of the Prague School and Hehnslev than to
major American schools of linguistics. The former were concerned with sociological and
semantic aspects of language and the latter with structural aspects. Three characteristics
which distinguish systemic functional theory from other traditions are:
the main organising concept is that of system
it is sociologically oriented
it is functionally based
These characteristics will be discussed in Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 below.
2.2.1

Language as System

Before discussing Flalliday's views on this, a brief mention of the work of Saussure, a
nineteenth century Swiss linguist, is in order. Saussure is often referred to as the father of
twentieth century linguistics. He sought to break with older traditions of linguistics in the
logical sense, where the traditions in the latter sense were preoccupied with structures and
rules. Instead he sought to focus on meaning. His theory viewed language, not as an
aggregate of individual items, but as a semiotic (signing) system based on relationships of
contrast or opposition (Butt 1989: 28). His concepts are difficult to grasp, but essential to an
understanding of Halliday's theory.
The notion of a sign is central to Saussure's theory, for Saussure argued that language is a
system of signs (Culler 1976:19). Each sign (eg a word as sign) consists of two parts
the signified (concept) and signifier (sound image). This he illustrated as in Figure 2.1
below.
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-

IGN [FlED

IER
SIGNIFIER
(Saussure 196614 ; reproduced in Butt 1985:12)

Figure 2.1: Signified/signifier

The relationship between the two is its signification. However, a sign is arbitrary and can
only be understood in relation to other signs in the signing system, and in terms of the social
community of speakers which gives it meaning (Saussure 966:78). The signs value, then,
has to do with its relationship to other signs in the system. In other words, its value depends
upon what it is not.
syntagmatic and
Saussure proposed two other types of relations in a signing system
paradigmatic. Syntagmatic relations concern those between an item and other items present
in a structure, ie in a linear stretch of language (horizontal relations). For
-

example, in the clause
John

rode

a

horse

syntagmatic relations concern how each word relates to the ones preceding and following it.
Paradigmatic relations refer to the relation of an item present in a structure and others that
could have been chosen but were not. Saussure said these were "associative. For example,
in the above clause, instead of John, Bill or Mary could have been chosen. The distinction
between syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations is important because systemic functional
grammar is based on paradigmatic relations, not syntagmatic.
Building on Saussure's work on language as a semiotic system based on relationships,
Halliday (Halliday and Hasan 1985: 3-4; Butt 1985: vi) regards language as a social
semiotic. This involves defining the social system as a system of meaning, and
understanding language in its relation to social processes and structures. Language is itself a
semiotic system, one of many within a culture or social system. Others include art, music,
clothing for example, but there are many others. Halliday asserts that "language actively
symbolises the social system, thus creating as well as being created by it.' (1978: 184). That
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is, language is a social semiotic. It does not operate on its own but relates to other semiotic
systems within a social system.
Firth, of whom Halliday was a student, developed a theory called System Structure Theory,
in which he formalised the notion of paradigm while retaining the notions of structure and
syntagm from Saussure (Kress 1976: xi). For Firth, system meant an enumerated set of
choices in a specific context (Kress 1976: xiii). This notion of system was to become crucial
in Halhiday's systemic functional linguistic theory.
In this theory, language is seen as a resource, a meaning potential from which choices are
made (Halliday 1978: 39). lIallidays definition of system (1976: 3) in a paper which first
appeared in 1969 states:
A system is a set of options with an entry condition, that is to say, a set of
things of which one must be chosen, together with a statement of the conditions

under which the choice is available.
For instance, Figure 2.2 sets out the system network for MOOD
declarative

polar

indicative
MOOD

interrogative

Wh
imperative

Figure 2.2 :

(Christie 1992a)

The mood system

Martin (1984a: 22) further explains the notion of choice, by indicating that language may be
seen as a large network of inter-related options from which speakers select to make their
meanings. Halliday (1985: xxvii) describes system networks in greater detail, stating
Each choice point in a network specifies 1) an environment, consisting of choices
already made and 2) a set of possibilities of which one is (10 be) chosen. 1) and 2)
together constitute a "system". For exuriple, if you have chosen A (and B ... ) thcu
go on to choose either X or Y (or 7..... ).
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In Figure 2.2 the square braces I indicate either/or choices. So once the Mood system is
entered, the first choice is either indicative or imperative. If indicative is chosen, then the
next choice is either declarative (He is an engineer) or interrogative. The interrogative choice
gives either the polar (Is he an engineer?) or the WI I (Who is an engineer)?
Another important manner of representing System is with rounded braces, which indicates
simultaneous choices within a system. As will be seen in Chapter 3, there are simultaneous
choices in THEME, MOOD and TRANSITIVITY to create a clause. Figure 2.3 shows how
this is set out.
Theme

—Mood
CLAUSE

Transitivity
Figure 2.3:

Simultaneous choices in the English clause/system.

Thus for systemicists, the whole organising concept of language and its relation to culture is
that of system. Language as a whole is a system, composed of other systems within
systems. Speakers or writers make appropriate choices from various systems to make their
meanings.
Following Helmslev, the Prague School, Firth and Lamb, Halliday sees language as a
tristratal system, ie organised on three levels

semantics, grammar and phonology (1978:

-

39). He prefers to use the term lexico-grammar for the middle level
semantics (meaning)
lexicogrammar (wording)
phonology (sounds)
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Matthiessen (1990: 5) shows the relationship

of stratification with a circular diagram thus.

tii
Cu

onology
)unding)

Figure 2.4 :

(Matthiessen 1990: 5)

Stratification

levels are related by realisation. The lexicoEach of the levels is a system in itself and the
e phonology realises lexico-grammar. The
grammar realises (or expresses) semantics, whil
ide language, ie cultural meanings. As
semantic level also realises a higher level outs
of
upon the social fact and the community
Saussure (1966:77) said, meaning depends
er developed in Section 2.2 below.
speakers. This social aspect of language is furth
ntial, or range of alternatives. This means that
Language, then, is a system of meaning pote
t could have been said but was not. Or as
relations focus on what is said in relation to wha
Halliday states
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We see the text as actualised potential; it is the actual seen
against the background of the potential.
(Halliday 1978:40)
This aspect distinguishes systemic functional linguistics from other traditions, which are
mainly concerned with syntagmatic relations.
The social relationships between language and social processes will now be considered.
2.2.2

Sociological Orientation of Language

Historically language has been viewed from both an inUa-organisrn and an inter-organism
perspective (Halliday 1978: 12, 56). The former approach is physiological and psychological
in that it focuses upon language used within the person. The latter approach is sociological in
that it focuses upon language uses between and among participants in a speech community.
Systemic functional linguistics, taking the second perspective, is concerned with social
aspects of language. In his concern with the relationship of language and social practices,
Halliday was considerably influenced by three scholars
Malinowski (1923, 1935), Firth
(1951, 1957), and Bernstein (1971, 1973). The influence of each will now be considered.
-

Malinowski was an anthropologist working in the 1920s and 1930s in the Trobriand Islands
in the local language, Kiriwinian, in which he wrote his field notes. l-lowever, in writing his
reports in English, he found it necessary to provide extended commentaries, so that readers
would understand what was going on in the situation. In other words, he needed to "place
the text in its living environment" (Ilalliday and 1-lasan 1985: 6).
For this purpose he coined two terms, context of situation (1923) and context of
culture (1935). These two terms were to have far reaching effects in the development of
systemic functional linguistics. The first describes the particular situational environment of
the text, eg a fishing expedition or a certain ritual. The second describes the total cultural
background, which would include the significance of the situation not only for the
participants but also for the wider culture.
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Firth asserted that "all linguistics was the study of meaning and all meaning was function in
context" (1935, cited in Halliday and Hasan 1985: 8). His own linguistic theory was built on
the concepts of context of situation and context of culture. His framework for the description
of context of situation included four elements

the participants, the action, other relevant

-

features of the situation, and the effects of the verbal action (Halliday and 1-lasan 1985: 8).
Some of these aspects are reflected in Flalliday's notion of register. This will be discussed
in more detail below, following a consideration of Bernstein's influence on Halliday.
Bernstein is a British sociologist whose interest in language began while he was teaching in
the 1950s in the East End of London. He became aware that forms of language required by
the school system differed significantly from those forms evident in the students'
spontaneous use of language. Convinced that such differences were due to differences in
social suucture, he set out to study the role

language

plays in socialisation processes. His

work is reported in Class, Codes and Control Vol 1(1971 rev. ed 1973), Vol 11(1973), Vol
III (1975) and Vol IV (1990).
Bernstein distinguished between two different patterns of language use, elaborated codes
and restrkted codes. The codes are not primarily concerned with surface structures,
(although these do vary between codes), but with some deeper underlying regulatory
principles. Several different definitions were given during the development of his theories,
the final one (in an article published in 1981) being:
Code is a regulative principle, tacitly acquired, which sciccLs and integrates relevant meanings,
forms of realisalions and evoking contexts.

(Bernstein 1990:101)
Bernstein felt that the codes were in some way related to social structures. He found that
middle class children tended to have mastery over the use of both codes, whereas working
class children were confined to the use of restricted codes. He was convinced of the
importance of understanding how socialisation engenders the use of codes, so his research
was directed towards exploring code realisations in different contexts. He needed a linguistic
theory to guide his analysis of speech and so took over Halliday's network theory, at that
stage a kind of "proto-systemic linguistics".
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Halliday, during his research into child language development, had proposed seven functions
of language. Reformulating these, Bernstein proposed Ibur 'critical socialising contexts"
within the family, as ft)llows:
the parents primarily regulate the children's behaviour

Regulative

-

Instructional

-

Imaginative

-

the child is encouraged to explore and recreate the world

Interpersonal

-

the child is made aware ul personal relationships

the parents teach the child

(197 1: 18 1)

He and his team then studied the use of codes within middle and working class families in
these four socialising contexts. Halliday commented:
What Bernstein's work suggests is that there may be differences in the relative orientation of
different social groups towards the Various functions o language in given contexts, and
towards the different areas of meaning that may be explored within a given function.

(Halliday 1978:106)
Language is central, then, to Bernstein's code theories, but it is language from the point of
view of function and meaning, not of structure. He is not concerned primarily with surface
manifestations of language, but with underlying regulative principles which lead to the
expression of meaning (realisation) in different ways.
Codes are based on principles of selection and combination and these principles are evident in
Halliday's notion of system (see Section 2.1 above). Bernstein's work on codes made a
considerable contribution to the understanding of the relationship between language and
social processes. However, he was not a linguist, and SO never developed an adequate
grammar that would fully explain his ideas. More recently, systemicists such as Hasan
(1988) and Williams (1990), among others, have further developed his ideas using systemic
functional grammar.
The notion of register is also concerned with different forms of language use, and it will
now be taken up in some detail, as indicated above.
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Register
The term register refers to variety in language use, rather than according to user, which is
dialect. (Halliday 1964 cited in 1978: 110). Register was first used to refer to variety in
text by Reid in 1956 (Halliday 1978: 110). in the 1960s, Firth's students proposed the use
of the term for the study of the relation between language and context of situation (Martin
1984: 23). in order to discuss language used in any particular situation, the term text was
adopted. This has been defined as language that is functional, ie doing some job in some
situation (Halliday and Hasan 1985: 10). Expressed in another way, it is 'a meaningful
stretch of language in which meaning is constructed" (Christie 1990a:3).
Halliday and other students of Firth described three different elements or categories within a
register

field, tenor and mode. Halliday actually defined register as
a configuration of meanings that are typically associated with a particular
situational configuration of field, mode and tenor.

(Halliday and Hasan 1985:38).
His description of the three elements was as follows: Field refers to what is happening, or
the nature of the social interaction taking place. 1'enor refers to who is taking part
the
status, role and relationship of the participants. Mode refers to what part language is
-

playing, eg the channel of communication (spoken, written, or other) and the purpose of the
text, ie persuasion, argument, narrative, and so on (Halliday and Hasan 1985: 12). Thus the
type of language used in any context of situation varies as any one or all of these categories
vary.
There have always been some theoretical differences between theorists about field, tenor and
mode. Gregory (1967) and later Benson and Greaves (1973) preferred to distinguish four
categories, keeping field and mode, but dividing tenor into two types. Personal tenor was
much the same as the tenor of 1-lalliday's scheme, while functional tenor referred to the
particular purpose of the discourse, lör example expository or didactic (Christie 1989a: 40;
Martin 1984a: 24). The model used here will be that of Martin et al (Martin 1984a:25)
described below.
Martin, through working with Rothery on the development of children's writing in schools,
proposed a model of register different from that of Halliday in two main respects. Firstly, he
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views register as a separate semiotic system from language, and secondly he tOoSS a third
semiotic system, genre. Both genre and register are referred to as "parasites", ie they cannot
survive without language. They must select froiii language to realise meanings, as they have
no form of expression of their own (Martin 194: 24). Halliday and 1-lasan, then, see
register and genre as interchangeable tenns, whereas Martin sees them as two separate
semiotic systems. Martin's representation of register and genre is shown in Figure 2.5
below.

Figure 2.5: Genre, register and language

(Martin 1984: 25)

Martin (1985:25-27) distinguishes between different features of tenor and mode and a
summary of his explanation of these will now be presented. Tenor consists of three factors
status, affect and contact, each having to do with relationships between participants.

-

Status concerns the participants roles

---

dorriinant, deferential and SO on. Affect concerns

their feelings for each other on the side of love- hate, while contact is concerned with the
frequency and intimacy of contact.
Mode is comprised of two elements, spatial relationships and temporal distance. The first
relates to the degree of aural and visual contact, for example a face-to-face conversation as
opposed to a letter. The second is concerned with the relations between language and what it
is talking about. This may be shown in terms of a Continuum between language-in-action and
language as reflection, thus:

Language in action

Language as reflection

On the language-in-action end is language which is part of the action, eg that being used
among players in it game. A commentary on that game would represent it more distant stage,
and a report of the game written in the newspaper, an even further stage. At the far extreme,
most distant from the action, would be, for exani pie, a bxk about how to play the game.
The further from the action, the more abstract the language becomes (Martin I984a:26). The
revised register categories are set out in Figure 2.6 below.
FIELD

set of activity sequences oriented to a global institutional purpose:
eg., dog breeding, sailing, medicine, shopping.

TENOR

fonnality of interlocutors relations as

modulated by:

power

power and solidarity

contact

degree of involvement in relationship

affect

love-through-hate predisposition of interlocutors.

MODE

relations

spatial and temporal distance scales:
distance between interlocutors as afkcting aural and visual feedback
part (language-in-action to language-a.s-rellection)

Figure 2.6: Martin and Poynton's revised register categories (Plum 1988: 43 cited in Christie
1989a:72)
In this figure, "status is referred to as "power", but "status" has become the more commonly
used term.
Poynton (1985:7-11) asserts the need for the addition of a fourth box, as in Figure 2.5
below.
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-—-\ —I

ideology

---\-

genre
register

language

Figure 2.7: Language and its connotative semiotics

(Poynton 195:9)

She claims that most texts cannot be fully accounted for by the three semiotic systems of
language, register and genre alone. Beliefs, attitudes and values very significantly influence
the types of language choices made, particularly in relation to evaluative expressions. This is
evident with respect to "binary oppositions such as female/male, capitalism/socialism,
war/peace" (Poyton 1985:10).
Ideology as a semiotic system, then, is concerned with how the dominant and dominated
values of a culture are coded in language. In our culture, for example, a single female (over a
certain age) is often referred to as it "spinster" or "old maid", while a single male is a
"bachelor". Negative, even slightly derogatory connotions are attached to the first two terms
but not to the third. Martin (1984a:25) asserts that genre refers to context of culture and
Poynton would say that ideology also refers to Context of culture (1985:11)

so would

-

Martin, of course.
The discussion continues with a consideration of the functional basis of language.
2.2.3

Functional Basis of Language

Halliday, like Malinowski, Bernstein and Firth, sees language as functionally based. He
states "language is as it is because of what it has to do" (1978: 19) that is, its purpose is to
make and convey meanings in social interaction. He notes "language is a form of interaction
and it is learnt through interaction" (1978: 18).
Halliday's research on the language development of one child, Nigel, illusates this. An
early description and findings are given in his book "Learning How to Mean" (1975). That is
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a very significant work in the development of systemic functional linguistic theory, appearing
in the bibliographies of a great many systemicists' writings. The emphasis is on the learning
of a semiotic system, ie how the child makes meaning by using language. This involves
learning, or discovering, different functions that language fulfils to meet the child's needs in
different Contexts of situation.
Halliday claims that in early childhood 'function" is synonymous with "use". However in
adult language, function is something more, being basic to the evolution of the semantic
system (Halliday and Hasan 1985: 17). lie claims that the adult language system is
organised around a small number of functional components. These correspond to absuact
functions or broad areas called metafunctions (1978: 27, 47). The metafunctions appear
on the right side of Figure 2.8 below, which Halliday used to summarise his important
proposal.

SITUATION
Feature of the context

TEXT
(realised by)

Functional component of semantic
system

Field of discourse

Experiential meanings

(what is going on)

(transitivity, naming, etc)

Tenor of discourse
(Who are taking part)

interpersonal meanings
(mood, modality, person, etc)

Mode of discourse
(role assigned to language)

Textual meanings (theme
information, cohesive relations)

Figure 2.8: Relation of the Text to the context of situation

(Halliday and 1-lasan 195:26

It was through his work on grammar, (clause structure in particular) in the 1960s, that
Halliday originally proposed the existence of these metafunctions. This proposal represented
an important breakthrough in his work on the relation between language and context. Martin
(1984a: 23-24) describes how 1-lalliday noticed that the clause system tended to cluster into
three main groups. A brief summary of those groups follows.
The Transitivity "bundle of choices" is concerned with the way clauses map reality, ie the
differences between processes of doing, happening and identifying, as well as Voice
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(active/passive possibilities). A second bundle called Mood distinguishes statements from
questions, as well as indicating the degree of definiteness of these. The third bundle called
Theme concerns the way in which speakers order constituents in a clause. These three
broad areas of meaning potential can be described in semiotic terms as:
Ideational

-

meaning about the world
(subdivided into Experiential and Logical)

Interpersonal

-

meaning between speakerS

Textual

-

meaning relating pieces of text to one another and to their context

These three areas of meaning were seen to correspond with register categories as follows:
Field

-

related to ideational meanings

Tenor

-

related to interpersonal meanings

Mode

-

related to textual meaning

It is these relationships which enable us to make predictions about meanings that are likely to
be exchanged in various contexts (1-lalliday and 1-lasan 1985: 28).
Christie (1989a: 43) adds that the discovery of this correlation is important because the clause
can then be shown to be consuucted in non-arbitrary ways to realise different components of
meaning. Language can therefore be shown to order experience in systematic ways to satisfy
human needs. In this sense the grammar of a language is functional.
A very succinct way of referring to metafunctions is as resources for presenting information
as text in context" (Mattiessen 1990: 32). The study of different ways of presenting
information as text in context forms the basis of genre theory, discussed at length in Section
2.3 below. However, it is noted here that genres are conventionalised forms of texts which
encode the functions, purposes and meanings of specific social occasions, eg an interview, a
joke, or sermon (Kress 1989: 19). Further discussion of genre now follows.
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2.3 Genre
2.3.1

Theory and Research

The term genre has for a long time been used to refer to different types of art or literature,
and also to cenain prestigious written texts. More recently in linguistics it has been used to
refer to the different types of spoken and written texts. Genre theory, and the associated
genre-based approaches to writing developed as an extension of work on register by some
systemic linguists such as Hasan, Kress and Martin (Martin, Christie and Rothery 1987). A
few particularly significant aspects of systemic theory have been highlighted by Christie
(1990a: 3) to indicate how it is related to genre theory. These are summarised below:
language is seen as a resource to build or make meaning
language is understood as text (a meaningful su-etch of language) and
there is an intimate relationship of text and context
It has been noted above (Section 2.2.2.) that Halliday and Hasan see the two terms, register
and genre, as interchangeable, whereas Martin and his colleagues see them as two
independent semiotic systems. Martin argued that genre could not be explained in terms of
register alone. His argument maintains that some texts may make the same choices in terms
of field, tenor and mxle and yet generate diff erent genres. Conversely, instances of a given
genre with very different field, tenor and mode choices could show the same overall shape or
pattern.
Christie (1989a:60) agrees with Martin, arguing the need for the adoption of both notions of
register and genre. Her reasons, among others, include:
to explain

different text types students need to learn in a culture, and
to show how linguistic features that realise different genres are patterned and vary according to different
elements of schematic structure.
Various people such as Webb (1987, 1989); Drury (1990, 1991); Jones (1990) and others
have underlined the importance of these two factors with respect to the teaching of Academic
English to ESL (English as a Second Language) learners. Their work will be discussed in
Chapter 3 below.
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Martin's early definition of genre was 'a staged, goal oriented, purposeful activity in which
buying
speakers engage as members of our culture" (1984a:24). Examples include
vegetables, applying for a job or telling a story. Martin (1984a:25) maintains that genre
-

relates to context of culture and register to context of situation. Later an expanded version of
the above definition was given:
Genres are referred to as jçjjJ processes because members of a culture interact with each other
to achieve them; as gi.. oriented because they have evolved to get things done; and as jags1
because it usually takes more than one step for the paruclpanLs to achieve their goals.

(Martin, Christie, Rothery 1987: 59)
Some earlier definitions, instead of using the term "staged", stated that genres have a distinct
beginning, middle and end. This pattern is referred to as schematic structure. The
example below illustrates a typical structure of an early childhood Narrative:
Orientation

:

Complication
Resolution

:

Once upon a time......
She fell into a well......
A prince came and rescued her.

Such a narrative structure is shown thus:
Orientation A Complication" Resolution
The sign A indicates sequence.
Several reviews of developments in genre theory in the 1970s and 1980s have appeared,
including those by Hammond (1987), Reid (1987), Christie (1990, 1991) and Martin (1991).
According to Hammond (1987: 166), Kress was the first person to use the term genre with
regard to what it is that children learn when learning to write. In Learning to Write (1982),
to
he pointed out that differences between spoken and written language need to be explained
children, and that they should be given specific instruction in writing different genres. A
statement in that book, "there exists a fixed number of genres" (1982:59) generated much
criticism from others such as Dixon, also Watson and Sawyer (in Reid 1987). More
recently, they have acknowledged that this criticism is no longer relevant, as Kress (1987)
and also Martin, Christie and Rothery (1987) now emphasise that genres change and evolve
(Sawyer and Watson 1989: 28).
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genre in
In Genres as Choice (1987: 28) Christie briefly outlines various research projects on
some
schools conducted between 1980 and 1986. Some of these will be discussed below in
detail.
infants,
Martin and Rothery (1981, 1982) investigated children's writing in schools
primary and secondary. They identified various genres that teachers implicitly expected
children to master. Early reports indicated teachers general awareness of genres, their
-

to
frequent reference to children's texts as "stories', and their bias towards narrative genres
the neglect of factual ones. The outcome was the development of a typology of genres that
children write at school. The first basic distinction made was between narrative and factual
snands, as in Figure 2.7 below.
Thematic

Recount

Narrative

Report

Exposition

Narrative

Observation!
Comment

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Literary

Cri uc ism

9 10 11 12

Figure 2.9: A developmental register typology (English bias)

(Martin

and Rothery 1981: 5)

It must be noted that this is a very early typology, indicating what Martin and Rothery had
found in their research. In the light of more recent research, they would see this as outdated
of
and too simple. In 1984 narrative was sub-divided into recount and several different types
and
narrative. By 1985, the factual strand included procedure, description, report, explanation
exposition (Hammond 1987: 169).
A brief yet careful account of Christie's major ethnographic study (1983-1986) on the writing
d
development of a group of children in their first three years at school is provided by hammon
's
(1987: 170-171). She notes that the loctis of that work is on the queStR)n of where children
"the ways in
written text comes from. Christie's use of the tenu "curriculum genre" to refer to
of
which teachinflearning activities are systeniatically smictured and organised in patterns
classroom discourse" is noted (1984: 2 cited in Hammond 1987: 170). Two maui themes
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covered are: firstly the relationship between written text and curriculum genre and secondly
the nature of school knowledge. The latter refers to what schools value as knowledge and
how it is constructed in curriculum genres. A comment on the significance of this work is
the most important factor controlling what children write is not their stage of
development, but rather the way in which the teacher SCLS up the writing context.

(Martin, Christie and Rothery 1987: 63)
Ways in which teachers "set up writing contexts" will be given further consideration in
Section 2.3.3 below. Other systemic functional linguists such as Eggins and Wignell have
been working with Martin and Rothery on language demands made on students' writing in
secondary schools in Sydney. A major area discussed in the report of these studies concerns
differences between spoken and written language. Some of these differences will now be
considered.
a) Speech and Writing
The difference between speech and writing has been characterised by Halliday (1985c:62, 87)
in terms of lexical density being a feature of writing and grammatical inuicacy being a feature
of speech. Some explanation as to what these terms mean will be in order.
In formal written English, information (content) is often conveyed in fewer clauses, but is
nouns, adjectives,
more densely "packed in" to content words. Content words include
-

lexical verbs and some adverbs. Written hnglish tends to contain more content words per
clause so is said to be more lexically dense. Lexical density is calculated by dividing the
number of content words by the number of clauses (Ilalliday 1985c: 63-67). It is commonly
twice as high for written English as it is for spoken, although it may be much higher. A brief
comparison of sentences a) and b) below illustrates this.
Because the peasants were poor and they were taxed highly, the
people rebelled (spoken)
Because

of

the peasants' poverty and high taxation, the

rebellion occurred (written).
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Sentence a) contains 3 clauses, 6 content words and has a lexical density of 2. Sentence b)
contains only 1 clause, but 6 content words and so has a lexical density of 6.
Grammatical intricacy is seen in relations between clauses. Sentence a) above is a simple
use of three clauses to convey the same information given in
illuswation of this, showing
sentence b) in one clause.
Lexical density is often achieved by the use of what 1-lalliday terms grammatical metaphor
or incongruent language (1985a: 321ff; 1985c: 94-95). This involves transfer of
meaning from one location in the grammar to other locations" (Wignell 1991). In everyday
spoken language, things are encoded as nouns, actions and happenings as verbs, qualities as
adjectives, and relations as conjunctions. Ilowever, in incongruent language, not only
things, but also actions, happenings, qualities and logical relations may be expressed as
nouns. This results in nominalisation, as in the following examples:
After he ascended the throne, he was crowned. (action as verb)
After his ascens ion to the throne, his coronauon occurred. (action

as noun)

She was very Eju1. (quality as adjective)
Her kindness was well known. (quality as noun)
He was ill,

he was absent. (relation as conjunction)

Illness was the reason for his absence. (relation as noun)

The language of school textbooks is often very lexically dense with much nominalisation and
students often find this register difficult to master. Martin, Wignell, Eggins and Rothery
(1986), in their study of "secret English', used in school textbooks, note that, compared with
ordinary language, geography and history are full of nouns. In geography these are mainly
definitions and in history the result of nominalisation.
The term "secret English" was first used by an Aboriginal elder (quoted by Bain in 1979),
concerned about the problems of Aboriginal people handling the English language of
authority, officialdom and schooling. Martin et a! (1986) suggest that the term probably
refers to a register or a number of registers, many of them associated with schooling. Much
of the difficulty of "secret English" for the uninitiated, lies in technicality and absuaction.
These will be now considered.
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Technicality and Abstraction
Examination of geography language" with reference to field by Martin et a! (1986) revealed
that it involves the use of technical terms generated by taxOnomies and activity sequences.
Definitions are provided for technical terms by the use of identifying relational clauses which
uanslate everyday language into technical language. (An explanation of identifying and
relational clauses will be provided in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.2 below.) Examples given
(p151) are:
Water vapour

is

the invisible gas which ends up in the air
when water evax)fa1es

Token

Process

Value

The biome

rcprc.senLs

Token

Process

the living part of the ecosystem
Value

Once given, definitions are thereafter used as a kind of shorthand to save much repetition.
Thus the function of technicality for geographers is twofold:
to reclassify phenomena in the world, and
to act as a "shorthand" condensing information
The researchers concluded a geographer's discourse (or technicality) is designed to order and
explain, but it can exclude those who do not understand. In that sense it is one kind of
"secret English".

Exploration of the language of history books with reference to mode indicated that its
"secretness" derives from its abstraction, mainly nominalisation. This occurs because it is
"concerned with organising an argument through exemplification". The function of
grammatical metaphor, mainly nominalisation, is also twofold:
allow us to organise information in ways that give prominence to our main points and structure to our
argumenLs

to allow us to gencralise individual discrete experiences into generic acts, behaviour and times.
(Eggins et al 1987: 89)
Abstraction in history is aptly summarised thus:
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• when history gets written down, it is neither a story nor is it about people. In the pnxess
of arranging, interpreting and generalising from recoverable facts, people are effaced, actions
beCome things, and sequence in time is replaced by Irozen settings in time.

(Eggins et al 1987: 66)
The above characteristics refer to the expositional texts of history. Other genres, eg narrative,
recount and report do occur in historical discourse, but the abstract language of argument is
more prestigious (Eggins et al 1987: 80).
Systemic functional linguistic analysis of history and geography texts show that both
technicality and abstraction rely on the same linguistic resource, nominalisation (Martin
1991: 315). Technicality, or the use of technical terms, involves relating meanings as
participants. Sound, for example, is not a thing yet it is taken to be one in scientific discourse
in order to be defined. In abstraction, events are nominalised as participants and logical
relations between them are verbalised. For example in the sentence,
The loss of their son brought grief to the royal family

The events "losing a son" and "grieving" become nouns and the verb "brought" expresses the
consequential relation. Thus reasoning is realised within rather than between clauses. This
type of reasoning is common

in history books, as in

the following example:

The enlargement of Australia's steel making capacity and the motor vehicle industry owed
something to the demands of war.

The construction "owed something to" expresses what Martin calls "buried reasoning". The
more usual "overt reasoning" would be expressed as

" .......

occurred partly because

(1991: 314).
The difficulty students have mastering technicality and abstraction is revealed in Wignell's
(1987) reports on his year long ethnographic sttidy of students' writing in history and
geography in a Sydney high school. his very useful insights uncover some of the reasons
why students have such difficulty with the discourse of the two subjects. Students' speech
was found to be predominantly congruent. I lowever, in factual writing for assignments,
incongruent types of writing were expected, even though no specific instruction had been
given in how to use these.
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Students were told to write "in your own words", but admitted they had trouble "figuring out
another way to do it without copying'. Consequently, much of the work of their "own
words" consisted of copying information from hooks, altering it only slightly. His
conclusion was that students were usually taught a great deal about 'what but very little
about "how" to write. They were "left to their OWfl devices" in trying to find out how to
organise "facts" into appropriate texts.
The work of Wignell, Martin and Eggins seeks to 'demystify" the discourses of academic
social science subjects (Cope and Kalantis 1990: 132). Yet it is clear that school practices
disadvantage certain students, eg Aboriginal, migrant, working class, whose parents or older
siblings cannot help them write assignments and essays. This observation bears striking
resemblance to the claims of Bernstein (Section 2.2.2 above) concerning the relationship of
language and social structures. It would indicate an urgent need for intervention by teachers
to enable students to master the required genres.
The main recommendation of Martin et a! (1986) is that students undertake an
"apprenticeship" in learning the use of technicality and abstraction as tools. The suggestion
that "secret English" is a collection of specialised registers needing explicit teaching is very
important for teachers. In acting upon this, they can thus empower students to have
conscious control over it. At tertiary level also, Lee (1990:78-81) among others, would
advocate the need for intervention by tutors. This need arises from difficulties experienced
by first year students particularly, in learning to master exposition genres.

Summary
The position on genre and register adopted in this thesis is clearly summarised by Callaghan
and Rothery (1988:34) in a diagram reproduced below as Figure 2.10.
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GENRE
Purpose

,/ REGISTER
Field Tenor - Mode
-

/
leA

7
--"COO

Figure 2.10: The Relationship between text and context (Callaghan and Rothery 1988:34)
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The above diagram illustrates that any text always has two contexts context of culture and
context of situation. These terms, first used by Malinowski(1923, 1935) have been
explained in Section 2.2 above, in the above diagram, the genre of a text refers to the
-

purpose it serves within the context of culture. Register is the term used to refer to the
relationship between a text and its context of culture. In order to produce a text, language
choices appropriate to various situations within the culture need to be made to express
meanings. Many secondary and tertiary students, however, need assistance to gain the ability
to make such appropriate choices. Thus they may learn ways in which their texts can
adequately achieve the social purpose intended.
2.3.2.

Implementing a Genre Based Approach

Hammond (1987: 172) has aptly asserted that the most important principle of the genre based
approach to the teaching of writing is its emphasis on the function and meaning of language
in context. Insights gained form the work of Halliday (1975) and Painter (1985) have shown
the importance of social interaction in children's language development. Mention has been
made above of the work of Martin and Rothery in the early 1980's on children's writing in
schools. Another important development with respect to literacy teaching in the mid 1980s
was the work of Gray and his colleagues at Traegar Park School (Gray 1987). His work
among Aboriginal children there reflected the influence of the psychologist, Bruner.
Bruner's studies showed the importance of parent-child interaction in language development.
He used the term, scaffolding to refer to parents active support of children's language
learning attempts by providing appropriate models for them (Gray 1987 cited in Hunt
199 1:3).
The Traegar Park program highlighted the social aspects of writing, ie many shared activities
and experiences referred to as "concentrated language encounters' were involved. During an
activity, eg "How to Make Toast" or "The Life Cycle of a Butterfly", the teacher modelled
appropriate language and children participated in discussion. Then the teacher scrihed a
written text, which was jointly constructed. Only after all this preparation were the children
expected to write individually on a subject.
The genre based approach to writing is the result of the bringing together of Gray's approach
to literacy teaching and Painter and 1-lalliday's work on child language development. This
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1990 cited
was done in order to address the findings of Martin and Rothery (above) (Martin
, as
in Hunt 1991:6). The genre based approach incorporates the social aspect of literacy
how
reading and writing become a shared task. Teachers and students explicitly discuss
in the
different types of texts or genres are structured and they jointly construct texts.
e, and discuss
process children learn a metalanguage, or language for talking about languag
writing
the social purposes of texts which they read and write. This applies not only in
lessons, but across all curriculum areas.
based
Since the mid 1980s, imponant work has been conducted on developing a genre
s by Christie,
approach to writing by Rothery and others and on genre based literacy program
children
Gray, Hammond and others. 'i'hese programs are founded on the firm belief that
explicit to
will have a greater change of success in literacy if the learning process is made
applies
them, rather than being left implicit (Painter 1986 cited in Hunt 1991:7). This
conomic
particularly to those of Non English Speaking Background (NESB) or lower socio-e
background (Rothery 1989:2 10).
was used as
A model of teaching/learning sequences to be followed in a genre based literacy
in Sydney.
the basis for research by the Metropolitan East Disadvantaged Schools Program
d in the
This is the model followed in this study. The main stages in this model are indicate
Figure 2.11 below. (Callaghan and Rothery 1988:39). Its circular form vividly
whole process as a cycle.
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Figure 2.11: A diagram of the teaching/learning cycle for teaching a particular genre
(Callaghan and Rothery
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1988:39)

The brief outline below indicates important elements included in the model.
1

Modelling

-

includes reading one or more texts as models of the
genre; discussion of their social purpose, schematic
structure, and ways the language is used.

2

Joint Construction

-

preparation includes research in books and magazines;
to develop knowledge of the field; students and
teacher together producing a joint text.

3

Independent Consuuction

-

following research and discussion on the topic
students each write first draft; consultation with
teacher; further drafts.

A more detailed account of the teaching procedure will be provided in Chapter 3. However,
attention is drawn to one particular feature. Pupils are not expected to write independently on
a topic before they have been given guidance and information on how and AyhiA to write.
Points noted by Christie (1990a:25) with respect to this are:
•

the collective experience of talking, reading and writing means that students build up a good knowledge
the field and also of the genre features.

of
•

teacher guidance provides direction and cnswes goals are clear.

Some very goxl material has been produced recently for guidance of teachers on genre based
approaches, for both primary and secondary schools. Examples include the series A Genre
Based Approach to Teaching Writing in Years 3-6, (1990) produced by the Literacy and
Education and Research Network (NSW), the Language: a Resource Jr Meaning series
(1990, 1991, in press) published by Flarcourt, Brace Janovitch.
Genre theory and genre based approaches to writing in schools have been subject to criticism
by Walshe, Sawyer and Watson and others. Much of it, with replies, has been published in a
book edited by Reid, The Place of Genres in Learning: Current Debates (197). Critics fear
that teaching genres tends to encourage conformity and stifle creativity, since they are
regarded as being form ulaic, even logarithmic. Sawyer and Watson (1987: 47, 1989: 28)
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object to the 'rigidity of the boundaries drawn around genres", both in their types and
structures. A further criticism of the genre based approach is that form, Ic genre structures,
are stressed to the relative neglect of content.
However, the acquisition of adequate understanding and vocabulary of the field to be written
about is an integral part of the genre approach as shown above. It is to be developed during
the "research" stage. This is underlined by Christie, Gray, Macken, Martin and Rothery (in
press).
Students will not learn the language relevant to the content area or to the appropriate genre
unless they have systematic and carefully planned opportunities to explore, talk and read
about the content long before they commence writing themselves. [-lowever, most criticisms
are based on misunderstandings of genre theory and the whole basis of its approach to
language and the teaching of writing.
Summary
To summarise, three main aspects of genre theory and approach to writing are reiterated.
First, the emphasis is on function and meaning of language in context (Hammond 1987:
172). Pupils learn to write in different ways according to the social purpose of the text, eg
narrative, description, argument. Next, based on insights into child language development
(Halliday 1975, Painter 1985), the stress is on learning language through social interaction,
as teachers and pupils work together on building appropriate texts. Finally, pupils learn
language for talking about language (metalanguage) and thereby gain better understanding of
how language works.
Most of the discussion in this section has been based upon the theory as it relates to research
with mother tongue and second language learners of English in Australia. A fundamental
proposition adopted in this thesis, however, is that the theory is very relevant for teaching
learners of English as a Foreign Language (EFL). Included among these are Indonesian
students, who are the focus for interest for this thesis. Prominent amongst the researchers in
Australia who have demonstrated the relevance of the theory for foreign language learners of
English have been such people as Webb (1987, 1991), Drury (1991), Drury and Gollin
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(1985), and Jones (1990, Jones et al 1989). All have contributed to the development of
systemic approaches to tertiary exposition, particularly to foreign students.
In the next section, various models of exposition are reviewed and a decision made with
respect to the model adopted for use in this study.

2.4 Writing Exposition
2.4.1

Classifications/Taxonomies for Exposition

Exposition has been defined as:
a systematic, usually written statement about or explanation of a subject
the art of eXpoUnding or setting forth information or a viewpoint.

(Collins 1982:391)
In the work of Webb and colleagues (1991) and Ballard and Clanchy (1981, 1991) the
specific characteristics of tertiary level expository writing have been delineated. These were
discussed in detail in Chapter 1, Section 1.1 above.
Although exposition is generally agreed to be a type of factual writing, not all agree about
exactly what constitutes exposition. Various taxonomies and classifications of exposition or
expository writing have been proposed by genre theorists and others. These will now be set
Out in

chronological order according to publication, although that may not be the order of

their original formulation.
Maclean's (1984) taxonomy was a very early classification of children's expository writing.
His distinction between three major types is shown in Figure 2.12 below.
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Expository Writing

Infmiativc

r

Perj asive

/\

Description
lysis
An

Persuasion Argument

Exjiaqtory

/\
Conflict

oof

Problem
solving

,,,//
Observation Instructions

resolution

Explanation

Figure 2.12: Types of expository writing

(Maclean 1984:160)

The first two types, ie informative and persuasive, are similar to explanation and argument in
later classifications (Martin and Peters 1985, Macken 1990, Veel 1992). Ilowever, the third
"has more of the features of expressive and narrative writing" (Maclean 1984:179). Perhaps for
this reason it is not included in any of the later classifications except Veel (Figure 2.20 below).
One early taxonomy, usually referred to as Martin and Peters 1985', was proposed in 1983 (see
Figure 2.13 below).
explanatory A

factual
explanatory B
analytical
inlerpretauve
exposition

persuasive

<hortatory

evaluative

<

(moral)

Figure 2.13: A tentative taxonomy of exposition

argumentative

(Martin and Peters 1985:88)

The three types of persuasive analytical exposition present a thesis about the way the world
should be seen. They persuade the reader about something rather than to do something,
which would be hortatory (Martin 1985:17). Of the two factual types, Explanation A
explains what while Explanation B explains how or why (Martin and Peters 1985:86ff.
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These different purposes are reflected in schematic structures, which are compared in Figure
2.14 below.

EXPLANATORY A

INTRODUCTION

BODY

CONCLU S ION

Indicate subject and

Present classes
in an order

Review

indicate

Analyse contingent

Restate

phenomenon to be

relalionshuis in
data

classes

EXPLANATORY B

ct)Ulited for

INTERPRETATIVE

Propose theme

to

be discussed

EVALUATE

Indicate judgment
10 be sought and

criteria used
ARGUMENTATIVE

Apply thematic
key to data

Alfinii viability
of view

'lest data
against
criteria

Al tiriit
validity of
evaluation

Argue grounds

Formulate logical
conclusion

Propose thesis to
be defended

Figure 2.14: Schematic structures of various types of exposition

(Martin and

Peters 1985:87).

A classification by Peters, based on Chapters 3 and 4 of her book (1985:24-53) while rather
similar, differs in one significant aspect.
superordinate term, while Peters uses

it

Martin and

Peters use "exposition" as a

very specifically, ie as a type of "writing to inform".

Peters' classification could be shown thus:
expository essays

writing to
inform
explanatory essays
interpretative

essays <writing to

eval uative

influence

<
argumentative

Figure 2.15: Types of essays

(based on Peters 1985:24-53)
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No explanation is given by Peters for the very specific use of "expository". However, the
difference between explanatory and expository writing is shown in the types of questions
they are used to answer, ie
How do deserts form at low, medium and high latitudes? (explanatory)
LO the lorination of deserts at .....? (expository)

What factors contribute

(Peters 1985:35)
Martin (1985) provides a sinìple twofold classification of exposition thus:

exposition

zIIIIII

factual

hortatory

(Martin 1985:17)

Figure 2.16: Types of exposition

He notes that both types are persuasive. Analytical seeks to persuade that while hortatory
seeks to persuade to. The first corresponds to the exposition genre of Christie et a! (in press)
and Veel (1992) outlined in Figures 2.19, 2.20 and 2.21 below.

A further classification of academic writing is that of Dunleavy (1986:86ff) and a
corresponding taxonomy might be shown as follows:
chronological
descriptive

"guidebook" pattern
random author sequence
analytical chronology

Academic Essays

mlytical

•UEI

systematic
causal

argumentative
(based on Dunleavy 1986:8600

Figure 2.17: Types of academic writing
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From the explanation offered (pp92-93), it seems clear that Dunleavys "argumentative type"
of essay corresponds to the discussion of later (genre based) taxonornies considered below
(Macken et al 1990; Veel 1992; Christie et al (in press)). This type of writing involves
presenting arguments from more than one point of view.

The Macken et al (1990) taxonomy of factual genres is shown in Figure 2.18 below.
proccdun
factual

explanation

genres

report
exposition
discussion

Figure 2.18: Factual Genres

(Macken et al 1990:13)

No further sub-division of exposition is given, as it is in Martin and Peters (195) above.
This is probably because the Macken taxonomy is very basic for use with primary school
children, not for secondary or tertiary level. It is not clear, however, why exposition and
discussion are not in some way shown to both be types of argLlment, which jexp1aine(1 in
the text of the book.

Despite the detailed nature of Martin and Peters taxonomy, it gives no specific recognition to
the distinction between an argument from one point of view and an argument from more than
one point of view. This distinction is a significant one for tertiary level writing. It is made in
both the classifications of Christie et al (in press) in Figure 2.19 below and the taxonomy of
Veel (1992) in Figures. 2.20 and 2.21 below.

Like Macken et al (above), Christie et al (in press) and Veel (1992) distinguish between
exposition and discussion, but also subsume both types tinder argument. This makes for
clearer classification, by indicating that both types present arguments or reasons:
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exposition

Argument
discussion

Figure 2.19: Types of argument.

(based on Christie et al:in press).

The most recent taxonomy to date for secondary sch ool writing (Veel et al 1992) shown in
Figures 2.20 and 2.21 below.
exposition
_

discussion

procedure recount
descriptive
factuai

eport
laxononlic
explanation
exploration
cxplain

sequential
causal
E

theoretical

Figure 2.20: Factual genres in school science year 7-10 (N SW)

(Veel 1992)

exposition
argument
discussion

factual
procedure

Figure 2.21: Factual genres in school English year 7-10 (NSW)
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(Vccl 1992)

Both hortatory and analytical registers are included in exposition by Christie et a!, since
hortatory writing is common at primary level as well as at lower secondary. However, the
distinction between them (Martin and Peters 1985; Martin 1985) is important at upper
secondary and tertiary levels. This is because hortatory writing is frowned on at tertiary
level (Drury 1990:215).
Despite its "tentative' nature, the Martin and Peters (1985) taxonomy has been referred to by
several subsequent writers on tertiary level writing (Webb 1984, 1991; Drury 1990; Drury
and Webb 1991). This would seem to be an indication of its appropriateness with regard to
tertiary writing. Nevertheless, since discussion is expected at tertiary level, its inclusion as a
third category of analytical exposition would make that taxonomy more comprehensive.
To avoid confusion, it is suggested that the term exposition will be used henceforth and that
it will be limited to analytical persuasive writing as described by Martin (1985:17). A detailed
discussion of such a genre in terms of its elements of schematic structure will be offered in
Chapter 3, where some discussion of register variables in writing such genres is also given.
Summary
Consideration has been given in this section to various classifications, proposed since 1983,
for expository writing in primary, secondary and tertiary levels. Clarification has also been
made concerning the model to be adopted in this study. It is the exposition genre of Christie
et al (in press), which is also the analytical persuasive exposition of Martin (1985).

2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have sought to establish the background uaditions by reviewing some of
the literature relevant to this study. First of all, consideration was given to the theory of
systemic functional linguistics with its emphasis on language as system, as sociologically
oriented and functionally based. Secondly, the relationship of the theory to genre theory and
the genre based approach to writing were considered. Thirdly, an outline and comparison of
various classifications of expository writing were offered. The reason for the inclusion of
this third section is that the exposition genre is the focus of this study. An explanation of
what genre theorists and others have considered to constitute exposition was felt to be helpful
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to the discussion. The research conducted by Halliday and Hasan, Martin, Rothery and
others (cited above) provides valuable insights into the relationship of text to context,
specifically in respect to writing in primary and secondary schools. These insights have also
been applied at tertiary level, as mentioned above.
Upon entrance to tertiary study in Australia, the language demands made upon Indonesian
students are very great, particularly the writing tasks, for those studying in the humanities
and social sciences. These students often need assistance from special teachers or tutors. As
Drury and Webb (199 1:7) indicate:
In order to explain the language demands of a particular writing task, teachers need access to
a comprehensive theory of language that links [cxl and context. The systemic functional
model, as developed by Halliday (195); Martin (194 onwards) and others, provides such a
framework.

It is this model, therefore, which will be further explained and exemplified in this study, first
in teaching exposition to a small group of students and then in the analysis of their essays.
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CHAPTER 3
APPLYING GENRE THEORY IN A TEACHING SITUATION
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 an account has been given of the theoretical perspectives of systemic functional
linguistics, which will be used to address the problem of reaching academic English to
Indonesians, outlined in Chapter 1. Of particular significance in systemic functional
linguistics is the emphasis on the relationship between text and context, ie how language is
used to achieve social purposes. The specific social purpose with which this study is
concerned is the writing of academic English.
Learning to write academic English is a matter of great importance to Indonesian students
taking up studies in Australia. As already indicated in Chapter 1 Sections 1.2 and 1.3, the
evidence suggests that Indonesians experience difficulty developing competence iii academic
English. In assisting students to develop an appropriate control of written genres of
academic English, care needs to be taken in assisting them to achieve appropriate control of
the relevant register as well. Here consideration of all three variables of field, tenur and
mode are of importance. 1-lowever, researching the language of it field not Familiar to them is
difficult for students. For this reason, there is a need to assist them. Details of how this may
be done will be provided in Chapter 3 which describes a study conducted with a small group
of students.

In order to do the study reported here, two Indonesian students were selected and a short
program of teaching was instituted. This chapter aims to give an overview of the methods
pursued.

Firstly, profiles of the students themselves will be offered. Secondly, certain relevant
aspects of systemic functional grammar will be described. They have been selected f or their
value in analysing examples of exposition and discussion. Thirdly, a rn.Iel of the exposition
genre will be presented, setting out its schematic structure and the linguistic realisation of the
elements of that structure. Fourthly, some discussion will be offered of the register variables
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found in association with the exposition genre. Finally, an account of the teaching cycle
adopted to teach the students will be presented.

3.2 The Students
The subjects chosen for this small teaching project were two indonesians, who will he given
the names Maria and Paulus, from the same general area of eastern Indonesia. Both gained
their senior high school certificate from a government school in the provincial capital of
Kupang, on the island of Timor, in June 1991. Neither had taken any extra curricular
English courses while in Indonesia. They were two of the four students selected in 1991
from their province to receive four ye ar scholarships from the Australian government.
During 1992 they studied English full time in an accredited institution in Darwin, in
preparation for university entrance in 1993. 13oth had completed two ten week terms of their
course and had begun the third term at the commencement of our teaching project. While
some academic English was included in their course, no use was made of the genre based
approach or of systemic functional linguistics. The approach adopted here was therefore quite
new to them in some respects.
In spite of the similarities in the students backgrounds, there were also vanous differences.
Some of these differences are reflected in their individual profiles, which appear below.
Paulus

Paulus, from a poor family, was born and brought up on the small island of Sabu, between
the islands of Timor and Sumba. His mother tongue was Sabunese and he spoke the Sumba
language and Indonesian equally well. Hi s father died when he was young and his mother
was illiterate. For the final three years of his schooling, he lived with his uncle in Kupang,
working part-time in his uncle's hotel. This work provided many opportunities for speaking
English with tourists.
At senior high school he was in the language stream, majoring in English. This meant that
each week four hours of class work were devoted to the study of English. However, the
class work majored in the study of traditional grammar (syntax), with some time being given
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to reading comprehension. One class period (45 minutes) per week was spent in the
language laboratory, but this was for listening, not for speaking. Writing (composition) had
no place at all in the English course. In fact, students' opportunities for extendcd writing
tasks were very limited, even in Indonesian. Exams, for all subject, consisted of short
answer objective type or multiple choice tests. Even in the subject, Indonesian language, the
writing of compositions was required only infrequently. Thus, in spite of a very good score
of 90% for English in his final exams, Paulus came to AusuaJia very ill equipped to
undertake major writing tasks required in tertiary level studies.
In August 1991 while still in Indonesia, he took the International English Language Test
(IELT) and obtained an overall score of 5. In the English course taken during 1992, equal
emphasis was given to speaking, listening, reading and writing. On an IELT taken in June
1992, his overall score had risen to 6.
Maria
Maria, from a middle class family, was born in Jakarta and for the first eight years of her life,
lived in various parts of Indonesia. Since then, she had lived in Kupang. Her parents came
from different Indonesian ethnic groups and so, as often happens in such cases, her first
language was Indonesian. She understood Sabunese but was unable to speak it.
During her secondary schooling, she studied English as one of several subjects. At senior
high school, ie the final three years, she was in the Physics stream, SO studied English for
only one and a half hours each week. Again, the emphasis was on traditional grammar.
Maria's overall score on her first IELT, while still in Indonesia, in August 1991, was 3.5.
Her second IELT score in June 1992 was 5.5. She, like Paulus found essay writing the
most difficult part of her English course.

3.3 Important Aspects of Grammar
As discussed in Chapter 2, systemic functional grammar identifies a number of systems for
realising meaning. Only a selection of these will be inuDduced here. The systems chosen
were selected for their relevance to the genre and registers that were taught in this study. The
systems are those of THEME, TRANSITIVITY, REFERENCE, and CONJUNCTION.
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They are therefore used for the analysis of the students texts to be discussed in Chapter 4.
These will each be discussed in order.
3.3.1

Theme

Theme is that which serves as the point of departure for the message (Halliday 1985a:38-39).
In English it is realised by those elements which occur in first position in a clause, the rest
being the Rheme. Since Theme relates especially to the organisation of the message of a
clause, it realises the textual metafunction in particular.
Halliday (1985a:54-56) identifies three main types of Theme

-

experiential, textual and

interpersonal, one or all of which may be present in a clause. Experiential Themes, which
are also topical, concern the topic or content of the message and textual Themes link the
clause with the previous text. Interpersonal Themes "make the other person in the exchange,
what is being exchanged or the other speaker's attitude prominent" (Wignell 1991).
Examples of the three types are shown below:

But
textual

obviously

the solution

in terpersorl a 1

exj)C rient ial

Theme

is difficult

Rheme

In a declarative clause, usually the topical Theme is the subject and such a Theme is referred
to as unmarked. 1-lowever, when the topical Theme is some other element, it is a marked
Theme. Examples of the two are:
His father

paid the bill

Theme

Rheme

On the beach

the whale lay dead

Theme

Rheine

(unmarked)

(marked)

A marked topical Theme may be realised as an adjunct or as a whole clause, as in sentences
a) and b) respectively, below:
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After the war, strenuous efforts were made to improve these
When the war had finished, efforts were made to improve these

Where the Theme Consists of a whole clause, it may be analysed for Theme, thus:

When

the war

Structural

topical

textual

experiential

Theme

had finished

Rheme

I

It can also be shown as thematic to the main clause, thus

When the war had finished

efforts were made to improve these

Theme

Rheme

The Theme position gives a certain prominence to the information. As Fries (1980) notes:
the content of the Theme correlates with the iicthJ of development of a text. An argument
may be built up in which each successive ide.a is an expansion of oi dependent on an idea in
some previous sentence.

(Iries 1980:9, 24)

Thus, in exposition, the Rheme of one sentence is often developed in the Theme of the
following sentence, eg
Germany

I

was defeated in the war

Theme

/

Rheme

This defeat

/

brought important political and economic changes.

Theme

/

Rhenie

Control of this Theme/Rheme progression is crucial to studentst mastery of exposition.
Also, as mentioned above, an introductory paragraph is thematic to a text and a topic sentence
thematic to a paragraph. Explicit teaching on these patterns of development is often
necessary for ESL/EFL students to assist them in learning to use it effectively (Drury and
Gollin 1985:222).
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3.3.2

Transitivity

The grammatical system of TRANSITIVITY deals with the experiential aspect of meaning. It
thus relates to field, it identifies what 1-lalliday calls goings on", ie doing, happening,
feeling or being (1985a:101). In the Transitivity system these "goings on", referred to as
processes, are central to a clause structure. They are of six main types, which will be
explained in detail below. In addition to the type of process, two other aspects are
distinguished, ie the participants involved and the associated circumstances.
In English, processes of doing and happening are either Material or Behavioural; processes
of consciousness are either Mental or Verbal; and processes of being are either Relational or
Existential (Wignell 1991). An outline of the different processes is shown in Figure 3.1
below.

(lie came)
ural
(he laughed)
perception
(I heard a noise)
cognition

(she believes the story)
affect
(she likes reading)
(she said she was sorry)
attributive
'

(he is happy)

posse ssive
(he has a hat)
identifying
(she is the queen)
al
"(there's a picture on the wall)
Figure 3.1: The English Transitivity system (simplified)
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(Christie 1992b:8)

Parcular participant roles are associated with each type of process. Circumstances, on the
other hand, may be associated with any of the process types.
In order to clarify the differences between the types of process, examples will now be
presented in order.
Material processes of doing are shown in examples 1), 2), 4) and 5), while example 3) is a
process of happening.
broke

She

a glass

I P/Mat

Actor

Goal

or

A glass

was broken

by her

I P/Mat

Goal

Actor

died

The King

I P/Mat

Actor

Further participant roles are Beneficiary and Range. Beneficiary is the term for a third party
which is the recipient of something, eg
She
Actor

gave

I P/Mat

me

acup

Bene

Goal

Range is the term used for a participant encompassed by the process, eg
She
Actor

sang

I P/Behavioural

a song

I Range

Behavioural processes are partly like material processes and partly like mental processes.
They include physiological or psychological behaviour. Most Behavioural processes involve
one participant (Behaver) only, as in example 6).
She
Beh

laughed
IP/Beh
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However, a Range may be present as in example 7).
She
Beh

laughed

a raucous laugh

I P/Beh

Range

Verbal processes usually involve some type of saying as in example 8).
The man
[Sayer

told

his son

I P/Verbal

Receiver

a story

I Verbiage

However, a non-human participant may be involved, e.g.
The sign

I Sayer

says

STOP

P/Verb

Verbiage

Mental processes are of three types

-

Cognition, Affect (or Reaction) and Perception. They are illustrated in Examples 10 to
12 below.
Process of Perception involve the senses, eg see, hear, smell.
They
Senser

saw

I P/Perception

the star.
Phenomenon

Process of Cognition are those related to thinking, eg know, assume, believe, consider
He
Senser

considered

I P/Cognition

the possibilities
Phenomenon

Processes of Affect involve emotional reactions, eg like, hate, want, need
I

f Sens

hate
I P/Affect

football
Phenomenon
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A further participant may be the Inducer, as in example 13) below.

The psychologist

made

Inducer

me

rethink

I P/Cognition I Phemonenon

Senser

I P/Mat

my attitudes

Existential Processes indicate the existence of something, eg
is

There

a clock

I P/Exist

r

upstairs

Existent

Such processes have only one participant, the Existent.

identity, description, possession. To assist

Relational processes involve states of being

in the explanation of the different types of relational processes, a network system will be
shown in Figure 3.2 below.
f—Attributive

Relational
Processes

/

L Identifying
Intensive
Possessive

L Circumstantial
Figure 3.2:

(Wignell 1991)

Relational processes

Two simultaneous choices are made in indicating relational processes. Each is either
Attributive or Identifying and either Intensive, Possessive or Circumstantial (Ilalliday
1985a: 112-113). Examples a) to g) illustrate the various combinations.
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The orange

is

sweet

Carrier

P/Attrib

Aitrib

Attributive Intensive

I nten s

c)

She

has

an orange

Possessor

P/Attrib

Aitrib:

Poss

Poss

The orange

is

on lieu table

Carrier

P/Attrib

Anrib

Attributive Possessive

Attributive Circumstantial

Circuni
I-Ic

IS

the oWner

Token

P/Ident

Value

Identifying Intensive

Intens
He

has

the key

Token

P/Ident

Value

Identifying Possessive

Poss
Tuesday

is

the third day

Token

P/Ident

Value

Identifying Circumstantial

Circum
or
A stroke

caused

his death

Token

P/Ident

Value

Identifying Circumstantial

Circu ni
(adapted from Wignell 1991)
Sometimes difficulty is experienced in distinguishing between identifying processes from
attributive ones, in particular when the process is a "being" verb. In such cases, it is
important to remember that, in an identifying process, two things are being equated, whereas
in attributive processes some quality is involved. This difference can be seen in examples
15) and 16) below.
Sickness is the reason for his absence.
Here sickness and reason can be equated, so the process is identifying.
He is sick.
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Here he does not equal sick, since sick is merely a quality assigned to he. For this
reason, the p rocess involved is attributive.
Having considered processes and participants, we now move to a discussion of
Circumstances. Whereas particular participant roles are associated with each individual
process, types of circumstances may he associated with any of the process types.
Circumstances provide additional intonnation about the process. They realise meanings
about

-

Location, Extent, Manner, Cause, Accompaniment, Matter and Role.
These main types of circumstances and their sub-types, together with examples are depicted
in Figure 3.3 below.
time

(he lived for 100 years)
SIUCC

(he ran for 50 mites
time

L

(she left at fl(X)fl)

space
(they lived in Spain)

(I walk with a limp)
quality
)

(we walked quickly)

L_.comparison

(they ran like lightning)
'.—rcison

(he died because of neglect)
purpose
(missiles are for war)

Lbchalf
(do it for me)

ran with my dog)

(this book is about fishing)

(he went as a visitor)

Figure 3.3: CIRCUMSTANCE in English (adapted from Christie 1989a:56)
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3.3.3

Reference

Reference, like Theme, is related to textual meaning and thus to Mode. It is
the system whereby participants are introduced into a text and, once introduced, can be
referred to again through the systems of personal pronouns, demonstratives and comparatives.
(Jones et al 1989:272)
It should be noted that the term participants is not confined to human participants. It may
refer to animals or things, to groups of words, a clause, or even to whole chunks of text.
Participants may be referred to in English through the use of proper nouns, pronouns,
demonstratives, or the definite article, It is the last of these which causes most problems to
Indonesian ESL/EFL speakers. The main cause of this is the absence of articles in the
Indonesian language. An understanding of how Reference is realised in English is therefore
of importance in assisting students to overcome the difficulty.

A general principle which can be of assistance to learners is:
that indefinite nominal groups code the identity of the participant as being realised as riot
recoverable, whereas pronouns, deinonstratives, the definite article and proper names signal that
the participants identity is in some way known.
(Christie 1992a)
Examples are:
not recoverable

recoverable

(indefinite nominal groups)
bDya like to tease

jhiq boy often does

deserts are hot places

those boys tease too much

a long cool drink is what I need

the boys teased the girls.
13111 teased his sister

Two aspects of Reference can be distinguished
are shown in Figure 3.4 and 3.5 below:
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reference and retrieval. These two aspects

(class)
'C

Reference

(individual)

resenting

(first use in text)

presuming

(subsequent uses)

pan so n
Figure 3.4:

System network for reference

(Wignell 1991)

Within the Reference system, three groups of choices are available

generic/specific,

presenting/presuming and comparison. Generic reference is to a class and specific reference
is to an individual. Presenting reference is the first occurrence of a participant in a text and
presuming refers to subsequent references. Comparison indicates whether the reference is
comparative or not.
The system can be illustrated with the following examples:
Wars are costly exercises. They cause death and destruction.
wars
they

generic, presenting

-

generic, presuming

There are some people living on the island. Some of them are Indians and the
others are Fijians.
some people

-

specific, presenting

some of them

-

specific, presuming, comparative

The Retrieval system provides a means of tracking participants in a text by reference to
either context of culture or context of situation, as indicated in Figure 3.5 below.
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Context of culture
(ho mo p ho ra)
preceding

referent—

(anaphora)
verbal
(endop
following

context of

(camphora)

situation
non-verbal
(exophora)

(Wignell 1991)

Figure 3.5: A System for retrieval

An example of homophoric reference is
The prime minister spoke on TV last night
n to all in the culture and
In Australia, the identity of 'the prime minister" would be know
be retrieved from the verbal text
could therefore be retrieved by homophora. Items which can
anaphoric (appearing in a preceding
are termed endophoric. They are of two types
part of the text. Fxainples 2) and
part of the text) and cataphoric (appearing in a following
3) below illustrate these.
anaphoric, since it refers to my
My sister came home because she was sick. (she is
sister)

to what is meant)
It is unclear what is meant (It is cataphoric, since it refers

across clauses is esophoric. It
A further type of reference, which does not link participants
ing examples:
is confined to the nominal group and may be seen in the follow
of delicate balance.
The popuhition of di! rent cpmpeting species exists in a state
m.

The need Lor bener pijtnnmg of marketing facilities is a proble
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e that the noun
Jones et a! (1989:272-275) explain that the definite articles in the above indicat
nominal group.
immediately following may be identified by what follows within the same
lar population' or
Thus each of the phrases indicated by broken lines signals which particu
causes
"need" is meant. Esophoric reference is very common in academic texts but
the confusion may
confusion for ESL/EFL students (Drury and Gollin 1985:233). Some of
such nominal
arise because of grammatical metaphor, as in b) above, it is suggested that
at the end and
groups as those in examples a) and b) above may be unpacked by stailing
working backwards (Jones et at 1989:285).
be unpacked as
For example, the need for better planning of marketing facilities could
marketing fticilities need to be planned he tier.
and keep
Jones et al (1989:273) note that ESL/EFI, students need to learn how to identify
the
track of participants in ways which avoid ambiguity. The different uses of
difficulty (Drury
anaphorically and exophorically and esophorically often cause considerable
and Gollin 1985:217).
One feature of Reference particularly relevant in writing exposition is the
demonstratives as a summing up device, eg

use of

this factor; these aspects; this is .......
to whole clauses,
Such demonst.ratives can be used to refer, not only to an individual item but
and end stages in
or chunks of text. In this respect, they can be used with advantage to begin
schematic structure (Drury and Gollin 1989:217).
out a text can be
The way in which participants are introduced and then referred to through
ng example:
traced through reference chains. One of these can be illustrated with the followi
DDja like to tease. Those boys tease too much. ]J make the girls mad.

Boys
those boys

they
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3.3.4

Conjunction

Conjunction is an aspect of the discourse system, which is used to build logical relations in a
text. Choices may be made from four different systems to indicate these relations, depending
on:
1

whether the link between clauses is implicit or explicit

2

the kind of relationship expressed, ie additive, temporal, comparative or consequential

3

whether the link is external or internal

4

whether the link is subordinating or non-subordinating
Martin's system network of Conjunction at primary delicacy is shown in Figure 3.6 below:
explicit
implicit
lem poral
consequential
Corn parative

additive
external
internal

\

---subordinating
L.non subordination

Figure 3.6: Conjunction in English at primary delicacy

(Martin in press)

An explanation of the four main choices within the system, as listed in number 1-4 above,
will now be given.
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!,npllcir/E.xplicit

In the following example:
During World War II countries were

fighting with each other. Many cities were destroyed.

The link between the clauses is implicit, ie they are not joined by any conjunction or
other linking device. This link may also be indicated explicitly, as in (b) below,
which indicates the link with a conjunction.
During World

War II countries were lighting with each other, so many cities were destroyed.

Internal/External

Martin explains the difference between these two types (1985:90; 1991:323). External
conjunctions are concerned with organising events within a field, ie they "relate propositions
about the world to each other'. Internal conjunctions, on the other hand, are concerned with
rhetorical relations within a text. They are therefore most important to the development of
arguments in exposition.

Two different types may be described

global and local, as explained by Drury and Gollin

-

(1985:2 15). They note that globally, internal conjunction may be used to signal each
explanation or Argument stage and the Conclusion. Conjunctions such as firstly, secondly,
moreover, to sum up are typical of this. Locally, internal conjunction is often used to initiate
the development of each explanatory stage. This may be done exemplilication (EG) or
restatement (IE), which are frequently implicitly realised.

With respect to this, a comment of Martin's is that EG statements, when given to support a
thesis, often have an internal causal flavour (1985:90). An example of this is given below:
I think May is clever. She won the prize for geography.
The sentence underlined provides an example of Mary's cleverness, yet it is also one of the
reasons why I think Mary is clever. Thus the conjunctive relation between those two
sentences is an EG one, but also internal causal. This particular feature of conjunctive
relations will become important to the discussion of the Conjunction analysis of students' text
in Chapter 5 below.
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Kinds of Relationship
A full network of different realisations of additive, comparative, temporal and consequential
relationships is shown in Figure 3.7 below.
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EXTERNAL
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(Webb 1984 in Drury and Gollin 1985:2 16)
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Subordinating/Non-subordinating
Conjunctive relations may be realised in a subordinating manner, as in example (e) below.
Because he was thirsty, he had a drink.

It is important to note, however, that most conjunctions can be realised internally and
externally. (Martin 1985:90)
In contrast, the relations are expressed non-subordinately in (f) below.
He was thirsty. So he had a drink.
EF[JESL students frequently experience difficulty in making appropriate choices in all three
systems. Lack of control is often shown by overuse or inappropriate use of certain forms,
especially temporal internal conjunctions. This is illustrated in the following text extract
taken from Jones et a! (1989:276).
Fourthly the teacher should encourage learning by activity. In any case, students will be active

participants when they take part in the activities. Moreover, they should be allowed to work at
their own pace. Fiflhly, the lessons should he suitable for the students competence ...........

Before this, the student had already presented her first three points, using firstly, secondly
and thirdly. Such overuse of temporal conjunctions makes rather tedious reading.
Other students' writing may on the other hand, exhibit lack of internal conjunction and
overuse of external conjunction. The resulting lack of explicit links between points in an
argument or stages in a text produces writing that is more like spoken language. (Jones et al
1989:276).
A further difficulty experienced in mastering mature academic writing, particularly by
ESLJEFL students, is control of incongruent realisatioris of cause. This involves the use of
grammatical metaphor, which has been explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1 above. In this
type of grammatical metaphor, reasoning is expressed through nouns (cause/reason), verbs
(cause/resulted in), or prepositions (due to/because of) rather than through conjunctions.
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Thus control of all three types of conjunctive relations is important for success in writing
exposition, where a logical development of arguments is required.
Summary
As indicated in Section 3.1, the four aspects of systemic functional linguistics outlined briefly
above are of value in analysing exposition. The importance of Theme lies in the manner in
which it is used to develop arguments. In this respect, Theme/Rheme progression is
particularly significant. Concerning the Transitivity system, a wide range of processes, such
as material, relational and mental may be employed. In addition, in mature exposition, a
characteristic feature is the use of generic human and non-human participants. These have
the effect of making the text more impersonal and distant. In arguing a case, the expression
of logical relations between ideas or facts is of great importance. Appropriate use of
Conjunction is therefore critical. It is important, then, to assist ESLIEFL students to gain an
understanding of these four aspects of grammar. As will be suggested, the resource of
grammatical metaphor is also important in writing mature exposition.

3.4 Exposition Genre
The social purpose of the exposition genre is to develop a reasoned argument to support
some statement or proposition. Two main types of exposition have been distinguished

-

hortatory and analytical (Martin 1984:17f1). In this section a typical structure which is the
same for both types, will first be considered. Following that this structure will be
exemplified with respect to a particular authentic text of exposition.
3.4.1 Schematic Structure
The term Schematic Structure was explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1 above. In
exposition that structure typically consists of three elements, which are indicated as follows:
Thesis

'

Argument

n

"

ResLthment of thesis
(Drury and Gollin 1985:210; Christie et al in press:5)
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These three elements form the beginning, middle and end of an exposition text. The thesis or
proposition to be argued is clearly stated in the beginning or introduction. It is followed by
any number (n) of arguments or reasons to support the thesis. Finally, the thesis is restated.
Such a structure enables the reader to follow where the argument is going.

Students also need to be made aware that each stage has its own structure also. For example,
an introduction often contains other optional elements as well as the thesis statement. This is
normally so in academic writing and Webb (1987: lti, 199 1:40) suggests that a typical
introduction to an analytical persuasive essay contains some or all of the following elements.

Orientation to topic
Statement of purpose
Statement of thesis
Statement of outline
Statement of scope
The statement of outline is sometimes referred to as Preview (Callaghan and Rothery 1988:
77). The inclusion of this feature is valuable because it enhances the readers expectation of
what is to follow.
The development of each argument (consisting of one or more paragraphs), also usually
follows a certain pattern. Firstly there is a topic sentence which is followed by evidence, data
or examples to support it. Often a tinal sunitning up sentence concludes the argument.

Jones et at (1989:271) underline the importance of students being taught to recognise
elements of structure through the study of authentic texts. Being aware of the purpose of a
text and each stage in it helps students to make appropriate choices in language such as
gTammar and discourse systems. An authentic text from it school history book (Simmeihai(T
and Spenceley 1984:121) is taken as an exaitiple of mature exposition by Niartin ( 1989:41).
It is reprodLiced below, showing the elements of schematic structure, as 'Text .3. 1.
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Text 3.1
Thesis
Wars are costly exercises. They cause death and destruction and put
resources to non-productive uses but they also promote industrial and
technological change. This benefit does not mean that war is a good thing,
but that it sometimes brings useful developments.
Argument 1
The Second World War further encouraged the restructuring of the
Australian economy towards a manufacturing basis. Between 1937 and
1945 the value of industrial production almost doubled. This increase was
faster than otherwise would have occurred. The momentum was
maintained in the post-war years and by 1954-5 the value of manufacturing
output was three times that of 1944-5. The enlargement of Australia's
steel-making capacity, and of chemicals, rubber, metal goods and motor
vehicles all owed something to the demands of war. The war had acted as
something of a hot-house for technological progress and economic
change.
Argument 2
The war had also revealed inadequacies in Australia's scientific and
research capabilities. After the war strenuous efforts were made improve
these. The Australian National University was established with an
emphasis on research. The government gave its support to the
advancement of science in many areas, including agricultural production.
Restatement of Thesis
Though it is difficult to disentangle the effects of war from other influences, it
is clear that future generations not only enjoyed the security and peace
won by their forefathers but also the benefits of war-time economic
expansion.
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3.4.2 The functions of the elements of schematic structure as exemplified in
Text 3.1
Thesis
The thesis states the purpose of the exposition, ie it makes clear the writers point of view on
the topic to be argued about. It is often preceded by an explanation of the topic in order to
place the thesis in context. Webb (197: 14, 16) refers to this as "orientation to topic'. In
Text 3.1, the thesis is positive, ie wars promote industrial and technological change.
Arguments
The function of arguments is to provide reasons for the writer's point of view. The reasons
are usually generalisations which are then supported by elaboration to substantiate them. In
tertiary writing, this takes the form of explanation, examples, other data or quotations. Text
3.1 presents two arguments and Martin (l9K9:4 1) suminarises them as follows:
1

.

2.

restructuring towardv a manufacturing basis
efforts to improve scientific and research capabilities

Both arguments are in -oduced with a topic sentence and then elaborated. For instance, in the
first argument, one example of the restructuring of,nanufacturing is:
Between 1937 and 1945 the value of intl ustrial production almost doubled
Restatement of Thesis
The conclusion of an exposition contains a restatement of the thesis. The purpose of this is
to provide a summing up of the position taken in the thesis. The restatement may consist of
the exact words of the thesis or words which convey the same sense. lnlcxt 3.1 the
restatement is of the latter type, ie the benefits oJ war time economic expansion.
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3.4.3 The linguistic realisation of the elements of schematic structure in
Text 3.1
Thesis
In exposition, relational processes are often used to establish a thesis. in this text, the thesis
provides an example of identifying circumstantial process, ie cause.
Wars

promote

industrial and technological change

Token

P:Circ urn

Value

In fact, most of the processes in the introductory paragraph are relational, the first being
attributive and most others being identifying. These are used to establish the cause/effect
nature of the exposition. Most of the participants are abstract, many being examples of the
nominalisation (eg death, destruction, developments) so typical of historical exposition. The
participants are mainly generic and non-specilic, wars, destruction, change both presenting
(wars) and presuming (the), ). The use of the demonstrative this (benefit) to refer to a whole
clause, also promote industrial and technülogical change, is typical of written exposition.
The cause/effect logical relations are realised as verbs cause, brings, promote, rather than as
conjunctions. Thus these processes are also examples of grammatical metaphor.
Arguments
Within the arguments relational processes, (both attributive and identifying) and material
processes are used to build up a case, eg

Token

I

P/Ident

I

I

P/Attrib

Value

faster

was

this increase
Carrier

something of a hothouse

acted as

The war

I
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Attrib

After the

strenuous

war

efforts

Circum bC

Actor

were made to improve these.
P/Mat

An interesting feature of Transitivity in this text is the absence of Mental and Verbal
processes, often evident in exposition. This, together with the absence of modal verbs
probably reflects the purpose of the text, ie to be a secondary school text rather than a tertiary
level one.
Circumstances of location (time) are prominent, thus establishing the temporal setting of a
historical text. Examples are Between /937 and 1945; by 1954-55.
Again, logical relations are realised as verbs, eg encouraged, owed. Both of these are
"buried reasoning", referred to earlier in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1. Martin's analysis of
conjunctive relations in this text (1991:325) indicates that these relations are predominantly
internal and implicit. Martin further draws attention to the tendency for more than two
clauses to be related internally. For example, the first clause of the first argument,
The Second

World War ...................,nanuftcturing

basis

has an implicit internal link with the following clauses of the paragraph. In other words, they
are exemplifications of the first clause, which is the topic sentence. This pattern, so typical
of exposition, is also followed in the second argument.
Patterns of Reference are rather complicated, showing instances of generic (rubber, metal
goods, industrial production) and specific (the Australian economy, the ,nomentum, the
war).

Again use is made of the demonstrative this in a summarising function. ltuse

facilitates nominalisation, eg this increase, and also facilitates the Theine/Rheme progression
so necessary to development of an argument, without repetition of whole clauses.
Restatement of thesis
The tendency towards implicit internal linking of more than one clause has been mentioned
above. This is also evident in the link between the final clause,
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it is clear that ..................hut also the benefits of war-time economic expansion
and the thesis, each of which is summed up in the term, benefit/s. These two clauses,
together with all the intervening ones, are linked implicitly and internally. This is an
indication of the tidy, linear structure of the whole exposition. The discussion of exposition
now continues with a consideration of its Register variables.

3.5 Register Variables in Exposition
The theory of register and the three variables of field, tenor and mode have already been
introduced in Chapter 2 Section 2.2 above. In the writing of mature exposition, the choice of
appropriate variables is an imponant factor. Yet it is such choices which are so often difficult
for ESL/EFL students. As 1-lalliday remarks:
The choice of items from the wrong register and the mixing of items from different registers are
among the most frequent mistakes made by non-native speakers of language.

(1964 cited in Jones et al 1989:262)
A consideration of three register variables with respect to teaching the writing of exposition to
ESL/EFL tertiary students now follows.

Field
At tertiary level an ability to manipulate two main types of lexis is required for writing good
exposition. These are field specific and non-field specific lexis. Jones et al (1989: 262-265)
provide a careful outline of the main requirements in each of these two areas. The field is the
particular discipline area in which the student is writing, eg geography or Australian history,
and its technical language provides the field specific lexis. Drury and Gollin (1985: 223)
explain that first year ESL undergraduates often lack knowledge of their specific field and
also of more general topics on which they are expected to write. Brainstorming sessions
before the commencement of writing are invaluable, but practice in working with authentic
texts is also needed.
Non-specific lexis is important for expressing relationships between terms or concepts. This
lexis includes several sub-groups such as:
a)

relational verbs, eg indicate, rejiect, sho w.
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affect, cause, lead to

nouns such as
adjectives such as

reason, problem, argument, point of view
signiJlcant, essential, important

All such words are valuable resources for expressing relationships, opinions and evaluations.
In order to assist students in the development of control of field specific and non-field
specific lexis, it is valuable to make use of authentic texts from the students fields or
proposed fields of study (Jones et a! 199: 277f1).
As will be indicated in Chapter 3, Section 3.6, the field selected for intensive work with
students in this study was that of Australian history. More specifically the period of the gold
rushes and the Chinese was considered. It will be indicated in Chapters 3 and 4, that
development of appropriate control of the field proved to be a major hurdle for the students.
Indeed one recommendation that will emerge from this study will relate to the importance of
building detailed field knowledge with ESL/EFL students of academic English.

Tenor

Tenor choices are made on the basis of writer/reader relationships, which in

-

exposition are typically distant, formal, iiiipersoiial and neutral. Frequently English as a
Foreign Language (EFL) students tend to mix formal and informal laiigiiage, eg
There are it lot of personal reasons such as illness, lazy, drinking LOO much and getting too
many children.
Here the student has mixed formal written and informal spoken forms.
(Drury and Gollin 1985: 212)

Written more appropriately, this would be:
There are many personal reasons such as illness, laziness, excessive drinking and a high birth
t.
Jones et al (1989:265-267) suggest four ways for making a text more impersonal. They are:

Removal of the "person" from Theme position, usually by use of passives, eg
Everybody must read the manual carefully
---->

The manuals must be read carefully.
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Sometimes students have difficulty with use of the passive, especially where two lexical
verbs appear, eg
Here it will be trying

to introduce some of the problem

An attempt to avoid the difficulty is made here by the use of the impersonal it (as in It is true
that ....) However, the student has not yet understoxi that an attempt to is an effective way
of impersonalising the verb try. Thus, with the use of the passive form the above sentence
would appear as:
An attempt will be made to introduce some of the problems.

2

Using modal adjuncts
I think/imagine/suppose that
> It is likely/possible/probable/necessary that

3

Mental processes expressed by it + passive
I

think that

....

I feel that

> It is thought that

4

...

It is felt that

Use of verbal processes other than say
Smith state/asserts/claims

that

It is noted that .....

Mode
In order to reflect the distance between the event or topic and the reader, and also between the
writer and reader, the language of exposition is typically abstract. Features of such abstract
language are high lexical density, use of grammatical metaphor and lack of grammatical
intricacy. An explanation of these features has been provided in Section 3.2 above. An
additional comment concerns the (often) frequent use of complex nominal groups. This is
achieved by the use of embedded clauses and phrases which may contain further nominal
groups. An example is:
The [IscL up to enquire into long term development of roads [Ito relieve urban congestionli led
by John Brown]lfl lasted for four years.
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Embedding enables the nominal group to pack in a great deal of inft)rmation (Halliday 1985
cited in Jones et a! 1989: 268).
It has been noted above that reasons or arguments are often expressed as generalisations.
These are supported with concrete examples often involving shifts from abstract to concrete
language. Such shifts are sometimes a cause of further difficulty for ESL/EFL students, as
illustrated in the following unsuccessful attempt (Jones et a! 1989: 268):
It is the common view that children should be controlled before they are taught. How can a
teacher teach while students are yellirg at othcrs or taking no notice of the teacher!

The following section sets out an account of register variables as exemplified in Text 3.1.
3.5.1

Register Variables in Text 3.1

Field: the vicarious experience of World War II
Tenor: reflects the relationship of writer to reader which is distant
Status: unequal, reflecting the relationship of an expert (the history textbook writer) to
learners (students)..
Contact: infrequent, ie only via the text. This is reflected in the formal, abstract nature of the
text.
Affect: neutral, as is appropriate in an academic text.
Mode:
Space: monologic
Time: separate from the activity, a reflection on it from a distance (over 40 years)
The language used is a typical illustration of the technical language of history, which is
abstract and heavily nominalised. Thus it makes considerable use of grammatical metaphor.
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Examples of nominalisation are underlined and incongruent forms of causal relations placed
in italics in the extracts below:
The Second World War encouraged the restructuring of the Australian economy towards a
manufacturing basis.
The enlargement of Australia's

steel making capacity. ........ owed something to the

-

demanth of war.
They cause death and destruction
brings useful developments

benefits of war-time economic expansion.
In Text 3.1, there are no human agents. They have been "effaced" and replaced as
participants by events or actions which are treated as things

to refer again to an earlier

quotation (Eggins et al 1987: 88).
Having considered the characteristics of exposition as exemplified in a model text, we now
turn to an account of the gcnre which was taught to the students in the research project.

3.6 The Teaching Cycle
The students were taught together in six informal sessions of about two and a half hours
each, once a week. Subsequently, several short sessions of fifteen to twenty minutes each
were held with the students individually for consultation during independent construction.
During that time the students also had one or two sessions of conlerencing with each other.
The teaching cycle followed was basically the model produced by Callaghan and Rothery
(1988:39) shown in Figure 2.11 above. This model consists of three main phases

-

Modelling, Joint Negotiation of Text and Independent Construction of Text, each of which
comprises two or more stages.
When teaching a genre for the first time, the sequence of activities is meant to be followed in
a clockwise direction. At other times, however, the teaching model may be entered at any
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point. For example, students who have had several experiences of modelling and joint
construction on other occasions, may be able to move straight into independent construction.
This flexibility regarding entry point is indicated by the curved arrows on the outer part of the
circle. All stages, however, are aimed towards an approximation to control of the genre, as
shown by the diagonal arrows pointing to the centre.
It was decided to follow the order suggested (Callaghan and Rothery 1988:39-49), since the
model was new to both students and teacher. The first phase, however, will be referred to as
"Modelling/Deconstruction", thus incorporating the term used by Christie et al (1990, 1991,
in press) for this stage of the cycle. An account ol teaching procedure follows.
Phase 1 Modelling/Deconstruction
The first session took the form of a general introduction to genre, explaining what a genre is.
Short examples of different types of factual genre
exposition and discussion

procedure, explanation, report,

-

were read and the social purpose of each discussed. Special

-

attention was paid to the differences between exposition and discussion, ie an exposition
argues from one point of view and a discussion from more than one point of view. Also,
hortatory and analytical. Examples of the first were
within exposition there are two types
examined and the purpose discussed, ic the aim is to persuade readers to (do something).
For instance, in the letter to the editor (Text 3.2 Appendix 1) the writer aims to persuade
readers to accept the need for firmer fireanns laws. The type of language used was also
considered briefly, eg emotive expressions (killed, precious, slaughter), and should verbs.
An example of analytical exposition was read (Text 3.3 Appendix 2) and the purpose
considered, ie to persuade the readers that (something is true). It was seen that the type of
language in that text was more formal and distant or neutral, with no use of should verbs or
emotive words. The term register was introduced and explained. It was stressed that the
hortatory type of exposition was not acceptable at university level. Discussion was also held
on some of the differences between spoken and written English, as outlined in Section 2.3.1
above. It was noted that the letter to the editor (Text 3.2) was more like spoken language
than Text 3.3.
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In their written work in tertiary studies, students would frequently be required to argue a case
and therefore it would be profitable to learn the appropriate ways of doing this. Their writing
would be expected to be analytical and persuasive, therefore:
The purpose is to analyse a set topic and to persuade the reader that the writer's thesis is correct
developing an argument to support it.

by

(Hardy and Klarwein 1990:88)
A brief explanation will now be provided of material covered during Phase I.

First an outline of the procedure to be followed during the remainder of the cycle on writing
analytical exposition was given

.

This was so that the students would know where they were

going and what would be expected of them. They learned that the examples of writing to be
used as models were authentic texts. As such they were instances of the socially accepted
ways to present formal argument. For example, they have a particular beginning, middle
and end.
The term scheniatic structure was introduced and explained and then several short texts were
deconstructed and labelled with the names of the elements of schematic structure, ie
Thesis

Restatement of Thesis

Argument

The purpose of each of these elements was considered and also the relationship between the
topic sentence and elaboration/exemplitication for each argument. The arguments were
labelled with "point" and "elaboration" in the appropriate places.

The field chosen was history, so the model texts (Appendix 2-5) used were on:
The effect of the Europeans on the Indian economy (I lardy and Klarwein 1990:85)
The collapse of the Roman Empire (Flardy and Kiarwein 1990:89)
The collapse of the Roman Empire (adapted version)
The effects of the gold rushes in Australia (adapted from Price 1972:53-57)

It was noted that all three elements of schematic structure were compressed into one
paragraph in Text 3.3. 1-lowever, normally each argument consists of one paragraph or
more. The thesis and the restatement of thesis are also presented in separate paragraphs.
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Several grammatical features evident in the texts were discussed, eg grammatical metaphor,
Reference, Conjunction and Theme/Rheme.
Two types of grammatical metaphor were explained

nominalisarion and incongruent forms

-

of reasoning. Examples of these were found from Texts 3.3 and 3.4 and discussed. A
revised version of Text 3.4 (Text 3.5) was examined and its linguistic features compared
with those of Text 3.4. Particular attention was paid to the greater use of incongruent forms
in Text 3.5 and thus its more "academic nature.
The topic of Reference was introduced and briefly discussed and differences between
presenting/presuming and generic/specific reference were considered. In addition, the use of
the demonstratives

this, that, these and those

in a summarising function was explained

-

and examples noted from the texts. It was noted that use of these is frequent in mature
exposition.
An explanation of Theme and Rheme and their functions in clauses was given. Following
that, the manner in which development of arguments occurs through Theme/Rheme
progression was examined in Texts 3.5 and 3.6. In addition, the use of quotations in Text
3.6 prompted discussion and explanation of accepted ways of making use of these in
academic writing. It was emphasised that all quotations must be acknowledged.
An examination of the type of language used in the more "academic" Texts 3.5 and 3.6
revealed that this was formal and distant. Following this, discussions on the reasons for this
prompted a further discussion of the register variables of field, tenor and mode.
Phase 2 Joint Negotiation
Preparation for Joint Construction
It was decided to narrow the field to a particular period and aspect of Australian history, since
the students had indicated a desire to learn more about Australia's past. This was the reason
for the choice of Text 3.6 as the final model text. The use of that text revealed the need for
wider background reading since so much of

ii

was new to the students.
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The White Australia Policy was chosen as the field for students independent construction of
text. This choice prompted the decision to select the Kanakas as the field for the jointly
constructed text. It was originally envisaged that the independently constructed text would
cover both the Chinese problem during the gold rushes and the Kanakas. 1-lowever, it was
felt better to limit it to the former only. This was largely due to the students difficulties in
building up knowledge of a field, given the constraints of time. The field chosen for the joint
construction text was therefore the Kanakas.

The preparation for writing involved selection of material from secondary school level
textbooks. Students were shown how to find relevant sections of the books through use of
the index and table of contents. However, because of difficulties over library borrowing
regulations, those sections were photocopied for each of the students, who read them at
home. Prior to this independent reading, the question to be answered on the Kanakas was
read and discussed briefly. The purpose of this was to guide the students in their reading. A
brief discussion of slavery in general and slavery of Africans in America was held.

Mention has been made of difficulties students faced in building up knowledge of the field.
It was, in fact, surprising to observe the extent of their difficulty in coping with the reading.
The newness of the field for them meant learning it great deal of new vxabulary. They also
needed to struggle with new concepts and idiomatic expressions and lexical iictaphor. Some
of these are listed below:
Idiomatic expressions and lexical metaphor
the feudal instinct
paid them next to nothing
mowed down by gunfire
the question was shelved
bore an uncomfortable resemblance to stave trading
dawn to dusk
Field specific terms
enticing prospective labourers aboard
recruited
squatters
exploited
reliable supply of able bodied people
I3lackbirders
engaged on contract
flimsy unsanitary huts
inhuman conditions
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In the next session, students were given assistance with their vocabulary problems. After
that, a brainstorming session together and organisation of the material into several headings
preceded the commencement of writing. It was explained that these headings were
generalisations formed by joining related aspects together. These headings would form the
basis of the arguments used in the exposition. The result of the brainstorming showing
grouping under headings is provided in Appendix 6.
Joint Construction
The result of the brainstorming was on the board to guide in the joint construction of the text.
The text was scribed by the teacher on an overhead projector. First the question was read
and a thesis decided upon, then a brief outline was made on the overhead projector indicating
the context or "orientation to topic, and each argument. The notes made of this outline are
presented below:
The Kanakas
Orientation:

sugar cane grown from 1 6Os needed labour white men felt not
-

-

suitable labour expensive wanted to make profits, so cheap
-

-

labour needed so workers imported from Pacific Islands.
-

Thesis:

The early success of the sugar industry was very largely due to
exploitation of the Kanakas as virtual slaves.

Preview:

Four main areas.......

Argument 1:

Methods of recruitment involved deceit

Argument 2:

Like slaves, they were not free to return to their homes as they
wished

Argument 3:

Working conditions were very harsh.

Argument 4

Living conditions were crowded and unsanitary
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Restatement of Thesis: Industry flourished, but at great cost to the Kanakas through their
exploitation as virtual slaves.
During the making of this outline and the Construction of the full text which followed, the
teacher was engaged in scaffolding (Chapter 2 Section 3.3). That is, she was supporting the
students' efforts or contributions to the text by providing medels of suitable ways of
expressing ideas. In this way they were being assisted towards an approximation of the
genre

the aim of the whole cycle. Scaffolding is very important as one of, the social

-

aspects of the learning control of the language of the genre. These students felt they were
participating in the text construction and yet also being guided.
As the text was being constructed, discussion was held concerning ways to make use of
more incongruent forms and also suitable quotations that might be used. Consideration was
also given to how the paragraphs could be linked by the use of conjunctions such as firstly,
secondly, furthermore, finally, so.

The final text was read together and the elements of schematic structure revised.
Subsequently the students were given a typed copy of the completed text to guide them in
their independently constructed text. This final text (Text 3.7) on the Kanakas appears in
Appendix 7.
Phase 3 Independent Construction
Preparation for Independent Construction
As mentioned above, the field selected for independently constructed texts was the White
Australia Policy. The specific aspects to be considered concerned the relationship of the gold
rushes and the Chinese to this policy. The question to be answered was as follows:
The formulation of the White Australia Policy can be traced largely to problems
caused by attitudes towartLv Chinese at the time of the gold rushes of the 1850s
and I8óOs. Can this statement he justified?
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Involved in the preparation for writing the text was building up knowledge of the field. Once
again, this proved to be more difficult than anticipated. This underlined for the teacher the
significance of the fact stressed by genre theorists, that this is a literacy program. Teaching
writing involves teaching reading, ie students cannot write about something they do not
understand or know enough about. Confidence to write appropriately comes only with an
adequate grasp of knowledge of the field. The process of building up this knowledge will
now be outlined.
Knowledge of the field was gained in various ways, the first of which was discussion of the
model text on the gold rushes (Text 3.6). In addition relevant sections of secondary school
text books were photocopied and given to the students for individual reading at home.

Preliminary discussions were held concerning the situation on the gold field, with the help of
pictures and maps from the books. Subsequent to the students initial reading of the
photocopied material, opportunity was given for further questions and discussion. Within
the field itself, more specific 'sub-fields, with their concepts and vocabulary were discussed
and noted. Some of these are listed below:
Gold Mining

LVIGMIJIMIMI

mines
diggings
alluvial gold
tailings
abandoned mines
pegging claims

colonies
Acts of Parliament
policy
poll tax
immigration restriction

Attitudes

Chinese Culture and Religions
temples
joss houses
incense

clothing
pigtails

resentment
jcak)Usy

opium smoking
assimilate
integrate
community

suspicion
mistrust

haired
anger
fear

gambling

Students asked many questions on meanings of words and other expressions found in the
readings. Some of the difficult expressions were as follows:
•

•
•
•
•
•

pictures of Chinese looking like hideous fiends
Chinese were singled out
white settlers were faintly amused by the Chinese
have their fortunes told
caused much less havoc than
could barely make a living
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•
•

Chinese portrayed as dirty and disease ridden
reworked the mullock heips

•
•
•
•

men in various stages of stupeficanon with opium
brought out by squatters to work on their runs
conditions on the Convict ships
worked over the surface soil and gravel for alluvial gold

In addition, to ensure that the students understood the question, discussion was held
concerning such matters as: the relationship of policy to Acts of Parliament; also the meaning
of can be traced to' and "formulation of policy'. A further problem to the students was the
reason for the gap of 50 years between the gold rushes and the acts of the early 1900s. This
led to a discussion of federation, colonies and states and immigration policies.

The need to provide a brief explanation of the White Australia Policy and the presence of the
Chinese, in their opening section, was stressed. Some discussion was also held concerning
various factors which might be used to form arguments in their exposition.

Independent Construction
The students' first drafts were written at home and these are provided as Appendix 11 and
12. Following the writing of these, several sessions of consultation were held with students
individually, as requested.
During the individual consultation, the students were first praised for the way they had
followed the schematic structure, and also their gx)d understanding of the field. However,
the teacher also sought to show in a constructive way certain areas which needed further
development. This was done by questioning and suggestions rather than by "correction'.
Some of the matters covered in these consultations included:
the need to write the question at the top of the text, for the readers convenience, also to
list all references at the end
the necessity for acknowledging quotations, eg noting where 1861 statistical figures
had been found
attempting to paraphrase material from sources rather than transferring it in blocks
into the body of a text, eg the various characteristics of the Chinese
•

the need to state cause/effect relationships thus linking actions with attitudes, eg
They avoided paying tax by landing on other places
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(action)

This caused

(attitude)

.

more suitable way of expressing ideas, eg
They were put on special tax

-->

A special lax was charged

because of cultural appearances

-->

cultural differences

In earlier times oft/ic gold rushes --> At the beginning of the gold rushes
They were being suspicious by Australians
derelicted by the white miners

-->

-->

Australians were suspicious of them

ahantfrned by the white miners

After several consultations, the students wrote their second draft. Although these were not
'perfect", they were felt to be a good "approximation to the control of the genre". They were
therefore accepted as the final dralls. The original copies of these texts are provided in
Appendix 13 and 14.

3.7 Conclusion
The main purpose of this chapter has been to give an account of the methodology followed in
a small project for teaching the writing of exposition to two Indonesian students preparing for
tertiary study. In order to provide sufficient background for this, firstly the participating
students were introduced through brief profiles. Then secondly a brief account was given of
several aspects of systemic functional grammar considered to be important to the construction
and analysis of exposition. Those aspects were Theme, 'l'ransitivity, Reference and
Conjunction. Different types of themes were outlined and reference iiiade to the significance
of Theme/Rheme progression as an important aspect of written exposition. With respect to
Transitivity, an explanation was given of the various Processes and Circumstances.
Concerning Reference, in addition to the provision of an outline of the various types,
particular emphasis was attached to the use of demonstratives such as this in a summarising
function. Discussion of Conjunction included an outline of the various choices available in
the English Conjunction system. As well, some discussion was offered of the incongruent
means through which conjunctive relations are sometimes constructed, au aspect of
grammatical metaphor.
Following the outline of aspects of grammar, an account of the Schematic Structure of
exposition was related with reference to a model text of mature historical exposition from a
school textbook.
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Finally a detailed account of the teaching cycle was presented. The model used followed the
genre based approach as outlined in Figure 2. II above. The three main phases of that cycle
are

ModellingJj)econstructiori, Joint Construction of a Text and Independent Construction

-

of a Text. The field chosen for the independently constructed text was the White Australia
Policy and the Chinese at the time of the gold rushes. Reference was niade to particular
difficulties experienced in building up a knowledge of the field. The final texts produced by
the students at the end of the teaching cycle are repnxiuced and discussed in Chapter 5.
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ChAPtER 4
DISCUSSION OF SrFUDENTS EARLY FFEXTS
4.1 Outlining the Background
As explained, in Chapter 3, Section 3.2, sessions with the two students participating in the
project commenced during the third term of their course. At th stage, Maria, who had been
in the general English stream, had recently moved into the academic English class. Paulus
had been studying academic English since first term. Both were regularly being given
writing tasks for homework, mainly compositions, varying from 25() to 5(X) words, in
length. These required various types of writing such as narrative, descriptive and
argumentative. Although the tenn, genre, had not been used at all in class, Maria had written
two discussions of the hortatory kind but no expositions. The writing tasks of Paulus had
included some discussions and a few expositions, mainly hortatory, but one or two were
analytical (Martin 1985:33).

Two of the students early texts were selected for ptirposes of later comparison with their
final texts at the conclusion of the teaching project. The choice of the texts was made on the
basis of two factors:
the nature of the texts, ie both expositions
the time of writing, ie fairly close to the time of the commencement of the project.

The aim of the comparison with the final texts was to indicate areas in which improvement
had been made. It was, however, realised that some improvement could he expected
irrespective of our special sessions. Such improvement would result from the time factor and
also the influence of teaching in the students nonnal course of study.

A consideration of the early texts (Texts 4.1 and 4.2) is presented in this chapter.
Section 4.2 provides an explanation of how the texts were generated, while in Sections 4.3
and 4.2 discussions of texts 4.1 and 4.2 respectively are presented.
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4.2 Introducing the Early Texts
Text 4.1

4.2.1

As mentioned above in Section 4.1, Text 4.1 below was Maria's first attempt at writing an
exposition. Prior to this, she had written one or two discussions on Should ....... type

questions. One of these was on the topic Should Cambodian refugees he allowed to stay in
Australia? The text of her response is included as Text 4.3 (Appendix 10). The question set
for her first exposition, together with her answer, Text 4. 1, appears below.
Text 4.1

Should aid be given solely for humanitarian reasons or
should it be of economic benefit to the donor country?

Question:

There are many poorest countries in the world such as some of African
countries. As the poorest countries, the aid should be given for them.
Many opinions have been told, whether the aid should be given solely for
humanitarian reasons or it should be of economic benefit to the donor
country.

In my opinion, the aid should be given solely for humanitarian

reasons.
The poorest countries have almost nothing for their own countries.
What they have now, it is slill not enough to develop their countries.
They need help from rich countries. If the aid is given of economic
benefit how can they afford repayment. The repayment even more than
they had received in aid.
Moreover, humanity is most of all. The human family is one unity. It
should help each other, when one of them is suffered. For humanity, no
one will think about the benefit for itself.
In brief, humanitarian should be given precedence. The poorest countries
need the richest countries help. They are asking for help because they
really need it.
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This text was written by Maria as a normal homework assignment for her course teacher,
fairly early in the third term. At that stage, she had participated in two of our genre based
tutorial sessions. The main preparation for this writing task was a class discussion of a
magazine article on aid distribution in Somalia. At the conclusion of this, the students were
given the homework question. They were told that their answer should present arguments
from one point of view only. A discussion of Maria's response (Text 4.1) will be presented
in Section 4.3 below.
4.2.2

Text 4.2

Unlike Maria, Pauluss previous writing experience had included two or three attempts at
exposition, as well as several discussions. I lis text to be considered is presented below as
Text 4.2.
The Explosion of the Population
One of the most urgent problems facing humanity in the near future arise
from the rapid increase in world population. It has been estimated that the
population of the world at the time of Christ took sixteen centuries, to
double its figures, but it then iou b/cit again in only two cen furies, ic
between 1650 and 1850. Moreover, if the present rate of increase is
maintained, it is believed that the population will reach 7,000 million by the
end of this century. Considering this problem, there is a variety of causes
and effects owing to the population explosion.
The main reason to this problem is more likely due to the fact that there is
not so much a rise in birth rates as a fall in death rates as a result of
improvement in public health services and medical care. More and more
babies born in developing countries for example have been surviving
infancy and now, it is said that nearly half the people living in those
countries are under the age of fifteen. Then, when the children become
parents, and many more adults are living into old age so that populations
are being added to both ends.
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The increase of babies who survive infancy may lead to the hard working of
the adults. It means that the adults have to work harder than ever to
provide for the needs of the children who can not distribute to the economy
until they are older.
Moreover, it seems that in certain p/act's, especially in the developing
countries, there is a shortage of sc/tools and teachers, and there are not
enough hospitals, doctors and nurses farininc land is becoming scarce. As a
result, the country people are moving to the towns and cities in tile hope of
finding a better standard of living. I lawever, have not been able to provide
housinç which cause the newcomers live in the crowded slums.
Consequ en fly, there are too few jobs and unemployment leads to further
poverty.
Another problem created by the rapid increase in population is a shortage of
food. More mouths have to be fed every year and yet a high number of the
existing population are not getting enough of the right kind of food. It is said
that over the past two years the total amount of food has decreased, and of
course the total amount of food per person has decreased even more sharply.
To prevent this over population problem, there seem to be two possible
solutions. The first solution is to take no action at all. This means, the
nature will find its own way of restoring the balance. For example, many
people have died of diseases, or in the warfare, fighting for a share of the
worlds supplies.
The second way that might lie/p to reduce the population is the large scale
use of birth control methods. These second solution is now practised in
most countries which have a huge number of population. Some have
shown good signals of success, however some have not. Hopefully this
problem can be handled more professionally in order to maintain the world
for the next generations.
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This text was written by Paulus, also as a normal homework assignment, towards the end of
second term. The date was not long before the commencement of our special project. For
this assignment, no question was set, only the topic of Population Explosion. Students were
given copies of an article on this subject to read in preparation for the task, to be done at
home. Other preparation included a lesson on various ways of expressing cause and effect
in English. A list of these was discussed and then distributed for students' use. it was
explicitly stated that one of the purposes of the assignment was to make use of a variety of
these expressions. A detailed discussion of l'auluss text will be given below in Section 4.4.

4.3 A Discussion of Text 4.1
4.3.1

Introduction

The discussion of this text will include:
genre
register description
some consideration of schematic structure and grammatical features of Theme,
Transitivity, Reference, Conjunction and grammatical metaphor, including evaluative
discussion of the text.
Text 4.1
Question: Should aid be given solely for humanitarian reasons or should it be of economic
benefit to the donor?

Genre:

Exposition (hortatory)

Register Variables:
Field:

The issue of aid to underdeveloped countries.

Tenor:

Writer to reader

Status:

Unequal, result of a relationship of student to teacher.

Contact:

Infrequent

Affect:

Neutral with respect to the reader, but positive with respect to the content

Mode:

space:

monologic
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time:

constitutive of the activity

Elements of Schematic Structure
TIz e sis:
There are many poorest countries in the world such as some of African countries. As
the poorest countries, the aid should be given for them. Many opinions have been
told, whether the aid should he given solely for humanitarian reasons or it should be
of economic benefit to the donor country. In my opinion, the aid should be given
solely for humanitarian reasons.
Argument 1:
The poorest countries have almost nothing for their own countries. What they have
now, it is still not enough to develop their countries. They need help from rich
countries. If the aid is given of economic ben(fit, how can they afford repaymnent.
The repayment even more than they had received in aid.
Argument 2:
Moreover humanity is most of all. The humnanfai-nily is one unity. It should help
each other, when one of them is suffered. For humanity, no one will think about the
benefit for itself.
Restatement of Thesis
In brief, humanitarian should be given precedence. The poorest countries need the
rich countries help. They are asking for lie/p because they really miecil it.
An initial overview of problems in this text will now be given. Subsequently, some review
of the linguistic evidence to explain these weaknesses will be presented. Despite the
somewhat rudimentary nature of this text, all the main elements of schematic structure are
present. With respect to schematic structure, the text would have been improved by the
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introduction of a preview of the arguments. Also, steps in the construction of the arguments
would have been much enhanced by the building of stronger connections with what is said in
the topic sentence. With respect to register, the text shows a reasonably limited grasp of the
relevant fields upon which to draw in constructing the text and its arguments.

To turn directly to the grammatical resources with which the text is consuucted, there is a
clear problem in the lack of a Theme/Rheme progression. That is to say, items introduced in
Rheme are not subsequently reiterated as 'I'heme to help build texture. Poor control of
Reference is another source of difficulty, interfering with texture. There are errors in control
of the definite article. The use of conjunction
metafunction

-

most relevant with respect to the logical

is reasonably unskilled. Overall, there is little explicit realisation of causal

-

relations between the meanings of different clauses. Finally, another notable lack is the use
of grammatical metaphor. Overall, Maria was not very skilled at controlling exposition when
she wrote. A more detailed consideration of the text now lollows.

Schematic Structure

4.3.2

Thesis

This does include a clear position statement. In my opinion, the aid should be

-

given solely for humanitarian reasons. Some orientation to the topic is provided, but it is
inadequate because of the lack of explanation of the term aid. This is one of the indications
of Maria's poor knowledge of the field. A p1eview of the arguments to be presented, which
would assist the reader to follow the writer's line of reasoning, is also lacking.

Arguments

Two arguments are presented, each introduced with a topic sentence. They

-

are: The poorest countries have almo.vt ,ioihi,igJr their OWfl countries and Moreover,
humanity is most of all. However, these topic sentences are not explicitly linked to the thesis
position. Expressed in a more adequate way, they would be:

Humanitarian reasons are important because the I)(x)r counirieS have so little.
Humanitarianism involves the willingness of rich countries to share with the poor countries

Another weakness in the arguments is the lack of concrete examples to Support the statements
made. This is another indication of poor knowledge of the field. One example is:
The repayment is even more than they have received in aid.
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It would have greater force if followed by appropriate supportive data such as

-

From 1986 to 1991, Somalia received $.........in aid, but repayments amount to $........

Restatement of Thesis -The position statement is clearly reiterated: In brief, hwnanirarian
(aid) should be given precedence. Also the arguments are summarised. Thus the exposition
is well rounded off.
It is perhaps worth noting here that Maria's use of the three elements of schematic structure is
possibly a reflection of teaching in our tutorial sessions Schematic structure had been
discussed in both the first and second sessions and Text 4.1 was written for her class teacher
immediately after the second of these.

4.3.3

Theme

As stated above in Chapter 3 Section 3.1, Theme/Rheme progression is important in
exposition to enhance the development of argument. The lack of such progression in this text
is therefore a clear weakness. The only example appears to be

-

If the aid is given of economic benefit how can they afford repayment. The repayment
even more than they had received in aid.
Instances, where Theme/Rheme progression would make an improvement are:

Jr should help each other when one of them is suffered. For humanity, no one will
think about the benefit for itself,

A better way to express this would be:
They should help each other when one ol them has suffered. The presence of such suffering should
overcome all considerations of the donors own benefit.
A further example capable of improvement by Theme/Rheme progression is:
The poorest countries have a/most notlung for their own countries. What they have
now is still not enough to develop their own countries.

A reworking of this could be:
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The poorest countries have almost nothing. This lack of financial resources results in lack of
development.
Such use of Theme/Rheme progression would give stronger texture and this would help
make the arguments flow more smoothly. This would produce a more niature text.

A brief Theme analysis reveals that the Themes are predominantly topical, with one or two of
these being unmarked, eg

As the poorest countries, the aid should be given to the,n
In my opinion, the aid S/U',)Uld he given solely for humanitarian reasons

There is also one example of clause as Theme, ie
If the aid is given of economic benefit. how they can afford repayment.
One theme of interest is a thematic equative, ie
What they have now, iL is still not enough to develop their countries

However redundant use of it here is an indication of lack of understanding of how such
themes can be utilised.

Reasonable use is made of textual Themes, both conjunctive adjuncts and structural themes.
Instances of these are:

In brief, humanitarian (aid) should be given precedence.
conj adj
Moreover, humanity is most of all
conj adj
.whet her the aid should be given solely for hu,nanuarian reasons

struct
.... wJien one of them is suffered
struct
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4.3.4

Transitivity

Throughout the text, at each stage of the schematic structure, material, relational and mental
processes are utilised. Examples are as follows:
Relaonai
There are many poorest countries

(existential)

it should be of economic benefit

(attributive)

The human family is one unity

(attributive)

The poorest countries hair almost nothing

(possessive)

Material
the aid should be given for them
how they = qfford repayment
it should help each other
Mental
No one will think about the benefit
The use of these three main types of process is appropriate. 1-lowever, a more mature writer
would have converted more of the material processes into nominal forms, for example:
They ntfd help --- > their
It should help each other

of help is critical
---->

Ass isarj_cshould be provided

Grammatical metaphor is to be discussed in greater detail below.
4.3.5

Reference

Control of Reference can present major problems for Indonesian writers because of the
absence of the definite article in the Indonesian language. It is therefore not surprising that
confusion over various types of Reference, particularly presuming/presenung and
generallspecific can be seen. Several instances are cited below.
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Some confusion is evident in the first two sentences with respect to Reference, ie

There are many poorest countries in the world such as some of African countries. As the
poorest countries, tk aid should he given for them.
Firstly, the definite article is required in the nominal group some of

African countries.

-

This is because the reference is specific, not general. Here a confusion seems to have
occurred between the use of some

...

and some of the ..... Secondly, the aid, is a presenting

reference but it is realised as presuming. Therefore the definite article is redundant. A
possible reason for this is that aid occurs in the question and

SO

its first use in the text was

considered to be presuming. In addition, this first use of aid, and all subsequent uses are
general. For this reason, the definite articles are not required.
With regard to retrieval strategies, further confusion is evident. Problems can be seen in the
third paragraph, as evidenced by confusion over pronouns. This can be shown with a
reference chain:

humanity
the human

family
one unity

It

each other

one of them
Some of the confusion here may be explained as follows:

The human family is one unity. iLshould help each other, when one of ihem is
suffered.
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Probably the choice of it when referring to unity is the source of the problem. Using the
members or its members rather than it would have avoided the confusion.

Also in the sentence,
For humanity, no one will think about the benefit for ii(
it is unclear whether no one refers to countries or to humanity
In addition in the clause, & aid should be given fr them, aid is an exophoric reference
which has not been explained in the text. An expanded Orientation to lopic to include a brief
explanation of what aid is, would have overcome this error.
Of major importance in mature exposition is textual reference, which can be seen in the
summarising function of the demonstratives, this, that these and those and soilietimes it or
which. These enable the writer to refer to nominal groups or larger sections of text without
repetition. However, this device is absent in Marias text. Two instances where it could
have been used to advantage are:
What they have now, it is still not enough to develop their countries. They need help from
rich countries. ---->
What they have now is not sufficient to develop their countries.

means that they need help.

The hwnan family is one unity. It should help each other. ---->
Humanity is one family. This means that the members should help one another.

4.3.6

The Conjunction System

Weak control of conjunction is displayed in this text. The use of internal conjunction does
signal the introduction of the second argument (Moreover ......) and the Restatement of
Thesis (In brief.....) but not the first argument. However logical relations of cause are
predominantly implicit, the one exception being
They are asking for help because they really need it.
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Some instances where explicit Conjunction would produce a clearer pattern of reasoning are:

The human jiimily is one unity. (i) it should help
- It is still not enough to develop their countries.
(Therefore) they need help .......
Moreover, humanity is most of all (because) the human family is one

-

-

4.3.7

Unity.

Grammatical Metaphor

As mentioned above in Chapter 2 Section 3. 1, in mature writing, a fair amount of the
argument is constructed through grammatical metaphor. 'l'his is because it has the effect of
making the text more abstract and impersonal. Marias text, however, is relatively simple
and lacking in grammatical metaphor. Some of the few examples are underlined in the
following sentences from the text:

a)
h)

in brief, humanitarian should he given precedence
if the aid of is of economic benefit, how they can afford repayment
Moreover, Lijwsjjy is most of all.

In examples a) and b) above, the actions —precede and repay are realised in nominal
(incongruent) from. In example c) a quality human is realised in nominal (incongruent)
form.

Another type of grammatical metaphor is borrowed from the question, ie

aid should he given solely for humanitarian recLvoL
In a congruent form, the causal relationship would be expressed as a conjunction thus:
aid should be given solely because

it

is humanitarian to do so.

A few suggestions for increased use of grammatical metaphor are as follows:
-

The poorest countries have almost nothing for their own countries

-- -- >

The main reason is that the poorest ...............

it is still not enough to develop their own countries. They need help from rich
countries.
- ......
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What they have now, is still not enough to develop their own countries. because of this,

they need help .........

- The human family is one unity. It should help each other.
----> The human family is one unity. This means the members should help one another

The discussion now continues with a consideration of Text 4.2.

4,4

A Discussion of Text 4.2

4.4.1

Introduction

This discussion will cover the following aspects
genre
register description
a brief consideration of schematic snucture, and the grammatical features of Theme,
Transitivity, Reference, Conjunction and grammatical metaphor, with some evaluation
of these.
Text 4.2
Title:

Genre:

The Population Explosion
Exposition (analytical)

Register Variables:
The population explosion
Field:
Tenor:

Writer to reader

Status:

Unequal

the writer (with assumed knowledge on the subject) to reader

-

(without that knowledge)
Contact:

Infrequent

Affect:

Neutral

Mode:
Space:

monologic

Time:

constitutive of activity

Elements of Schematic Structure:
Thesis:

One of the most urgent problems facing humanity in the near future arises from the
rapid increase in world popula tion. It has been estimated that the population of the
world at the time of Christ took sLtteen centuries to double its figures. But it then
doubled again in only two centuries, ic between 1650 and I50 Moreover, if the
present rate of increase is maintained, it is believed that the population will reach
7,000 million by the end of this century. Considering this problem, there is a variety
of causes and effects owing to the population explosion.
The main reason to this problem is more likely due to the fact that there is not so much
a rise in birth rate as a fall in dew/i rates as a result of improvements in public health
services and medical care. More and more babies born in developing countries fbr
example have been surviving inftincy and now, it is said that nearly half the people
living in those countries are under the age ojjiJteen. Then, when the children l)Ccome
parents, and many more adults are living into old age so that populations are being
added to hot/i ends.
Argument 1:

The increase of babies who survive in]iincy may lead to the hard working of the
adults. It means that the adul ts have to work harder than ever to provide for the neeiv
of the children who can not distribute to the economy until they are older.
Argument 2:

Moreover, it seems that in certain places, especially in the developing countries, there
is a shortage of schools and teachers, and there are not enough hospitals, doctors and
nurses farming land is becoming scarce. As a result, the country peo!)le are moving
to the towns and cities in the hope offinding a better standard of living. I/owe ver,
have not been able to provide hoici,zg which cause the newcomers live in the
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crowded slums. Consequently, there are two few jobs and unemployment leads to
further poverty.

Argument 3:

Another problem created by the rapid increase in population is a shortage offood.
More mouths have to hefd every year and yet a high nunber of the
population are

not

existing

getting enough of the rig/it kind offood. It is raid that over the

past two years the total amount o/jod has decreased and a] course the I()tal amoUnt
offood per person has decreased even more sharply.

Conclusion:
To prevent this over population problem, there seem to he two possible solutions
The first solution is to take no a(twn at all. This means, the nature wi//find its OW!Z
way of restoring the balance. For ewnple, many people

have

died of diseases, or in

the warfare, fighting for a share of tli e w()rlcLr supplies.

The second way that might lie/p to reduce
control methods. These second so/anon

the

population is the large scale use of birth

is TLUW

practised in most countries which

have a huge number of population. Some have shown good signals of success,
however some have not. hope fully

th is

problein can be handled more professionally

in order to maintain the world for 11w next generations.

Again, an overview of the main weaknesses in this text will be given first. This will then be
followed by a review of sonic of the linguistic evidence to explain those weaknesses.

With respect to schematic structure, this text displays two main weaknesses. Firstly, there
appears to be confusion over the thesis being argued and secondly the restatement of thesis is
omitted. The inclusion of a preview of the arguments would also have been a considerable
improvement to the text. With respect to register, the text shows a reasonably good
knowledge of the fields that are relevant to the construction of the arguments.
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In regard to grammatical resources used in the text, there is a certain lack of Theme/Rhenie
progression. Some errors have occurred in Reference, particularly in the use of the definite
article. The use of conjunctions to e x press causal relations is fairly well developed.
However, a somewhat forced use of these has at times, produced inappropriate or redundant
realisations. On the whole, despite reasonable control of certain features, the major problems
with

schematic structure seriously detract from its effectiveness as it text olexpostuon.

4.4.2

Schematic Structure

Thesis
It was stated above that there is some contusion concerning the thesis in this text. This
confusion occurs because two different matters appear to be being argued:
why the population explosion has occurred (paragraph 2); and
why it is an urgent problem (paragraphs 3, 4 and 5)
However, it is possible to take the opening sentence of the essay as the thesis statement.
This would require a slight change of wording to provide greater clarity of meaning. The
thesis/position statement would then be:
One of the most urgent problems facing humanity in the near flaure L the rapid increase in
world population called, the population explosion.
The remainder of paragraphs I and 2 could then represent an expansion or explanation of the
topic, ie what population explosion is and why it occurs. Paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 are then
taken to be arguments to support the thesis statement. That is to say, the population
explosion is an urgent problem because it means
•

more hard work for adults

•

a shortage of schools and other facilities

•

a shortage of food

-

An outline of these arguments in a preview statement would make a considerable
improvement. Such a preview might read:
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The reasons why the population explosion is such an urgent problem are that it means
—firstly, more hard work Jr adults; secondly, shortages of personnel and facilities;
and thirdly a shortage offod.
Argwnents

The main weakness in the first two arguments is that they are not explicitly

-

linked to the thesis/position statement. The addition of a topic sentence in each case would
considerably improve the construction of the arguments.
For instance, the first argument seems to be that the population explosion means the adults
have to work harder. Yet, that fact appears to be linked to the increase in babies who survive

infancy rather than to problem as stated in the

thesis. Using a topic sentence, the argument

would read:
The population explosion involves more hard work for adults. They must now provide for the
many more children who survive infancy and cannot yet coniribule to the economy.
In the second argument a suitable topic sentence would be:
In addition the rapid increase in population results in a shortage of schools and other facilities.
ly

The third argumentxp1icitly linked to the thesis, however. The topic sentence clearly
expresses this link thus:

Another problem created by the rapid increase in population is a shortage offood.
Within each of the arguments, the reasons in support of the thesis are fairly well elaborated
and reasonably well developed logically. The devices used to achieve this are discussed
more fully below under the Conjunction System.

Restatement of Thesis

This is absent from the text. The writer has chosen to use the

-

Conclusion to suggest solutions to the problem instead. He writes

To prevent this over population problem there seems to be two possible solutions. The
first solution is to take no action at all. 7/us means, the nature wulifind its oWn way of
restoring the balance. for example, many people have died of diseases, or in the
warfare, fighting for a share of the worlds supplies.

1ii

The second way that might help to reduce the population is the large scale use of birth
control ,nethocLv. These second solution is now practised in most countries which have
a huge nunber of population. Some have shown good signals of success, however
some have not. Hopefully this prohle,n can he handled more professionally in order to
maintain the world for the next generations.
It is interesting that this Conclusion section suggesting solutions provides both a preview and
topic sentence! However, it is an inappropriate conclusion for an exposition, because it lacks
a restatement of the thesis.

Aspects of grammar with respect to the text, ie Theme, Transitivity, Reference and the
Conjunction System, will now be considered.
4.4.3

Theme

There are very few marked topical themes, the main examples being

-

Considering (concerning) this problem ......
As a result .......
Also a few instances of clause as Theme occur, such as

-

if the present rate of population is ,naintained, it is believed
Then, when the children become parents.................

One characteristic of mature exposition is the use of predicated Themes to present supporting
evidence. These help to make the text more impersonal. A number of examples of this occur
in the text, eg.

Jr has been estimated that ........
It is said that ......
It seems that .....
It is believed that .......
However, as already stated, there is little evidence of Theme/Rheme progression in this text.
The exceptions include textual references which will be explained below under Reference.
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Transitivity

4.4.4

As with Text 4.1, participants are all generic human or non-human. Some examples are:
children; adults; babies; teachers; humanity problems; birth rule, health services

An examination of the process types reveals that the great majority are either material or
relational. These are used with fairly good effect to develop the field and the argument
respectively. Examples of material processes are:
has been esti,nated; doubled; are being added; to provide; to be fed; has decreased;

One significant aspect of the relational processes is the considerable number of circumstance
as process. This is an important device for the realisation of causal relations. The following
are instances:
The increase of babies ...... may lead to the hard working
which cause the newcomers to live
..urgent problem ....... LL5eIJQm the rapid increase
problem created by the rapid increa.'e .......

Other relational process utilised are mainly existential, eg
there L a variety of causes
there L not so much a rise

or attributive, eg
children becorr parents
until they aciolder

4.4.5

Reference

The text displays remarkably goxl control of Reference for an Indonesian. Very little
confusion has occurred with respect to general/specific and presenting/presuming reference.
Three exceptions are found in paragraph 4 where three presenting references are expressed as
presuming:
& country people; tL, towns; & crowded slums
also paragraph 6 the specific the nature is used instead of the general reference nature.
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Another difficulty with respect to the definite article occurs in the expression ..... may lead
to & hard working of the adults. This is an awkward expression, however, and may have
been better stated as
may result in more hard work for the adults.
There are several instances of textual reference, eg
the main reason to thli problem
these solution ......
have not been able to provide housing,
which cause the newcomers live in crowded slums.

However, the demonstrative in a summarising

function

in two other instances would improve

two rather awkwardly expressed ideas. The first is:
Then, when the children become parents, and many more adults are living into old age
so that populatiov are being added to both ends.

A revised version of that would read:
Then, when these children become parents, the adult population will increase. Also many
more adults are living to old age. ihese fa tors mean that populations are being added to at
both ends.
The second outwardly expressed idea is:
The increase of babies who survive infancy may lead to the hard working of the adults.
/J_means that the adults have to work harder than ever to provide for the needs....

LLhas been used as a textual reference instead of this. Again, the two sentences are linked
rather awkwardly, and the redundant work harf rcould be avoided by use of the
demonstrative this as follows:
The increase of babies ......... may result in more hard work for the adults. This is because
they have to provide for the needs ol more children.
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4.4.6

The Conjunction System

In this text, the realisation of conjunctive relations is much more well developed than it is in
Text 4.1. This is to be expected, considering the nature of class preparation involved, as
explained in Section 4.2.2 above. A variety of conjunctions and conjunctive adjuncts have
been employed for the expression of causal relations. Some of these are effective, eg
As a result, the country people are riloving to the towns

Conse(juently, there are too ji' jobs ...........
However, others are either inappropriate or redundant, or both. Some instances are found in
a) and b) below:
Considering (concerning) this problem, there is a variety of causes and effects
owing to the population explosion.

Owing to is inappropriate and due to would have been better. It is also redundant since the
causal relationship has already been indicated by the term causes and eJjcts.
Expressed more appropriately, the sentence would be
This problem has a variety

-

of causes and effects.

A similar problem of redundancy occurs in example b) below

-

The main reason to this problem is more likely due

the fact that

Several causal relations have been expressed via grammatical metaphor and this will be
discussed in a separate section below.

In exposition, IE and EG relations are of importance for the elaboration of points in
arguments. Nonetheless, very few are realised explicitly here, most being implicit. An
examples is:
Another problem ........is a shortage of food. More mouths have to he Jd every
year.......
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4.4.7

Grammatical Metaphor

The use of grammatical metaphor, an important aspect of mature exposition, is fairly well
developed in the text. Some examples of nominalisation are underlined in a) to I) below:
if the present rate of inc rea se is maintained
.... Li1c in birth rate. .......

full in dea th_ici.0 .......
......improvements in public health se rvi ces

......babies who survive i/iw

........

for the needs of the children ........
Instances of causal relations expressed through grammatical metaphor include those
underlined in g) toj) below:
The main reason for this problem is .......
Another pro h/em Crewed by the rapid increase .......
1)

....... there is a variety of LLUL .......

I)

As a result, the country people are moving ..........

The occurrence of examples g) toj) above could be expected, since the expressions
underlined were on the list supplied to the students. This list was referred to in Section 4.2.2
above.

4.5 Conclusion
Overall, the main impression of these two texts is that Text 4.2 is much more developed than
Text 4.1. This is understandable, since Paulus had been in the academic English class for
two terms. Maria, on the other hand, had only recently entered it at the time her text was
written.

It is noticeable, however, Maria's text shows it good basic understanding of the

elements of schematic structure, whereas Pauluss does not. This would seem to be a
reflection of a significant weakness in their normal English language course. In that COUrSC,
there was no emphasis on genre. l'herclre the schematic structure for

exposition

had not

been taught to him. As mentioned above, Maria's better control of schematic siructiuc
probably reflects the influence of attention paid

to
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this in our special tutorial sessions. These

sessions began only

Paulus's text had been written. There is room, however, for

considerable improvement in the writing of both students. The need for this has been
indicated in the discussion of grammatical features given above.

In Chapter 5, the students' final texts, written at the end of the special tutorial sessions, will
be presented and discussed.
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CHAPTER 5
A DISCUSSION OF STUDENTS' FINAL TEXTS
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 it was stated that learning to write academic English is a matter of great
importance to Indonesian students taking up studies in Australia. It was also noted that
achieving successful control of the field is a very important aspect of developing students'
competence in writing appropriate academic English. The relative lack of field knowledge in
Maria's early text (Text 4.1), as shown in Chapter 4 Section 4.3 above, was one indication
of her need for assistance.
In the period of time in which the students were being taught in our tutorial sessions, one of
the issues taken up was the importance of reading widely in the field. This was noted in
Chapter 3 Section 3.6 above. A Second issue taken up was the importance of control of
schematic structure of the exposition genre. loth the students had very Ixxr knowledge of
such structure. The reason for this was probably the absence of specific instruction on this
matter in their regular English classes.
The evidence from the students' final texts indicates that they had gained much from their
tuition in how the exposition genre is constructed. The evidence also suggests an
improvement in their control of field language. It is also evident that reading appropriate
background textbooks in preparation For writing tasks exposed the students to gO(XI iiodels.
One measure of this is that their control of Reference appears to have been significantly
enhanced. The analysis of the two final texts with respect to Theme, Transitivity, Re!'erence
and Conjunction presented in AppendiK 15 to 22 will illustrate these general points.
In the following sections of this chapter, the texts will be presented and then discussed with
reference to these analyses. In addition, some consideration will be given to grammatical
metaphor. in each section, Text 5.3 will be discussed first followed by Text 5.4.
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5.2 The Final Texts
The question set was as follows:
The formulation of the White Australia Policy can be traced largely to problems caused
by attitudes towards Chinese at the time of the gold rushes of the 1850s and 1860s. Can
this statement be justified'!
5.2.1

Text 5.3 Showing Schematic Structure

Thesis
Orientation to Topic
The White Australia policy was the unofficial nanze of a policy to restrict immigration of
coloured people. There were three important Acts which had been issued by /'arliwnent—

the Immigration Restriction Act o0 901, the Naturalization Act of 1903, and the Pacific
Islanders Labourers Act of 1904 (Grigsby 1970:1 10). The first and the second Acts were
really against the Chinese people. The Chinese people were ajjecied by this policy. They
had come to Australia during the gold rushes in the 1850s and iSOOs. They were attracted
by the disCovery of gold in New South Wales and Victoria. 'I'/ie purpose of this was to
get better life and to improve their living standard. Unfortunately, the y had to face the
difficulties with Australians people. They were colLvu/ered as a threat to A usralians
people. There were problems siwli as the riots and murders.

Thesis Statement
It can be stated that the White Australia policy can he traced largely to problems caused by
attitudes towards Chinese people at i/ic swiie time of the gold rushes.
Preview of Arguments
The problems were due to various causes

the great influx of Chinese people, cultural

difference,fmnancial aspects, and different inethads of working.
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Scope
These will now be discussed.
Argument 1
Firstly, the great influx of Chinese people who came to Australia was the main cause of
the negative attitudes of Australians to the Chinese. Al the I)eginning of the gold rushes,
there were about two thousand Chinese in Australia. 1-lowever, this number rapidly
increased during the gold rushes. According to the statistics fro,n the 180 I census, there
were about 3.5 percent of the population in Victoria and 3.7 percent in New South Wales
were Chinese (Price 1972.53). The uninigration of Chinese people in large nunthers had
made Australians worried. At first, they were accepted but as their numbers increased, the
gold started to run out. They were blamed due to the gold ran out. 1'/ius, the resentment of
them occurred.
Argument 2
Secondly, Chinese people had been resented because of their cultural differences. They
tried to live in Australia with their own culture which were strange for Australians. The
way they dressed was different which they, all dressed in the same way with blue jumpers
and trousers. Also, they were different in religion which they built little temples called foss
houses where they came to worship their gods and i/wy still kept their own language
(Watson 1984.90). Chinese people did not assimilate with other people. Therefore, they
lived as a separate community. Australians were suspicious of them and the suspicion
developed due to these matters.
Argument 3
Thirdly, the aim of Chinese people who came to Australia was to send money back to
China and to keep their fiunily in comfort. They worked to get profitable gold and the
money from it was sent hack to their home country. That was why Australians regarded
them as robbers who were robbing Australia's wealth. Moreover, as the c/leap labourers,
many masters in Australia would use Chinese people to work with them. Chinese people
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did not care how much money they would get. The important things were that they get
paid and they could live happily. 'ThereJre, Australians became afraid that the Chinese
wages would affect their wages and they would have to accept the same low wages as
Chinese people.
Argument 4
Fourthly, special taxes were charged to restrict the Chinese imnzigration. When Chinese
people arrived in Australia, they had to pay ajee. For exwnple, in 1855 the Melbourne
government put tax ofC1O on each Chinese landing in Melbourne. However, it did not
stop Chinese people to come to Australia. They avoided paying tax by landing in other
places such as South Australia where there was no tax at that time. This caused more
resentment and anger, and some riots.
Argument S
Fzfthly, the Chinese people had different mnethods of working. They were industrious
people and they worked hard to get the ,gold. They re-worked in the abandoned mines
which had been given up by Europeans miners. They often Jund gold and made profit
from them. It seemed that Chinese people found the gold where Europeans miners could
not find it. The jealousy and hatred of Australians grew as a result ojthe success of
Chinese people in finding gold.
Restatement of Thesis
In summing up, the problems and attitudes which have been mentioned above, could lead
to the White Australia policy. The White Australia policy was really fr.rmulated and
brought into affect because of these. Although it was policy of discrimination, the number
of Chinese who came to Australia was gradiwlly reduced.
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5.2.2

Text 5.4 Showing Schematic Structure

Thesis
Orientation to Topic
The White Australia Policy was a term used for government restriction of immigration of
non-white people in the mid 1980s. As Grigshy (1976 ) explains, this policy was put into
practiced by three major Acts of Australian Parliament. This Acts were-- the Immigration
Restriction Act of 1901, the Naturalisation Act of 1903, and the Pacific islanders
Labourers Act of 1904 (Grigshy 1976:110). The purpose of the first two Acts was
actually to reduce and prevent the big number of the Chinese migrants. The arrival of the
Chinese in Australia had been largely due to the gold discoveries in New Sour/i Wales and
Victoria in the 1850s and 1860s.
Thesis Statement
The White Australia policy developed largely as the result of the attitudes towards the
Chinese at that time. Some of the attitudes oft/ic White Australians towards the Chinese
were, considering the Chinese as an evil and a threat to the British civilisation,fear,
jealousy and hatred.
Preview of Arguments
These attitudes were actually due to the following reasons. Firstly, there was a big number
of Chinese in Australia; secondly, tile freliiig of supremacy oft/ic British; thirdly, the hard
work of the Chinese;ftmrthly, misunderstwzding of the Chinese way of life; and lastly, the
Chinese sent their proj Its to their ,'w,neland.
Scope
Each of these reasons are to he discussed in this essay.
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Argument 1
When the gold rushes started in Australia, there was only about two thousand Chinese.
However, when they heard about the gold discoveries in Victoria and New South Wales,
thousands of them migrated to Australia. It was believe that there were al,nostfrty
thousand of them in 1860 which was nearly one in twelve of the colony's total population
(Grigshy 1976: 70). This enormous number oft/ic Chinese made the White Australians
scared of both loosing their jobs and their country. As the result each of the colonies
passed their own laws to reduce the big number of the, Chinese.
Argument 2
The British people who were the first colonists of Australia did not like any other nations
to dominate the country. 7'/iey believed that Australia was o,iivfr the British. They even
thought that i/icy were the best people on earl/i because they had conquered the largest
parts of the world. Because ofJeeling of supremacy, they despised and resented the
Chinese.
Argument 3
The Chinese had come a long way from their homeland with two main purposes, ie to have
better lives and to support their ftimilies back home. Therefire, they worked very hard in
order to achieve these goals. This was one of the reasons why they would accept any jobs
that were provided such as, being gardeners, launderers and labourers (Tudhall 1988:
183). They also accepted lower wages and this caused resentment and fear of
unemployment among Australians (Watson / 984: 126-127). Moreo ver, the Chinese could
find profitable gold in the areas t/uit had been abandoned by the white miners (Grigshy
1976:70). This caused jealousy and hatred, thus problems such as racial prejudice and antiChinese riots emerged in a large scale.
Argument 4
The Chinese who lived in Australia were very reserved, community and always practiced
their own habits (Price 1972: 53). They only spoke their own language to each other, wore
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strange Chinese clothes. Tudhall (/988: /84) states that they built joss houses or temples,
combined opium-dens with afantan, ie a Chinese gambling game and lottery shops, and
there were always strange smells in their shops (Tudhall 1988: 184). Thus, the Chinese
lived in Australia as if in their homeland. Their strange habits made the White Australians
suspicious of them and miswzderstandings occurred. These misunderstandings i/zen
resulted in mistrust, racist attitudes and actions (Tudhall 1988: 183).
Argument 5
Another reason for such attitudes towaruiv the Chinese was the fact that most of them sent
their profits hack to China. As a matter of fact, the aim of sending hack the profits was to
pay off debts to their creditors in China. however, this was believed to he robbing of the
colonies' wealth. This caused the anti-Chinese riots and a build up of disturbances in the
goldfields. The worst examples of these were in 1857 at Daylefrd and the Buck/and
River diggings (Grigshy /976: 70).
Restatement of Thesis
Thus the formation of the White Australia Policy can he blamed on the problems caused by
attitudes towards the Chinese gold miners in the 1850s and 1800s.
The texts will now be discussed with respect to Theme, Transitivity, Reference, Conjunction
and grammatical metaphor.

5.3

Theme

As was stated in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.1, Theme refers to the point of departure of the
message of the clause. It is thus important in realising the textual metafunction, but it is also a
pleasing aspect of the linguistic system to examine. This is because it involves considering
experiential, textual and interpersonal meaning as they are realised in thematic positions.
Thematic choices are important in exposition in terms of signalling to the reader a sense of
matters which are being organised thematically to carry the discourse forward.
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Of the three types of Theme choices, textual Theme choices in a historical exposition will
typically be realised in structural Themes or in conjunctive adjuncts. They will have a role in
helping to construct steps in the overall development of either the arguments involved or of
aspects of the field around which the arguments are built. lnteq)ersonal Themes will typically
be less frequent, although since an exposition does construct points of view, some such
Theme choices will on occasion occur. Experiential 'l'henie choices will typically realise
aspects of the historical field about which the essay is constructed. Flowever there is one
general exception to this, which will be explained shortly.
Of the textual choices, those realised structurally will include such choices as because in:
The Chinese were resented

they were peiccived as being different from Eurol)canS.

Here such a Theme choice ties the two clauses together, helping to give texture.
Interpersonal Theme choices would be expected to be of the modal kind, where the writer
wishes to introduce some attitudinal expressions. Such expressions include

unfortunately,

-

in fact, obviously, clearly, and so on. Another type of modality likely to be employed is seen
in expressions such as it seems that

...,

it appears that

...; it

is thought that..... Structure of

this latter type are referred to as predicated themes.

Topical Theme choices in historical texts to do with the gold rushes and the White Australia
Policy include such choices as
The White Australia Policy developed as a result of problems occurring during the gold rushes.
Sometimes in successful mature exposition, referential items such as this or that will
typically appear as topical Themes at various points. In such cases, they have the function of
summarising aspects of the field constructed in preceding clauses or clause complexes. This
device enables the discourse to be carried forward without the need for a great deal of
repetition.

It was mentioned in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.1 above that Theme/Rheme progression is of
great importance to the development of arguments in exposition. The pattern in this
progression is that in which the Rheme of one clause is developed in the Theme of the
following clause or clauses. When this pattern is followed, the result is a strong sense of
orderly and logical development of arguments. The use of the demonstrative in a
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summarising function referred to above is also a form of Theme/Rheme progression, as is the
example below.
They

avoided paving tax. Thij
Rheme

was resented.

The,ne

The full Theme analysis for Texts 5.3 and 5.4 is set out in Appendix 15 and 16
Text 5.3

(Maria)

As could be expected, the Theme choices are mainly unmarked topical Themes, used for
building up information about the field. Such themes are underlined in the following
examples:
The White Australia Policy was the unofficial name of a policy
Chinese people did not assimilate with oilier people. Australians were suspicious of them....
The. worked ............

There are, however, four instances of marked topical Themes. These are placed in first
position in the clauses in order to highlight particular aspects, as shown in brackets below.
At the be'innin of the gold rushes..(circu!FLc:ance of time)
ieorthng to the statistics from the IdOl census..(circu,rLvlunce of manner)
Moreoveras cheap labourers ..(clrcumslanee 0/ role)

In addition, in two instances dependent clauses occur first and are therefore examples of
clause

as -Theme. These are:

-

When the Chinese people arrived in Australia, the number of Chinese ... was gradually reduced.
Although it was policy cf discrilzithQith!1 ....... the number of Chinese was.........gradually reduced.

These dependent clauses highlight a particular time and a particular condition respectively.
The use of demonstratives such as this and hull as topical Themes has been mentioned
above. It is not a major feature of Maria's text However, two examples do occur, ie.
.

d) TliiiLwas why Australians regarded them as robbers
c) J.'Jj.j._caused more resentment.....
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In addition to examples d) and e) above, the summarising function of demonstratives also
occurs within two topical Themes, as in t) and g) below:
The purpose of this was
however this number rapidly increased during the gold rushes.

The summ arising function of the demonstrative will be discussed at greater length in Section
5.5 below under Reference.
This text has twenty eight examples of textual Themes. These are used to a certain extent
effectively to connect the main Arguments with the Thesis. Examples are:
Firstly, the great inj7u.x of Chinese people .......was the main cause of negative
attitudes of Australians to the Chinese.
Secondly, the Chinese people had been resented because of their cultural differences.

Nevertheless, a major weakness in this respect is that Maria cites four causes in her Preview
but presents five Arguments, each introduced by a textual Theme such as in a) and b) above.
Actually the Arguments she presents underJurth/y and fifthly are both covered by the term
financial aspects as listed in the Preview. I lowever, she does not explain this anywhere.
Other textual Themes are used to relate ideas within her Arguments in various ways. Some
instances are:
Therefore Australians became afraid...
however, it did not slop Chinese people wjft1iep still kept their own language.

There are two instances of the use of inappropriate textual Themes cited in c) and d) below;
The way they dressed was different which they all dressed in the swne way with blue
jumpers and trousers
Also they were different in religion which they built little temples called joss houses.

In both examples c) and d)for example would be the more suitable textual Themes to use.
The various uses made of textual Themes are discussed in greater detail under Conjunction in
Section 5.6 below.
Interpersonal Themes are not a feature of this text, the sole instance being
Unforiunately , they had to face the difficulties.
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This is used with effect to express the writer's feeling of sympathy for the Chinese people,
while still maintaining a relatively formal tenor.
Twice Maria employs predicated Themes to express modality, as shown below:
It seemed that the Chinese people found gold
It can be stated that the White Australia Policy L(M be largely traced.

The first of these examples does express an attitude within a predicated clause. However, the
second is more a verbal projection rather than an expression of attitude.
Text 5.4 (Paulus)
Again, marked topical Themes used to buiki up information on the field are dominant. Some
examples are:
The purpose of the first two acts was actually
The Chinese had come a long way form the home lund with two main purposes.

Very few instances of marked topical lheines occur, instances being:
As a result, each of the colonies passes their own lay.v
Because offeelin' of supremacy, they de.pi.scd ......

Each of these is positioned very effectively to highlight a causal relation. This way of
expressing such relations is actually an indication of more mature writing of exposition. It
will be discussed at greater length under grammatical metaphor in Section 5.7.
In this text as with Text 5.3, there are very few instances of the use of dependent clauses as
Theme. Three examples are cited below:
0 As Grigshy explains. this policy was put into practice by three major acts of Parliament.
When the £'old rushes s1ar' iniji,Iio.]iu. there were about two thousand f them
however when they heardjil,?eljjjlj 'iLd thscoveries in New Sorah Wales and Victoria.
thousands of them migrated to A art ralia.

Examples f),g) and h) above are each used to good advantage to realise circumstances. In
example f) the first clause used as Theme gives authority to what is said in the Rherne
(following clause). This also is an importance device in mature exposition. Example g)
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highlights a particular time, which is important to the building of historical information.
Example h) provides a time setting for the following clause also and relates this information
in a particular way to the information provided in the previous two clauses, ie example g).
All three examples are effective means of moving the argument forward by providing
historical information and relating this to information already given.

Paulus makes use of demonstratives as a summarising device, either as or within a Theme,
more than twice as often as Maria. This is one reason why his text is more convincing.
Some of his examples are:
This enormous number of Chinese nade the white Aw,iralians scared of both losing their

jobs and their country.
Ihi.was one of the reasons......
There rnisunderstandin's.....

This text employs twenty five textual Themes, as compared with Maria's twenty eight.
However Paulus uses them in different ways, in some cases more effectively. He does not
use them explicitly to link each main Argument to the Thesis, as Maria does. Nevertheless the
reader is able to follow his arguments, since Jirstly, secondly thirdly and
,

SC) on

indicate

within the Preview element what these are to be. [us more effective use of textual Themes
can be seen in his greater number of those which signal cause

--

effect relations, eg:

As the result each of the colonies passes their own laws
because they had conquered the largest parts of the world
therefore they worked very hard

As was the case with text 5.3, interpersonal Themes are not a feature of this text.

Both texts appear to display a reasonably good control ofa variety of Themes choices,
although neither includes very many unmarked topical Themes. There are very few
dependent clauses as Theme, most of them being in Paulus's text. The relatively frequent use
of demonstratives as a summarising device in Theme position is very gratifying, particularly
in the case of Paulus. This is firstly because particular attention was paid to it during the
teaching program and secondly because it is

SO

crucial to mature expository writing. Textual

Themes are fairly well utilised by both students. However the relative lack of interpersonal
Theme choices is very noticeable.
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5.4

Transitivity

Transitivity, it will be recalled (see Chapter 3 Section 3.3.2) has a major function in
constructing the experiential component of a text. In general the Transitivity choices in
historical exposition will be of three broad types. Firstly some Transitivity processes will
construct aspects of the historical events or happenings. Secondly, others will construct
aspects of the states of being that arise as a consequence of the historical events. Thirdly,
some Transitivity processes will construct aspects of the ways authorities or experts argue
aspects of the field.
Texts 5.3 and 5.4 will now be considered in light of the analysis set out for them in
Appendix 17 and 18. Some indication will be given of the purposes for which the different
processes are used in the elements of schematic structure.
Text 5.3.

(Maria)

In the elements of schematic structure called Orientation to Thesis, processes to be found are
mainly relational

identifying, attributive and a few existential. The opening process in the

-

Orientation is a relational one, the purpose of which is to introduce a technical term, ie to
define the White Australia Policy.
-The White Australia Policy was the unofficial name of a policy [f to restrict the immigration of
coloured people]J

This definition is immediately followed by the use of an existential process which offers
additional information.
-There were three important acts 1/which had been issued by Parliament]] the Immigration
Act of] 901 the Nat uralisation Act of1903
and the Pacific Island Labourers' Act of 1904.

These two together form a very clear and confident opening, which immediately indicates to
the reader what the writer is discussing. Further information is also added through the use of
a relational attributive process.
-The first and second acts wrreally against the Chinese.
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In addition, use is made of a limited number of material processes, the function of which is to
build information which provides an orientation to issues to be discussed. For example we
are told:
-The Chinese people were qifecied by this policy.

In the Thesis statement itself, another kind of relational process, circumstantial, is utilised.
The White Australia Policy can be trsi&jo proble,ns ilcaused by attitudes towards the Chinese
people at the lime of the gold rushes/1

In the element of schematic structure called Preview, use is made of another circumstantial
process:
The proble,ns were due to various causes the great influx of Chinese people, cultural
thfferences financial uspecis and different methods of working.

Overall, Maria makes good use of material processes to construct information about the
activities in which the historical figures were engaged. She also uses various types of
relational processes to advantage. Ilowever there are very few of the projecting type
processes (mental and verbal) to intreduce what authorities have argued about the matters
dealt with. One exception seems to he in her thesis statement:
it can be stwed that.......

Clearly the participants in the material processes which are constructing the field tend to be
mainly Chinese or Australians.
Circumstances of various types are also used to present field information, which is very
important in history texts. Examples are:
-They had come to Ausiralia during the gold rushes. (toe: place)
-during' the golLitc.sjrjthc 15O.s arid Jf)(L. (toe: Lime)
-1/Icy all dressed in the same way LL/jJthJwrperjtnd (rpj'rs, (circumstances: manner:

means)
The first Argument opens with an identifying relational process but most of the other
processes are material. They serve the purpose of constructing the activities in which people
were engaged in the gold rushes, eg:
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-At first they were accepted
-The gold started to run out
-They were blamed

The second Argument also makes use of several material processes for the same purpose, eg:
-which they all dressed in the same way with blue jumpers and trousers
-they LztiJLlit1le temples 1/called joss houses]]

Some relational attributive processes, however, are also utilised to establish the way things
were at the time, eg:
-They
e.dfferent in religion
-The way 1/they dressed/i huy d/ferent
-Australians wj'icUspicious of them.

The third Argument also opens with an identifying relational process to indicate hOW
something was at the time.
Thirdly the aims of the Chinese people I/who came to Australia]] was f/to send money back to
China and to keep their family in comfort//

This is followed by several material processes to indicate the kinds of activities associated
with this state of being, eg:
-They worked
-7'o W profitable gold

The fourth Argument contains mainly material processes. They serve the purpose of
providing much information concerning activities in the gold fields at that time, eg
-Fourthly special taxes werehurged.
-When the Chinese people tirr±exLin Australia they had to pay afee

However, use is also made of one existential process
-where there was no tax at the time

which establishes an important state of being at that particular time for the Chinese
immigrants Also one circumstantial process
This caused more resentment and anger and some riots
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is used to indicate a consequence.

The fifth Argument opens with another relational process, possessive.
Fifthly the Chinese people had d' rent methods of working.

This establishes a further state of being concerning the Chinese. Further material processes
indicate how this state of being was worked out in various activities such as:
-They worked hard
-They rewor,&'e(l in the abandoned mines/f whih had been given
They macic profit from them.

Uf)

by the European miners/I

-

Text 5.4

(Paulus)

In the Orientation to Thesis and Thesis, again processes are mainly relational

identifying

and attributive with one circumstantial. This section opens with an attributive process.
The White Australia Policy was a term f/used for government restriction of immigration of non white
people in the mid 1850s.]/

This provides a good confident opening as does Marias and serves to clearly show the
reader what is being talked about. The use of a verbal process
As Grigshy (1976) explains

adds authority to what follows, since it introduces what an expert in the field has said about
the subject. The projected clause which follows, ic the information quoted from this expert,
is further constructing the field:
This policy was put into practice by three major Acts of Parliament

Following this, the field continues to be constructed through the use of another relational
process (identifying) to present further inlonnation concerning the field, in particular the
White Australia Policy:
The purpose waLaclually 1/to reduce [[and prevent the big nwnber of Chinese migrants]] I]

In the next clause, use is made of another relational process, ie circumstantial. This serves an
important purpose in indicating a causal relationship between two of the main participants, ie
the gold discoveries and the Chinese.
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The arrival of the Chinese in Australia had been largely due to the gold discoveries

Thus effective use is made of material and various types of relational processes to construct
the basic information about the field. This Orientation to Topic provides a good introduction
to the exposition, as the reader has been given a good basic understanding of the subject
which is to be argued about. The intr(xiuction continues with a clear Thesis Statement using a
material process, followed by additional information which indicates the scope of the essay.
Use is made of an attributive process in this scope.
The White Australia Policy developed lMwJ largely as the result of the attitudes towards the
Chinese at that time. (Thesis)
Some of the attitudes of the white Australians jereconsidering the Chinese as evil and a threat to
British civilisaiion,fear, jealouy and haired (Attrib)

The Preview lists the arguments which will form the next stage in the schematic structure.
These are introduced with an attributive process of circumstance. This is important to the
structure of the exposition because it signals to the reader that the writer is going to indicate
the causal relationship between the Arguments and Thesis. This is done through the use of
an explicit existential process firstly, followed by several of the same realised in elliptical
clauses.
The attitudes .cic_actually due to the following reasons (attrib:circwn)

Some examples of the elliptical clauses are:
Secondly, the feeling of supremacy of the British
Thirdly, the hard work of the Chinese

All these clauses in the Preview serve to further construct the field by introducing significant
information and prepare the reader for what is to follow. The Introduction concludes with a
statement of the Scope in which a verbal process is employed:
Each of these are to be discussed in this essay

Thus the whole Introduction is carefully constructed to provide information about the field. It
is therefore a very effective beginning to the exposition.
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The Argument stage in the schematic structure consists of five arguments, each of which
presents further information on the field. The first Argument opens with a material process
and constructs an aspect of an activity for one of the participants, the gold rushes.
When the gold rushes started in Australia

This is followed by an existential process, which poses a state of being about the historical
event:
there wer e.only two thousand Chinese

Immediately following this, use is made of one of the mental processes in the exposition, one
of perception:
however, when they heard about the gold discoveries in New South Wales and Victoria

By using this process, the field is being further constructed as information concerning the
activities of the participants, ie the Chinese, is presented. The field continues to be
constructed through the use of a projecting process, which is cognitive:
It wasbelieved (Cognit)

The process in the projected clause is existential. It serves the purpose of signifying a state of
being concerning one of the participants, ie the Chinese.
that there yrabout forty thousand of theiri in 186()

This information is augmented by the use of two relational processes, one identifying and the
other attributive:
-which
one in twelve of the colony's 101(41 population (Ident.)
-'This enormous number of Chinese j 4 .white Australians scared of both I/losing their jobs and
their country/I (Aurib.)

The second Argument contains several mental processes:
-The British people f/who were the first colonists of Australia did not like any other nations f/to
dominate the country/I (Reaction)
-They believed (Cognition)
-They even thhi (Cognition)
-and resented the Chinese (Reaction)
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These mental processes have an important purpose in the Argument since they are building
up the field by indicating attitudes. These attitudes are between two of the main participantsthe British and the Chinese.
In the third Argument the field is further constructed through a number of material processes
which signal activities of the Chinese as participants. Examples are:
The Chinese had come a long way from their homeland with two main purposes
Therefore they crjccLvery hard in order to achieve these goals

Reasoning is realised through attributive processes, which include several circumstance as
processes.
This .one of the reasons
This jj.jjea lousy and hatred (circumstance)
This çjjcLresent,ru?nt and fear of unemployment among Australians (circumstance)

Such atibutive processes play an important role in interpreting historical events, thus
relating them to one another. This device is most important in exposition and its use is an
indication of mature writing.
In the fourth Argument, a number of material and behavioural processes provide further
information concerning the activities of the participants, ie the Chinese. Examples are:
-liyc,Lin a separate community
-always 12ractised their own habits
clothes
- wore
-They only spoke their own language

In addition, another aspect of mature exposition is evident, ie the use of a verbal process to
express an argument made by an expert in the field. This lends authority to what is said.
7'udball(1988:184) s(Wes (verbal)

This is followed by a number of projected clauses which convey the information given by
that expert. Examples are:
-that they kji1Ljos.s houses or temples
-and that there were always strange stnells in their shops.
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In the fifth Argument a similar combination of processes is employed to further construct the
field, indicating states of being and express causal relations. Examples are:
Thai most of them scfl.Lt heir profits back to China (Material)
however, this was believed to be robbing of the colonies wealth (Cognii.ident)

The combination of the various types of processes in the Arguments make this stage of the
exposition successful.
However, the final stage is perhaps less successful. It does contain a restatement of the
Thesis.
Thus the formation of the White Australia Pu/icy can he blamed on the problems f/caused by
attitudes towards the Chinese gold miners in the 1850's and 1860s.J/

But there is no reiteration of the main arguments. Such reiteration would have made this stage

more effective.

In general, both Maria and Paulus have shoWn reasonably effective use of appropriate
process types to serve various purpOSeS in their texts. Particularly pleasing is their
combination of material and relational processes to ConStruCt the historical events related to
the field and relational processes to construct stales of being within the field. Both students,
however, have been less successful in their use of verbal and mental processes.

5.5 Reference
Reference is an aspect of the textual metaf unction. The interest in studying Reference is in
establishing the ways participants are introduced into a text and then tracked throughout the
text. it is important for two reasons. The first is the manner in which the principal
participants are introduced into a text and then identified throughout the body of the text. An
example is
The first and second acts were really against the _Chinese people (introduction)
Thcyjried to live in Australia with their own culture. ('ubsequent reference)

In sentence b) above, the pronoun they is used rather than the Chinese people. This avoids
tedious repetition of proper nouns.
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The second reason why Reference is important is a particular role it plays in exposition. It
may be used for retrieving aspects of the field in order to construct a new

Step

forward in the

argument. For this purpose use is made of deinonstratives, as is the example below.
They also accepted lower wages and thisj:aued rcsentnen1 and fear of unenployment among

Australians

The different types of Reference have been explained in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.3 above. The
students' use of Reference in Text 5.3 and 5.4 can be seen in the Reference chains provided
in Appendix 19 and 20 below. Only the main Participants have been traced in these chains.
Comments will now be made on various errors which have been made in the texts.
Text 5.3

(Maria)

The main participants are

the White Australia Policy, the Chinese, the gold rushes, the

gold discoveries and Australians. Clause numbers referred to are those shown in Appendix
19 and 20 below.
In clause 3,
the first and second acts were really against the Chinese people

There is a possible error here since this is actually a general reference presented as specific. It
may have occurred because of the use of Chinese people in the question.
Three errors occur in the fifth argument. The first is in Clause 61.
and they worked hard to get the gold.

Since this is a general reference, native speakers would probably omit the definite article.
1-lowever, it could possibly also refer to the gold from

the

discovery of gold (clause 6).

Therefore this is not a serious error. I lowever there is some confusion subsequently in clause
66.
It seemed that Chinese people found the sold.

Native speakers would probably consider this a general reference not specific, so would omit
the definite article. 1-lowever there is it serious error in a subsequent clause.
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They often found gold and made proflifrom thetri

There is confusion over what them refers to. If it is meant to refer to gold, then it rather than
them should be used. However, it may be meant to refer to the abandoned mines and if so a

different form should be used such as those abandoned mines. This would avoid confusion.
While there are relatively few errors with respect to the main participants, others do occur
when reference is made to other participants. Examples are:
Unfortunately they had to face the ddJiculties.

Since this is the first reference to this phenomenon, the reference is presenting rather than
presuming. It is also general rather than specific. Therefore the definite article should be
omitted. The same error occurs with
There were problc,n.c such as the riots,

In several places, use is made of the demonstratives in a summarising function and these will
be shown below. however, one error occurs, ie
the Melbourne government put a tax of £10 on each Chinese landing in Melbourne. however
jj.did not stop

This should be used rather than it Some instances where dernonstratives are used in a
.

summarising manner will be shown below.
(Where a whole message is referred to it is underlined)
The White Australia Pliy_wa.s' the unotficial name................................................The
Chinese people were affected by this policy.

They were attracted by the disco verQfoLLJfLPkwQu1h Wales and Vir.wñajhe purpose of
this was to ......
The problems were due to various causes t/Ir.eaLinflix of Chinese people, cultural
will now be discussed.
clifferences,fin (in cwl aspcc
At the beginning of the gold ru.hcs, there were thQ1aJIY.Q_thousanLChinsen Australia.
however, this number rapidly increased during the gold rushes.
They wor/wd to get profitable gold and
That was why Australians regarded them as robbers who were robbing Australia's wealth.

They avoided Jyirig tax by iwidi iii odxrjlaceL has South
at the time. This caused more resentment and anger and some riots.

i.the problems and other altitudes which have been mentioned above could lead to
the White Australia Policy. The White Australia Policy was really formulated and brought into

In summin'

affect because of these.

On the whole, Text 5.3 has reasonably good control of Reference. This represents an
advance on her earlier text, which was much shorter, but contained a comparable number of
errors. This improvement in the control of Reference is significant, since it is an important
aspect in the construction of written exposition. Yet it is an aspect of English which is very
difficult for Indonesians because Reference is marked very differently in Indonesian.
Text

5.4

(Paulus)

The main participants in this text are the White Australia Policy, the Chinese, Australians and
the British.
The first error in clause 3:
this policy was put into practice by three major Acts of_ Australian Parliament.

This reference is specific rather than general, and it is also homophoric. Therefore the definite
article is necessary.
The next error in Clause 5 is in an esophoric reference.
and prevent the bii,' number of the Chinese

Since the big number of the Chinese is all one nominal group, and the is used at the
beginning, it is not necessary to repeat LI before Chinese
In clause 8, a further error can be seen
con,siderin' the Chinese as an evil and a threat to the British civilisatio,z

This reference is homophoric and also presenting and for these two reasons the is redundant.
A further esophoric reference error occurs in Clause 22:
This enormous number oft/ia Chinese
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Since the Chinese is part if the same nominal group as this enormous number and this is
used to introduce it, the definite article is not necessary.

A similar error can be seen in esophoric reference in Clause 24
.to reduce the big number of the Chinese

For the same reason as in the previous example, the definite article is redundant here.
In the same Argument, there is an instance where a general reference is realised as a specific
one by the use of an unnecessary definite at-tide.
As the result each of the colonies...

A further possible error occurs in the second argument.
Because of_feeling of supremacy

This would be an appropriate place to use the demonstrative this to summarise the content of
the paragraph. Alternatively their would also be appropriate.

Despite the above error, Pauluss greater control of the summarising function of
demonstratives is evident in this text. I Ic uses it twelve times as compared to Marias seven
(eight if it is included). This is a pleasing feature of his text, since control of it is
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important in the writing of mature exposition.

Some examples of his use of the demonstrative in this respect are presented below:
Some of the altitudes of the white Australians towards the Chinese were considering the
Chinese as an evil and a threat to British civilisation. These attitudes were ...........
It was believed that there were almost forty thousand of ihen in ..........This enormous
number of the Chinese.........
Therefore they worked hard in order to achieve these goals. This was one of the reasons......

On the whole, Paulus also demonstrates a reasonably good control of Reference. For the
same reasons mentioned in the case of Marias text (5.3 above) this is gratifying.
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5.6 Conjunction
The Conjunction System is concerned with the building of logical relationships between
clauses. Logical relationships are of a relatively small number, although in English they can
be realised in one of a wide range of possible linguistic choices Learning about such choices
.

is a major requirement for students of academic English and it often proves hard for second
and foreign language learners.
Martin (eg 1985,1991) has done some interesting writing on the function and significance of
Conjunction in historical writing. Other system icists have stressed the importance of
Conjunction in their articles on tertiary level writing (Drury and Gollin 1985; Jones et al
1989). They have explained various difticulties encountered by ESL/EFL students, with
respect to the use of both internal and external Conjunction. The distinction between these
two types has been discussed above in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.4. Control of both types is
crucial to the successfull writing of exposition.
In historical exposition, causal relations between events are constructed. This is an important
device used by historians in the interpretation of history. It is important to note however, that
in English these causal relations are not uniquely expressed through the use of conjunctions.
Mature writers may employ grammatical metaphor for this purpose, as in the following
examples:
Negative attitudes towards Chinese were one of the main causes of the formulation of the
White Australian Policy
b) This suspicion was the result of nusunderstandings.

In examples a) and b) above, causal relations are realised through the use of the nouns causes
and

result.

Yet as Martin (1991:336) explains, such causal relations may not be accounted

for in an analysis of clause complexes. This is because reasoning is realised within rather
than between clauses (Martin 199 1:313). Such incongruent realisation of causal relations is a
sign of mature writing of exposition. Further discussion on this will be presented in Section
5.6 which considers grammatical metaphor.
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Because causal relations may not always be evident from clause complex analysis, Martin has
suggested a more effective method of analysis of these relations (1985 :90ff). He uses the
term "Conjunctively relatable units (CRU). Lie explains that these are:
Clauses which have or could have had an explicit conjunction between them .....Relative
clauses, lacis, relx)rtS and noininalised clauses functioning as Subject or Coinplcmeiit are thus
not treated as separate units.

(Martin 1985:90)

It is this type of analysis ie CRUs, which is followed in the discussion below.
A pattern of these conjunctive relations is referred to as a reticulum (Martin 1991:323).
These reticula indicate the pattern of internal and external, explicit and implicit relations as
well the additive, temporal consequential and Comparative. In order to establish how
successful a text of written exposition is, this type of analysis is critical. Conjunctive
relations found in Texts 5.3 and 5.4 will now be discussed with reference to the reticula as
shown in Appendix 21 and 22. Internal relations are shown on the left and external on the
right. Connections between the CRUs are indicated by lines.
A discussion of Conjunction relations in each of the two texts 5.3. and 5.4 now follows.
Text 5.3

(Maria )

In this text globally, explicit internal conjunction signals the comniencement of each
Argument stage and the Conclusion. l'liese are marked by firstly, secondly, thirdly fourthiy,
flfth/y and these link each argument to the 1'hesis. The conclusion is linked to the Thesis by
in summing up. Locally, implicit internal conjunction is used to begin the development within
each Argument. This is realised in exeitiplilication, that is in [(ii or IF relations.

For example the second Argument is
Secondly, the Chinese people have been resented because of their cultural difference.

A number of examples of these cultural differences is then presented:
-the way they dressed was dijfrrent
-also they were different in rclii,ion
-and they still kepi their own lan'uage

However a weakness is that no conclusion is drawn from these differences to clearly link
them with the Thesis.
The fourth Argument is more successful. The Argument statement is
Fourthly, special taxes were charged to restrict the Chinese immigration.

This is followed by an explicit exemplification:
For example, in 1885 the Melbourne government put a tax of £10 on each Chinese landing in
Melbourne.

This Argument stage closes more effectively, because a conclusion is drawn which links the
Argument to the Thesis.
This caused more resentment and some riots.

In the Orientation to Topic section, there is a tendency to state a series of facts and then leave
the reaLler to make links between them. Thus the external relations are mainly implicit. For
example:
They had come to Australia during the gold rushes in the 1850s and 1860s.
They were aitracied by the discovery oJ gold in New South Wales and Victoria.
They were considered a threat to Australian people.
There were problems such as riots and murders.

The general impression of the text is that it does
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display good control of Conjunction.

One indication is that unlike Paulus she does not olfer concluding causal statements at the
termination of each Argument.
Text 5.4

(Paulus)

Internal Conjunction is used somewhat differently in this text. The global internal relations
are realised explicitly in the Preview rather than at the commencement of each Argument
stage. The Preview lists each of the Arguments and introduces each by,
firstly, secondly,
thirdly, fourthly and lastly.
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Locally, internal conjunctive relations are realised implicitly by exemplification, with which
each of the Argument stages opens. For example, the fourth one comniences thus:
The Chinese who lived in Australia were very reserved not assimilated.

Other local internal relations are realised explicitly, for example:
Thus the Chinese lived in Australia as if in their homeland

Most of the external conjunctive relations are explicit, eg:
When the ,'old rushes started in Australia there were only about two thousand Chinese.

On the whole, Paulus shows much hetter control of conjunctive relations, both internal and
external, than Maria. One consequence is that he offers concluding causal statements at the
termination of each Argument.

5.7 Grammatical metaphor
Grammatical metaphor has been explained in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.1. It was stated that
grammatical metaphor involves "the transfer of meaning from one location in the grammar to
other locations" (Wignell 1991). Two main types of this were referred to, ie nommalisat ion
and buried reasoning. In the first actions, happenings and qualities are expressed as nouns.

For instance,
The Chinese were resented

-> Resentment of the Chinese developed.

The second type is buried reasoning in which logical relations, normally realised as
conjunctives, are expressed in nouns, verbs or prepositions, as illustrated in the following:
The Chinese were resented because they were culturally different.
The cause of the resentment of Chinese was their cultural differences.
The cultural differences of the Chinese led to re.,enlmenl.
Due to cultural differences, the Chinese were reu'nied.
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The reasoning in example a) is realised by the conjunction because. However, in examples
b), c) and d) it is realised as a noun, a verb, and a preposition respectively. Such buried
reasoning produces more abstract types of writing in historical exposition. Some particularly
abstract and buried forms of reasoning are evident in the Simi'nelhaig and Spenceley
exposition (Text 3.1) reproduced in Chapter 3 Section 3.4. I above. For instance:
The Second World War further
manufacturing basis.

cd 1he restructuring of the Australian econoFny towards a

Here the verb encouraged is used metaphorically to realise a causal relationship between the
Second World War and the Australian econotny. In that text, the constant use of

nominalisation and buried reasoning results in a very abstract text. Such abstraction is
difficult for ESL!EFL students to wirlersiaiid and use, yet it is crucial to the writing of
mature exposition.
Some consideration will be given to the use of grammatical metaphor in Texts 5.3 and 5.4.

Text 5.3 (Maria)
Maria has attempted to make use of nominalisation. Some instances occurring in the
Orientation to Topic, Thesis and Preview are
-

-

-

to restrict immi'ra1i2n of coloured people
they had to face the difficulties
they were considered as a thri.c

Within the Arguments, attitudes are at times realised as nouns, although not always.
Instances of successful use are:
-

-

-

thus the resent,rwpil of them occurred.
the jIyjind_hatred of Australians grew.
this caused nwre resentment and an&'er.

An unsuccessful attempt, however, can he seen in the following sentence from the second
Argument.
Australians were suspicious of them and the susptcwn developed due to these matters.

A more effective way of using the norninalisation here would have been
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Australians were SUSpiCiOUS of them and this suspicion led to many misunderstandings and even
hatred.
Some success has been achieved in the use of grammatical metaphor to realise causal
relations. There are actually ten examples, some being:
The great influx of Chinese people was the main cause of the negative attitudes of Australians to
the Chinese.
That was &Wustralians regarded them as robbers.
This caused more resentment and anger.
-The jealousy and hatred of Australians grew as a result of the success of Chinese people in finding
gold.
-

-

There are several instances of unsuccessful or inappropriate realisations, such as
-and the suspicion developed due to these matters.
More appropriately expressed this clause would read
-and the suspicion wasi.due to these matters.
OR and the suspicion developed because of these matters.
Although it cannot be said that considerable use is made in this text of grammatical metaphor,
it is used to a certain extent. It theretore shows a considerable improvement on Maria's earlier
attempt in Text 4.3 where it was used very lutle.

Text 5.4 (Paulus)

In this text there is a reasonable use of grammatical metaphor. The opening sentence contains
two examples of nominal isation.
The White Australia Policy was a term ffusedfor government restriction of immirwion of nonwhite people in the mid 1850s//.
This provides a very competent opening to the exposition.
Several other instances can be seen in the Orientation to Fopic, Thesis and Preview, eg:
-The arrival of the Chinese in Australia had been largely due to the gold discoveries...
considering the Chinese as (in evil and jfij'j.
-
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Examples of attitudes or qualities expressed as nouns are,
fear, jealousy and Iwired
the feeling of supremacy
misunderstanding of the Chinese way of life.

Within the Arguments stage, these attitudes are repeated and further explained. Also others
such as the following are added:
-and this caused resentment and fear_of une rnployment.

It appears that Paulus has employed grammatical metaphor to realise causal relations slightly
more than Maria. Instances occur at each stage of the schematic structure.

In the Orientation to Topic some instances are:
The arrival of the Chinese in Australia had been largely daL'J.Qthe gold discoveries...
The White Australia Policy developed largely
11 jcsalLof the attitudes iowarcLc the Chinese at
that ti/ne.

In the Preview an example is
These attitudes were actually daejjhe followingreasons.

Several instances occurring in the Arguments are:
As the result. each of the colonies passed 1/,eir own laws...
Because.ajlfeeling of supremacy
-and this caused resentment and fear of unemployment.

Grammatical metaphor was used to a reasonable extent in Paulus's earlier text (Text 4.2).
Nevertheless one pleasing aspects of its use in this text deserve particular mention. It is used
with good effect to conclude various stages in the schematic structure and thus link these with
the Thesis. The Orientation to Topic, Preview and Arguments 1,2, and 4 all conclude with a
causal statement realised incongruently. lIiese are listed below:
Orientation: The White Australia Policy developed largely as the resuftf the attitudes...
Preview: Each of these reasons are to be diccus.ved...
Argument 1: As the result each of the colonies passed their own laws to reduce the number of
Chinese.

Argument 2: Because of the feeling of sup, emacy, they despised and resented Chinese.
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Argument 3: This caused jealousy and hatred, thus problems such as racial prejudice and antiChinese riots emerged on a large scale.
Argument 4: These misunderstandings then (esulled in misunderstandings and mistrust.

This pleasing feature of Text 5.4 also reflects Pauluss understanding of schematic structure.
The only similar use of grammatical metaphor in his earlier text, (Text 4.3) appears to be:
Consequently, there are too few jobs and unemploytnent leads tofurzherpoerxy.

5.8

Conclusion

In this chapter, the students' final texts have been discussed with respect to elements of
schematic structure. The discussion has been largely based on the analyses of these texts for
Theme, Transitivity, Reference and Conjunction as well as consideration of the use of
grammatical metaphor. Some conci usions will now be drawn in regard to these.

Firstly it is clear that both have gained go(xi control of the schematic structure of exposition.
It will be recalled that their knowledge of this at the commencement of the course was very
rudimentary. Both texts 5.3 and 5.4 present very well ordered intr(iucuons with clear
onentations to topic, thesis statement and preview.

Arguments in both texts are clear, although not quite as well argued by Maria as they are by
Paulus. The latter's Arguments I

-

4 are well argued and logically ordered, concluding with a

causal statement relating to the Thesis. Hut the Fifth argument is not as tidy. The reasoning in
Maria's Arguments is less logical. It is notable however, that in both texts the final stage, ie
Restatement of Thesis, is weaker than the other two stages. Nonetheless, there is a
Restatement, which is lacking in both of their earlier texts.

The second major point noted in Chapter 4 concerning those earlier texts was, at least for
Maria, a notable lack of field knowledge. A distinct improvement in this input is noticeable in
both of the subsequent texts. This is undoubtedly the result of time and effort put into
specifically building up field knowledge.

Considerable improvement in aspects of the grammar has been shown by both students. This
improvement is particularly marked with respect to Reference, Theme/Rheme progression
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and Conjunction. Better control of Reference has been linked above with the reading of the
field. Clearly, the influence of the students' exposure to good models of the genre has had a
considerable effect on their final texts.

As stated above in Chapter 4 Section 4. 1, it was realised that improvement shown in the
students writing cannot be attributed solely to the tutorial sessions. 1- lowever, it is argued
that the specific approach used was a major contributing factor in that improvement. This
argument is based particularly on evidence shown by the increased control of Schematic
Structure and field knowledge as outlined above.

Discussion with students and an examination of their class materials indicated that these two
areas had not been given such specific attention in their regular classes. In addition, the
particular explanations of grammatical metaphor, Reference and Theme/Rheme progression
based on systemic lunctional granhluar, had licilitated the students' grasp of these and other
aspects of written exposition.

It was therefore concluded that the genre approach used, drawing as it does, on systemic
functional linguistics, is very effective f or teaching academic English to Indonesian students.
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CHAPTER 6
RECOMMENI)ATIONS
6.1 Introduction
As a result of this study, there are several recommendations which may be made concerning
the teaching of academic English to indonesian students. These are concerned with five
areas:
•

the importance of assisting students in the building up of a knowledge of the field,
where this critically includes knowledge of the language of the field

•

the use of the teaching cycle described in Chapters 2 and 3

•

the use of a metalanguage in speaking and thinking about writing

•

the emphasis on the social function of language

•

the preparation of similar teaching programs for other academic genres

These will now be discussed in further detail.

6.2 Field Knowledge
The first recommendation concerns the importance of assisting students to build up a
knowledge of the field. Considerable discussion of this was included in Chapter 3.
Nevertheless certain significant features will be reiterated here, and some reference made to
associated matters.
In the earlier discussion, it was noted that the students in the teaching program experienced
difficulty with their reading of the material selected from the history textbooks. Various
factors probably contributed to this, but one of them may have been avoided. That is the
,

field of study was not made sufficiently narrow from the commencement. As it was, early
lessons focussed on aspects of genre in order to stiniulate the students' interest, while later
lessons took up reasonably general aspects of Australian history. As the teaching cycle
proceeded, the topic of the gold rushes was introduced. Ideally, it should have been

introduced earlier, in order to develop a good deal of knowledge of the language of the field
preparatory to writing. For instance, appropriate texts on the gold rushes could have been
used during the Deconstruction and Joint Construction phases. In this way, students would
have had more time to build up knowledge ol that specific field.
In this respect, it is significant to refer to a revised version of the teaching cycle following
(Figure 2.11). The revised version was prepared by Rothery and Veel (1992). This has
been prepared as an aspect of an ongoing research study in New South Wales with the title
Write It Right is shown below as Figure 6. 1.
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The most significant difference is that the very first phase is Negotiating Field. In this new
cycle it is emphasised that:
Before deconstructing a text we need to identify
•
what the field is
•
•

what part of it we will be exploring
what the students already know about it

(Rothery and Veel 1992)
These first three points set down for the Negotiating the Field phase, underline the
importance of narrowing the field very early in the cycle. It is felt that had these suggestions
been followed, our sessions would have had a stronger sense of direction. Also students
would have been allowed more time for building knowledge of the field. It is therefore
recommended that any further courses lollow the new teaching cycle (Figure 6. 1).
Difficulties experienced by the students in their reading of material from textbxks raises the
related issue of ways in which people approach reading tasks. Likely differences between
Asian students and competent Australian students were mentioned in Chapter I, Section
1.2.2. Important points with respect to this are that English speaking readers for study
purposes do not read every single word of books or chapters set for a particular R)pic. They
are able to read and make use of the table of contents and the page index in the bcxk. They
can use introductory Sections to find the main arguments and are able to skim read a chapter.

They can then determine the sections that look most relevant and return to these to make a
close reading. By contrast, most Asian readers would tend to niake it close and careful
reading of all the material suggested. The time consuming nature of this type of reading has
already been referred to in Chapter 1 Section 1.2.2.
Other important skills associated with competent reading are the abilities to surnmarise,
paraphrase and write precis. Such skills are often not taught even to many native English
speakers and lack of them puts any student at a great disadvantage. It was suggested also in
Chapter 1.2.3 that a tendency to plagiarise may result from NESB students' difficulty in
paraphrasing adequately. Students are told to "write it in your own words', yet their English
may often be inadequate for this. In addition, non-native speakers may not have the ability to
recognise the subtle difference between two techniques. These are making a close and
accurate rendition of a person's argument "in your own words" and a simple copying of what
that person has said.
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Another related matter of importance concerns the wording of essay or examination
questions. Sometimes, even native speakers misread questions, so it is essential that special
care be taken with the wording of these. In addition teachers need to assist students

iii

learning how to interpret questions.
It is important, then, that the above mentioned skills be explicitly taught in any course on
academic English. Also important is that students be given some understanding of the values
associated with individual effirt in the western tradition. They need to understand, f or
example, not only that plagiarism is unacceptable, but also why this is so and how it can be
avoided.

6.3 The rreaching Cycle
The second major recommendation concerns the teaching program. All our experience would
seem to confirm what the genre theorists have said. That is to say, the cycle illustrated in
Figure 2.11 above is most useful for teaching academic English. A most significant feature
of this cycle is the use of mcxielling. Students are not expected to write in a particular genre
until they have been exposed to good iiiodels of that genre. The cycle involves drawing
attention explicitly to schematic structure and at least selectively to certain aspects of the
grammar through which that is realised. Teachers can draw upon systemic functional
linguistic theory to make decisions concerning which aspects of the grammar they will teach.
As shown in this study, those considered significant for the teaching of exposition include
Theme, Transitivity, Reference, Conjunction and grammatical metaphor. Aspects of these
will now be referred to more specifically.
The first to be considered is grammatical metaphor, particularly in relation to students'
problems in paraphrasing as cited above. Experience in teaching Paulus and Maria has
convinced the writer that part of ESLIEFL students' difficulty with paraphrasing results from
their inadequate understanding of the abstract language of academic texts. If they cannot
understand the language, then obviously they fail in their attempts to write it in another way.
The reason for much of the abstraction of academic texts is the frequent use of grammatical
metaphor. Much has already been said above concerning this feature, so it need not be
further explained here. Nevertheless, it is strongly recommended that in any course on
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academic English, students be explicitly taught to identify and unpack grammatical metaphor.
This will certainly result in improved reading coinl)rehension as well as improved writing
ability.
The second aspect to be discussed is Reference

.

It was mentioned in Chapter 5 Section 1

that a considerable improvement had been observed in the students' control of Reference.
The suggestion was made that this had been enhanced as a result of their reading in the field.
Undoubtedly, another contributing tactor was the specific attention paid to the different types
of Reference, as outlined in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.3, during the tutorial sessions. It is
therefore recommended that academic English programs include specific teaching on
Reference. In this teaching, particular attentR)n would be paid to explaining the various uses
of the definite article and also to demoustratives used in a summarising function.
A further grammatical feature of importance is Theme. This also has been considered at
length in earlier sections of this thesis. I lowever, there are two main recomniendations
concerning aspects of Theme to be covered in a teaching program. The first is that students
learn how to recognise the main types of Theme and be able to use these appropriately in
expository writing. The second is that the importance of Therne/Rherne progression be
stressed.
The main features to be taught with respects to Conjunction are the distinctions between
internal and external on the one hand and implicit and explicit, on the other.

6.4 The importance of metalanguage
The third major recommendation concerns the use of metalanguage, which is a significant
feature of the genre based teaching cycle. This feature has proved to be most important
during our study. Therefore, there is it very important case to be made for building a
metalanguage for use by EEL students for speaking and thinking about the language of
academic writing. There is no need for them to be burdened with a large number of technical
terms. Nevertheless, certain selected relevant tenns are of considerable value in learning how
language works. Students, as well as teachers, need concepts with which to work and these
concepts are realised in it metalanguage. lou the purposes of the present study, for example,
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much of the linguistic terminology to do with the grammar already referred to above in
Chapter 3 Section 3.3 was used.

6.5 The social function of language
A further aspect of the genre based teaching cycle concerns the emphasis on the social
function of language. This is taken into consideration in the joint construction phase where
all the students and teacher share together in building a text. it is also seen in the independent
construction phase when students confer together concerning their texts. These social
aspects of working together can make g(xd use of the strong sense of communalism found in
Indonesian society referred to in Chapter I Section 1.3.1 above. This is a further indication
of the eminent suitability of the cycle for use with Indonesian students. Of course, students
need also to understand the importance attached to individual effort, as outlined above.

6.6 Teaching academic genres generally
The final recommendation has to do with other academic genres to be used in similar
programs. Our program was contined to the teaching of exposition. However, the cycle
would also be eminently suited to the teaching of such academic genres as discussion, report,
review of an article and SO on. It is recontinended that further work be done in these areas
with respect to the teaching of acadeni Ic I ngl ish.
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APPENDIX 1
Text 3.2
6L ...Drive
Mt Pritchard 2170
6.4.8 1
Dear Editor,
I am writing because of my concern over the fatalities caused through the misuse of firearms.
I feel all governments should pass firmer laws on the control of firearms. Small firearms
should only be issued under a license to responsible people such as policemen and security
guards. Large firearms should only be owned and used by gunclubs and their members.
This would cease the hunting and slaughter of our wildlife. Recent examples of firearm
accidents are Ronald Reagans attein pied assassination, an innocent eighteen year old shot
-

by an angry boyfriend and a six year old boy killed while playing with a gun at a friends
house. The Government are to afraid of losing their place because of the Communities
opinion of firearms. Life is to precious to be lost in this tragic way.
Yours faithfully,
(Year 6)
(from Martin 1985:16)
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APPENDIX 2
Text 3.3
Question: What effects did the Europeans have on the Indian economy and culture?

India's economy and culture were badly damaged by the British. The economy suffered
because India's industrial development was deliberately held back by the British, so that
India would be forced to spend its money on British go(xIs. Also Indians were taxed by the
British. Some of India's crops such as 'ute, cotton and tea were sold to the British for low
prices, and then Britain sold them to Europe to make larger profits for British investors.
India's culture also suflered. In 1835 English was made the olhcial language in
administration and justice. India's native tongues could no longer he used in these areas.
Britain's system of education was introduced to 'create a class a person, Indian in bloxl and
colour, but English in opinions, in morals and intellect'. New inventions were brought to
India such as electric lights and radios; bicycles and autoniobiles and forms of
communication. In my opinion, these may have been beneficial to India, but not to such an
extent that they would cancel out the damage done to India by the British. Overall the British
rule was damaging to both the native economy and culture.

(from Hardy, J. and Klarwein, I). (I 90). Written Genres in the Seco,:dary School, Dept of
Education Qld. Peninsular Region Kenmore: 5.)
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APPENDIX 3
Text 3.4
The Decline of the Roman Empire
The Roman Empire which had ruled the Mediterranean for hundreds of years fell in 476 AD.
This marked the end of it great civilisation which had spanned nearly it whole continent taking
in Britain, the Mediterranean, Northern Africa and Asia Minor.

The decline of the empire is attributed to a number of factors. It cannot be blamed on one
sole factor as it was a combination of all of them.

The empire had tended to decentralise. lss importance was placed on Rome as the capital
and the need to be totally dependent on it. Gradually more provinces broke away from Rome
and became self sufficient and independent. They enjoyed their own government and
looking after themselves as against relying on the Romans for everything. This caused a
breakdown in the unity of the empire.

During the period the poorer classes were often ignored and by the third and fourth centuries,
no financial support was given to them whatsxver. Ihose urban poor were forced to move
to the cities as they could not afford to maintain their farms. This in turn caused more
pressure in the cities, and they became overpopulated and were unable to Support all their
citizens. Eventually the cities began it gradual decline. Many even ceased to exist as cities at
all. What had once been a thriving empire was slowly declining.

Because of the Pax Romana, the army became obsolete, so for most of the third and fourth
centuries, the army was not engaged at all. For this reason the soldiers lost their military
traditions and were unable to fight as a unified body when the need did arise in the fifth
century.

Under the Severan emperors, the soldiers had realised they they were merely a source of
political power for emperors to use as they pleased. The soldiers were not pleased about
this, and this too became a destructive element in the decline of the Roman army.
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The empire was enormous and for this reason was too hard to defend. Many blame Trajan
for increasing the size of the empire, as he had allowed Barbarians a chance to invade. In the
fourth century Al), the empire was just too large to defend and the fact that the army was no
longer unified made it even harder. The boundaries were under constant attack. The Moors
attached the south. The Pies and Scots attacked

in

Britain, the Sassanians attached the east,

whilst the north was under attack from all directions by the Huns and Goths. Many were
actually gaining territory.
Because of the invasions it became necessary, in 395 BC, to partition the empire. The west
was ruled frorn Ravenna in Italy whilst the east was ruled from Constantinople. The east
took in Greece, Syria, Egypt, whilst the west took in Italy, Africa, Spain, Gaul and Britain,
in 476, they surrendered the west and concentrated on the east, as it was easier to defend and
less under attack. The eastern empire remained intact until the Turks took over some
centuries later.
The empire had come to an end but not after ensuring centuries of peace in the Mediterranean.
Who is to say what life may have been like uxlay, if the Roman empire had not existed? It
was certainly a great empire and lefi a lasting impression on the whole world.
(from Hardy and Klarwein 190:9)
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APPENDIX 4
Text 3.5
The Decline of the Roman Empire (revised)

The Roman Empire, which had been a major power in the world for hundreds of years, fell
in 476 Al). Its fill marked the end of a great civilisation which had embraced Britain, North
Africa and Asia Minor. The decline of the empire is attributed to a number of factors, the
combination of which caused its fail.

In this essay, five of these factors are discussed decentralisation, urbanisation, lack of
-

military engagement, the tremendous size of the empire, and partition.

In latter years there had been a growing tendency towards decenwalisation of the empire.
This meant the need of the provinces for total dependency on Rome was reduced and more
provinces broke away from the central authority. Increased self sufficiency eventually led to
independence and self government for those provinces. This caused a break down in the
unity of the empire, contributing to its eventual collapse.

Large scale urhanisation occurred during the third and fourth centuries. It involved the
movement of large numbers Of rural poor to the cities. Their increasingly difficult financial
situation and lack of support from the government made the maintaining of their farms
impossible. however, this large scale Inovcnient to the cities oniy brought overpopulation
and inability of city authorities to cope with the resultant problems. In these ways,
uncontrolled influx to the cities also contributed to the empires decline.

Because of Pax Romana, the army had not been engaged very much during the third and
fourth centuries. This caused a loss of military traditions and solidarity and inability to tight
as a unified bxly when the need arose in the fifth century. In addition, the soldiers realised
that, under the Severan Emperors, they were merely being used as it source of political
power. This realisatiori brought with it displeasure and disillusionment. Thus declining
military loyalty and discipline also contributed to Route's downfall.
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The tremendous size of the Empire made its defence difficult, especially against invasions by
the Barbarians. Boundaries were under constant attack during the fifth century. The Moors
attached from the south, the Pics and Scots from Britain, the Sassanians from the east and the
Huns and Goths from the north. Some loss of territory resulted from all these attacks.
Because of the invasions, it became necessary to partition the empire in 395 AD. After that,
the west was ruled from Ravenna in Italy and the east from Constantinople. The eastern part
covered Greece, Syria and Egypt, while the west covered Italy, Africa, Spain, Gaul and
Britain. The surrender of the west occurred in 476, but the eastern em pire remained until
taken over by the Turks some centuries later.

Conclusion

Thus the empire came to an end as a result of a combination of all the above factors. It had
been a great empire, remaining a powerful force in the world for several centuries.
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APPENI)IX 5
Text 3.6
Question:

The gold rushes of the I 850's accelerated demographic, economic, political
and social trends already evident in Australia. State whether you agree or
disagree with this statement, giving reasons.

Introduction
Important gold discoveries were made in Victoria and New South Wales in 1851. The
resulting sudden influx of people to the gold fields is known as the gold rushes. These
rushes accelerated trends already evident in Australia before 1850 and brought profound
changes as well. The trends and changes will now he discussed under the headings

-

demographic, economic, political and social.

Major demographic changes included large scale immigration and the creation of 'the Chinese
problem". Both were to have far reaching effects. Although immigration had been
increasing during the 1840s, the gold rushes were mainly responsible for a threefold increase
in the population during the 1 850s. For example, in Victoria from 185 1 to 1861 was from
97,000 to 539,000 (lIoward 1964:67). The 1861 census figure (Table 1 below) indicates
that, although the population was still mainly of British origin, there was already a large
Chinese minority.

Place of Birth

Victoria

Australia
England
Wales
Scotland
Ireland
Other British Colonies
China
Germany
America
France
Oiher Foreign Countries
Unspecified
Table 1:

157,911
169,586
6,055
60,701
87,160
8,03()
24,732
10,418
2,554
1,250
7,384
4,541

New South Wales
164,992
84,052
1,378
18,222
54,829

3,469
12,988
5,467
1,067
690
2,742
864
(Price 1972:53)

1861 Census Figures
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The "Chinese problem" was mainly due to their large numbers and the policy of nonassimilation. They remained a separate Community with their own distinct dress and habits
and made little attempt to integrate. For these and other reasons, there was much racial
prejudice against them and riots frequently occurred. One such riot, reported in the "Sydney
Morning Herald" illustrates the strength of racist feelings at the time:
Unarmed, defenceless and unresisting Chinese were struck down in the most brutal manner.......
Very few of the poor creatures here attacked escajxd with their pigtails, tione of them without
injury of some kind whilst every article ol the property they had erideavoured to lake with them
was plundered of all that was valuable

(20/6/161,citedin Price 1972:55)

Out of such attitudes, the White Australia Policy developed.
European miners resented competition from the Chinese. Further resentment resulted from
the fact that their profits were sent hack to China, thus robbing the colony of wealth.
Gold worth L125,000,00() was mined between 151 and 161 (Price 1972:55). This had
tremendous effects on the economy resulting in a rapid expansion of banking and commerce.
Increased population brought increased demand for food and other commodities. Also the
need to transport goods and people led to the growth of transport systems such as Cobb &
Co. and the introduction of railways.
The gold rushes accelerated political changes already begun, such as the granting of
responsible government and success in the campaign against transportation of convicts.
Miners became involved in the movement for deniocratic rights mainly as a result of their
opposition to the very high licence fee of thirty shillings per month. Such opposition led to
its eventual replacenient by a Miner's Right 1ee of Li, which also gave the right to vote.
Other reforms such as vote by ballot and manhood suffrage followed. Previously only
landowners had been able to vote. Thus the gold rushes brought about a reduction in the
political power of the squatters.
The social effects of the gold rushes are difficult to assess. However a levelling of social
classes did occur, as observed by Sherer:
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ALL aristocratic feelings and association of the old country are at once annihilated
and riches
are now becoming the test of mans position. Although your father might have been Lord ofall-England, it goes for nothing in this cqtialising colony of gold, beef and mutton.
....

(1853:10, cited in Price 1972:57)
The gold rushes probably strengthened the middle classes, which were to become very
influential in the following decades.

Conclusion
Thus, it can be said that demographic, economic, political and social trends were accelerated
by the gold rushes. Indeed, few aspects of Australian life were not profoundly affected by
those rushes. The discovery of gold and other minerals gave further impetus to the
development of Australia in the following decades. The important of Australia's mineral
resources is still obvious today, although gold no longer holds the main position.
(Adapted from B.J. Price. 1972. The Australian Gold Rushes. Sydney: Reed Education:
53-57)
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APPENDIX 6

Results of Brainstorming

THE KANAKAS
I3lackhirders chejied/deceived
illiterate peo11e signed (;ontraCLs

kidnapping

recruitment

had conditions on ships
sold by duels

must stay for 3 years
tried to run away
contracts
could not go home
very little pay

lived in huts
unsanitary
much disease
many died
fcxxl not good

'

not free

}

worked veiy hard
long hours (lawn to dusk
hot sun
iiian y bec an uc Sick
some died
not niuch rest

living conditions

-
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working conditions

APPENDIX 7
Text 3.7
Question:

The sugar industry in Queensland flourished from the 1860s. To what
extent can it be said that it prospered because of slave labour?
TUE KANAKAS

-

VIR'iUAL SLAVES

During the 1860s, planters began growing cane in North Queensland. In order to make good

profits, a large supply of cheap labour was required. Because of white mans inability to
work in the tropics, labourers were imported from the Pacific Islands. These people were
called Kanakas. The early success of the sugar industry was very largely due to exploitation
of the Kanakas as virtual slaves. 'Iheir treatment as slaves can be seen in four main areas

-

methods of recruitment, lack of freedom and very low pay, heavy work loads and very poor
living conditions. These will now be discussed.

Firstly, methods of recruitment involved it great deal of deceit. Enticed by the promise of
high salaries and gx)d conditions, many signed contracts for three years, in spite of being
illiterate. Some were sold by chiefs and iiiaiiy kidnappings took place. 'Iheir treatment on
the voyage was often cruel, resulting in many deaths. 'l'hus recruitment methods bore many
similarities to those used among the slaves in North America.

Secondly, once in Queensland, the labourers were not free to return home if they wished.
The white traders involved in recruitment, Blackbirders', frequently used deceit. Almost all
Islanders who signed contracts to stay for three years were illiterate and therefore did not
understand that such contracts would involve a complete loss of freedom.

Furthermore, much suffering resulted from extremely poor working conditions. It was once
remarked:
Toiling in the maize and canefields from dawn to dusk, and fed on a monotonous diet of cheap
seirchy foods, the Pacific Island labourers ot North Queensland were surely the hardest worked
people in Australia in 188.
(Australians 1888 cited in Tudball 1988:18 1)
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Finally, because Kanakas were regarded as little less than slaves, little attention was paid to
the provision of good living conditions for them. Crowded, unhealthy and unsanitary
housing meant that disease spread and many died. Poor nutrition was an added cause of
sickness and death. Like slaves, their labour was cheap, and SO were their lives.

So in these ways, the Kanakas, who provided the labour force for the sugar industry in
Queensland, were exploited. Their exploitation enable the industry to prosper. As Watson
(1984: 101) noted:
The sugar industry flourished, the pLuitatiuii uwneis became rich and respectable men. But it
was at great cost to the islanders.

It can be said, then, that the early success of the sugar industry was very largely due to the
exploitation of the Kanakas as virtual slaves.

References
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APPENDIX 9
Text
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APPENDiX 11
The White Australia Poiicy
The White Australia policy was the unofficial name of a
policy to restrict immigration of coloured people. There were
three important Acts which had been issued by Parliament. The
first of these was the Immigration Restriction Act of 1901,
the- second Act was the Naturalization Act of 1903, and the
third Act was the Pasific Islanders Labourers Act of 1904.
The first and the second Acts were really against the Chinese
people.
The Chinese people were affected by this policy.
They came to Australia during the gold rushes in the 1850's
and 1860's.
They were attracted by the discovery of gold in
New South Wales and Victoria.
The purposes of this were to
get a better life and to improve their living standart.
unfortunately, they had to face the problems with Australians
people. As they were considered as a threat for Australians
people, they faced many problems such as the riots and
murders.
It can be stated that the White Australia policy can be
traced largely to problems caused by attitudes towards Chinese
people.
The problems were due to various causes
the great
Influx of Chinese people, cultural differences, financial
aspects, and different methods of working. Each of these will
now be discussed in det:ail.
-

Firstly, the great influx of Chinese people who came to
Australia was the crucial caused of the attitudes of
Australians to the Chinese.
In the earlier times of gold
rushes, there were about two thousand Chinese in Australia.
This number was rapidly increased during the gold rushes and
according to the statistics from the 1861 census that there
were about 3,5 per cent of Chinese in Victoria and 3,7 per
cent of Chinese in New South Wales. The immigrtion of Chinese
people in large numbers had made Australians worried. At
first, they were accepted but as their numbers increased and
at the same time the gold started to run out, Australians
started to resent them. They were blamed due to the gold ran
out.
Secondly, Chinese people had been expelled because of
their cultural appearances.
They tried to live in Australia
with their own culture which were curious for Australians.
They built little temples called joss house, they all dressed
in the same way with blue jumpers and trousers, shoes made of
silk with wooden soles, wide brimmed straws hats, and the
pigtails; they kept their own language and habits.
Chinese
people did not assimilate with other people. They lived as a
separate community.
Thus, they were being suspicious by
Australians and they were port:rayed as dirty and deseaseridden.
Thirdly, the aims of Chinese people Who came to Australia
were to send back money to their homecountry and to keep their
family comfort.
They worked hard to get the profitable gold
and the money from it was sent back to China.
That was why

Australians regarded them as robbers who were robbing
Australia's wealth. Moreover, the resentment of Chinese peole
due to the fear of Australians to get lower wages. As the
cheap labourers, many master s would use Chinese people to
work with them. Chinese people did not care how much money
they would get. The Important things were that they get paid
and they could live happily.
Therefore, Australians afraid
thet they would accept the same wages as Chinese.
Fourthly, to restrict Chinese Immigration, they were put
on special tax.
When Chinese people arrived in Australia,
they had to pay a fee.
For example, in 1855 the Victorian
Government put tax of L1O on each Chinaman. However, it did
not stop Chinese people to come to Australia.
They avoided
paying tax by land in other places where there were no tax.
Fifthly, the Chines people had different methods of work.
They were industrious people and they worked very hard to ge
the gold. They re-worked in the abandoned mine which had been
given up by Europeans miners.
They often found profitable
amounts of gold from it. It seemed thet Chinese people could
find the gold in the place where European miners could not
find it. The successful of Chinese people in finding gold had
made Australians jealous.
In summing up, the causes which had been mentioned
above, can lead the trace of the White Australia Policy. The
White Australia Policy was really formulated and brought into
effect because of these.
Although it was discrimination, the
number of Chinese who came to Australia was gradually reduced.
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THE W11I1 L AUSTRALIA POLICY

for the
The White Australia Policy was a term or an unofficial name
the chinese who
Restriction of immigration against the migrants, especially
flooded Australia during the inid-18s.This policy

was put into practiced

first act was the
by three major Acts of Australian Parliament. The
the Naturalisation
Immigration Restriction Act of 1901, the second Act was,
Act of 1904
Act of 1903, and the third one was the Pacific Labourers
actually to reduce
Grigsby 1976 : 159 ). The purpose of the first two Acts was
time. The arrival
and prevent the big number of the Chinese migrants in that
gold discoveries in
of the Chinese in Australia had been largely due to the
New South Wales and Victoria.
attitudes
The White Aussstralia Policy occurred as the result of the
toward the

18s.
Chinese gold miners during the gold rushes in the middle

e were,
Some of the attitudes of the White Australians towards the Chines
civilisation,
considering the Chinese as an evil and a threat to the British

attacking and assassinating the Chinese in their settlements ( Watson 1984:91
). These such attitudes were actually due to the following reasons. Firstly,
of
there was a big number of, Chinese in Australia; Secondly, the feeling
,
supremacy of the British; Thirdly, the hard work of the Chinese; Fourthly
misunderstanding of the Chinese way of life; And lastly, the Chinese sent their
profits to their homeland. Each of these reasons are to be discussed in this
essay.
When the gold rushes started in Australia, there was only about two
in
thousand Chinese. However, when they heard about the gold discoveries
Victoria and New South Wales, thousands of them migrated to Australia. It was
believe that there were almost forty thousand of them in 1860 which was
).
nearly one in twelve of the colony's total population ( Grigsby 1976 : 70
This enormous number of the Chinese had made the White Australians scared
of both loosing their jobs and their country. As the result each of the
colonies passed their own lows to reduce the big number of the Chinese.
The English people who were the first colonists of Australia did not like
any other nations to dominate the country. They believe that Australia was
on
only for the British. They even thought that they were the best nation
earth because they had conquered the largest parts of the world. Thus the
Chinese had become the victims of their supremacy attitude because there
were a big number of the chinese within Australia at that time.
The Chinese had come a long way from their homeland with two main
purposes, i.e. to have better, lives and to support their families back home.
was
Therefore, they worked very hard in order to achieve these goals. This
one of the reasons why they would accept any jobs that were provided such
as, being gardeners, launderers and labourers ( South 1988 : 183 ). They
would also accept lower wages which the White Australians would not. This
caused the White Australians teared of getting the wages or even became
the
unemployed ( Watson 1984 : 126-127 ). Moreover, it was believed that
194

I
been derelicted by
Chinese could find profitable gold in the areas that had
as racial prejudice
the White Miners ( Grigsby 1976:70 ).Thus problems such
anti-Chinese riots emerged in a large scale.
reserved,
The Chinese who lived in Australia were very
always
not assimilated lived in separate community and

practiced

own language to
their own habits ( Price 1972 : 53 ). They only spoke their
built joss houses or
each other, wore the same dress, worked in groups,
e gambling game and
temples, combined opium-den with a fantan, i.e. a Chines
in their shops which
lottery shops, and there were always strange smells
in Australia as it in
were indescribable( South 1988 : 194 ).The Chinese lived
the White Australians
their homeland. Nevertheless, their strange habits made
en the two different
suspicious of them and eventually misunderstanding betwe
ed in mistrust, racist
cultures occurred. This misunderstardings then result
attitudes and actions ( Ibid : 183 ).
was the fact that
Another reason for such attitudes towards the Chinese
d inAaustralia to their
most of them sent their profits that had been gaine
the profits was to pay
country. As a matter of fact, the aim of sending back
rs in China. However,
off debts that they had owed from their working maste
This case caused the
this was believed as a robbing of the colonies' property.
goldfields. The worst
anti-Chinese riots and a build up of disturbances in the
nd River diggings
examples of those were in 1857 at Daylestord and the Buckla
Grigsby 1976 : 70 ).
blamed on the
Thus the formation of the White Australia Policy can be
miners in the 1850s
problems caused by attitudes lowards the Chinese gold
and 1860s.
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to Australia. They avoided paying tax by landing in other
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[HF WHIT F AnSi RALIA POLICY

The White Australia Pal icy w
of immigration of non-white people

iii

a term usea for covernrrent resti iction
the mid--lBs. As Grigsby ;197€ ) explaris,

this policy was put into practiced ny three major Acts of Australian
Parliament. This Acts were

the immigration Restriction Act of 1901, the

Naturalisation Act of 1903, and the Pacific islanders Labourers Act of 1904
Griqsby 1976:110 ). The purp():-e at 1h lirsi two Acts was actually to reduce
and prevent the big numoer ci the Chinese migrants. The arrival of the
Chinese in Australia had been largely due to the gold discoveries I n New
South Wales and Victoria in the 150s and 1860s, The White Australia policy
developed largely as the result of the attitudes towards the Chinese at that
time.
Some at the attitudes ct inc WFiitt Australians towards the Chinese were,
considering the Chinese as an cvi and a threat to the British civilisation,
fear, jealousy and hatred. These altitudes were actually due to the following
reasons. Firstly, there was a big number at Chinese in Australia; secondI, the
feeling of supremacy of the British; thirdly, the hard work ot the Chinese;

JI -

I

fourthly, misunderstanding at the Chinese way of ite; and lastly, the Chinese
sent their protits to their, homeland. Each of these reasons are to be
discussed in this essay.
When the gold rushes started in Australia, there was only about two
thousand Chinese. However, when they heard about the gold discoveries in
Victoria arid New South Wales, thousands of them migrated to Australia. It was
believe that there were almost tarry thousand of them in 1860 which was
nearly one in twelve at the colony's total population ( Grigsby 1976

70 ).

This enormous number of the Chinese made the White Australians scared of
both loosing their jobs and their country. As the result each 01 the colonies
passed their own lows to reduce the big number of the Chinese.
The British people who were the first colonists of Australia did not like
any other nations to dominate the country. They believeJthat Australia was
only for the British. They even thought that they were the best people on
earth because they had conquered the largest parts of the world. Because

of

teeling of supremacy, they despised and resented the Chinese.
The Chinese had come a rang way from their homeland with two main
purposes. i.e. to have better, lives and to support their familres back home.
Therefore, they worked very hard in order, to achieve these goals. This was
one of the reasons why they would accept any jobs that were provided such
as, being gardeners, launderers and labourers ( Tudball 1988

183 ).

They

also accepted lower wages and this caused resentment and fear of
unemployment among Australians ( Watson 184

126-127 ). Moreover, the

Chinese could find profitable gold in the areas that had been abandoned by
the white miners ( Grigsby 1976:/U ). This caused jealousy and hatred, thus
problems such as racial preJudice and anti - chinese riots errtr ged in a large
scale.
The Chinese who lived in Australia were very reserved,
not assimilated1 lived in separate cornirnunity and always
L 04

practiced

their own habits ( Price 1972 :

). They only spoke their own language to

each other, wore strange Chine,e clothes. Tudball

1988 : 184 ) states that

they built joss houses or temples, combined opiurri--den with a fantan, i.e. a

shops, and there were always strange

Chinese gambling game and lottery

smells in their shops ( Tudball 1986

184 ). Thus, the Chinese lived in

Australia as it in their homeland. Their strange habits made the White
Australians suspicious ot them ann

misunderstandings occurred. These

misunderstandings then resulted in mistrust, racist attitudes and actions
Tudball 1988 : 183 ).
Another reason for such attitudes towards the Chinese was the tact that
most of them sent their protits back to China. As a matter of tact, the aim of
sending back

ott debts to their creditors in China.

the profits was to pa

However, this was believed to be robbing of the colonies' wealth. This caused
the anti-Chinese r jots and a build up of disturbances in the goidfields. The
worst examples 01 these were in 1857 at Dayleslord and the Buckiand River
diggings ( Griqsby

: 70 ).
.
1976

Thus the torrnatiori aitlie w lii

le

A ust r al i a Policy can be hi ame.1 on

t he

problems caused by attitudes towards the Chinese gold miners in the 1850s
and 1860s.
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of t h e goiurusncs

there were about two thousand Chinese in
iusrraiia

topical
Theme

--d

r-towever

EfliS numner

conj Adjunct

tol)

text

exper

Rheme

rapiuty increasei uunng inc goiu nisnes

Theme
According to the statistics
from the 1861 CCHSUS

Rheme
* there were about 3.5% of the population in Victoria and

3.7% in New South Wales were Chinese

topical
Rheme

Theme

207

The immigration of Chinese people in large numbers

had made Australians womed

top
exper
Theme

Rheme

At rirsi

tney were accepteu

topical
Theme

Rheme

but

as

their numbers

struct

struct

top

text

text

exper
Theme

increased

Rheme
Theme

started to run out

the gold
top
exper
Theme

Rheme
were blamed

They
top
exper
Theme

Rheme

due to

the gold

struct

top

text

exper
Theme

ran out

Rheme
occurred

rt'ntmenl of diem

Thiic

tht

conj Adj

top

text

exper
Rheme

Theme
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Chinese people had been resented because of their cultural differences

Secondly
Conj Adjunct

top

text

exper
Theme

Rheme

tried to live in Australia with their own culture

They
top
exper
Theme

Rheme

wnicn

were strange to iustraiians

top
exper
Rheme

Theme

The way II they dressed I I

was different

top
exper
Theme

Rheine

wnicn

mey an

struct

tOp

text

exper
Theme

uresseu in tne same way witri Dine jumpers aria trousers

Rheme

euso

mey

Conj Adj

top

text

exper
Theme

were uiiicrent in religion

Rherne

which

they

struct

top

text

exper
Theme

-

built little temples I called joss housesil

Rheme
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where

they

struct

top

text

exper

came I Ito Worship their gods II

Rheine

Theme

ana

mey

Struct

top

text

exper

still

KCt

tneir own tanguage

Rheiiìe

Theme

Chinese people did not assimilate with other people
top

-

exper
Theme

Rheme

Therefore

they

Conj AdJ

top

text

exper
Rheme

Theme

Australians

lived as it separate community

were suspicious oi went

top
exper
Theme

Rheme

and

the suspicion

struct

top

text

exper

developed due to these matters

Rheme

Theme

Thirdly

the aim of Chinese neoi)le II Who came to Australia Il

Conj Adj

top

text

exper
Theme
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was Ilto send money back to China!! and to keep their family in comfort

worked

They
top
exper
Theme

Rheme

+to

get

profitable gold

the money trom

it

and
struct

top

text

exper

was sent back to tneir nome country

Rheme

iiiciiie

was I I why Australians regarded them as robbers

That

justralias veal th I I II

U who were robbing

top
exper
Theme

Rheme

Moreover,

as the cheap labourers

Conj Adjunct

topical

many masters in Australia would
use Chinese men

text
Rheme

Theme

+to work

Chinese people

with them

did not care how much money lithey would get!!

exper
Theme

Rheine
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The important things

were that they get paid hand that they could live happilyflh]

topical
exper
Theme

Rherne

Therefore

Australians

Conj Adjunct

top

text

exper
Theme

became afraid hhthat the Chinese wages would affect
their wages hand they would have to accept the
salTle OW WLCS 1111

Rheme

# as Chinese people
Fourthly

special taxes

conj Adjunct

tOj)

text

exper
Theme

were charged

Rheme

+ to restrict the Chinese immigration
*When

the Chinese oeonle

struct

top

text

exper

arrived in Australia

Theme

Rheme
Theme

had to tav a fee

they
top
exper

Rheme

Theme
Rheme

212

in 155

For example,

the Melbourne government put atax of L1O on each
j I ianu ing in iviei DOUfflC II

k__ni nese

Conj Adjunct
text

top
I

exper
Rheine

Theme

r-iowever

it

Conj Adjunct

top

text

exper
Rheine

Theme

+

uiu not stop tue uninese peopie

to come to Australia
avoided paying tax

They
top

e xper
Rheme

Theme

+

by landing in other places such as South Australia

there

where

was no tax at that tune

struct

text
l'herne

i ms

Rheme

caiiseu inure reseiiiiiieni aiiu anger anu some nuts

top

exper
Theme

Rheme

r'irtnly

Inc umnese PCOPIC

Conj Adjunct

top

text

exper

nan nit terent metnous or worKing

Rhenie

213

were industrious people

They
top
cx per
Theme

Rheme

worked hard
struct
text
Theme

Rheme

+to

get

They

reworked in the abandoned mines IIwhich had been given up by
liuropean iiiiners

the

gold

top
exper
Theme

Rheme

They

often found gold

top
exper
Theme

Rheme

and

made profit from them

struct
text
Theme

Rheme

It

seemed

Theme

214

that

the Chinese people

struct

tOl)

text

exper

tbund gold

Theme

Rheme

european niiners

COlilu [K)L liflU it

vrlere
struct

top

text

e xper

________

Theme

Rheme

The jealousy and hatred of
etistraiians

grew as a result of the success of Chinese people in
II Ill

hg goicr

top

exper
Theme

Rhenie
the problems and attitudes II which
have been mentioned above ii

n summing up

Conj Adjunct

p

1:tper

text

Rheme

Theme

Inc wrute Australia ioiicy

was reatty iormuiaieu

top
exper
Theme

Rhenie

anu

orougnt

IUR) CII CCt

necause ol uiese

struct

text
Theme

could lead to the White
Australia Policy

I

Rheme

215

Althouih

it

struct

top

text

exper

was a

Theme

I)OIiCV

of discrimination

Rheme
T Ii e m e

the number 01 Chinese I iwno came to Australia II

was graauaily reaucea

Theme
Rheme

NOTE:

Bold

-

denotes marked topical themes

+ denotes Minor Clause SO it has no Theme
-

-

*

denotes Elliptical Clause

the use of there were in this clause appears to be redundant
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APPENDIX 16
Text 5.4

THEME ANALYSIS

The White Australia Policy

was a term [[used for the government
restriction of immigration of non-white
people in the mid 150sI1

topical
exper
Rheme

Theme
*As

Grigsby

Struct

top

text

exper

Theme
Theme
This Acts

explains

this policy

was put into practice by three
maior Acts of Parliament

eXDe

Rheme_

Th e ine

Rheme

Rheme
were the Immigration Restnction Act of 1901
the Naturalisation Act of 1903 and
the Pacific Islander Labourers Act of 1904
-

top
exper
Theme

Rheme

The purpose of the
firsttwoacts

was actualy I I to reduce II and prevent the
binumber ofChinesemigrants I II

top
exper
Theme

Rheme

The arrival of the
Chinese in Australia

had been largely due to the gold
discoveries in New South Wales and Victoria
in the 1 50s and I ô0s

top
exper
Theme

Rheme

217

The White Australia
roucy

developed largely as the result of the
UIIt1I(JS R)WUS t he '..ninese at the time

top
exper
Theme

Rheme

Some of the attitudes
of the white Australians

were considering the Chinese as
an evil and a threat to British
CIVilISULIUEI, icar, jeausy and 11alTCU
-

R)WUUS rue '.uiiuleSe

top
exper
Theme

Rheine

I nese atriruues

were act natty clue to rae ioiiowing reasons

top
exper
I'heme

r'lrsuy

Rheiiie

uiere

COf1j adj

was it tug awn ncr ot '..ninese in iusuiuia
top

text
Theme

if seconwy

Rhenue

me reeling or supremacy 01 iflC Lintisri

conj adj
text
Theme

ft

II

uuiuiy

1

•

I

C.,

d- I'

(lie intro WOFK. 01 inC uninese

Coflj adj
text
Theme

21

niisuriuersitnuiiig 01 uie uninese way of iiie

H iourtniy

conj adj
text
Theme
the Chinese

and

lastly

stnlct

cOilj adj j_top

sent their profits to the homeland

text
Theme

Rheme

acn 01 tnese reasons

are to DC uiscusseu in LfliS essay

top

xper
Theme

Rheme

*When

the gold rushes started
in Australia

there

stfuct

(Op

1012

te,ct

exper

Ccper

Theme
Top

Rlime

Theme

T h e iii e

were only about
two thousand of them

Rherne

R 11 e In e

*IIowev er when they

heard aboUt the gold
discoveries in New South Wales
and Victoria

I

Rheme

1' h e in e
thousands of them

migrated to Australia

t0j)

exper
Rheme

Theme
R h e in e

1L

was

It

believed

top

exper
Theme

Rheme

that

there

stnict

top

were almost 40,0(X) of them in 1860

text

Theme
--

Rhenie

l_ . _I_

was rieariy

wiiieii

--

-

one in twelve oi InC Colony S toiai ixpuiation

top
exper

Rheme

Theme
flOOUS

number of Chinese

made white Australians scared of both
losilig tneir JODS anu tneir country

top
exper
Theme

i

Rheme

It

oe ieUiL

___I_

CUCII 01 tue eoioiiies

iiSSCU

tricir own iaws

conj adj
text

Rheme

Theme
duce

the big number of

The British people people

II who

tOj)
exper

T

h

e ni

e

did not like any other nations
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were

Chinese
the

first

colonists of Australiall

+ to dominate the country
----------

uciievcu

I ney
top
exper
Theme

Rheme

that

Australia

struct

top

text

exper
Theme

was oniy ror me iriusn

Rheme

even thouIit

They
top
exper
Theme

Rheme

that

mey

struct

top

were tue oest peopie on eariri

Lexper

text
Theme

Rheuiie

because

they

StFUCt

tOj)

text

exper
Theme

liaU conquereu Inc targest parts or me

Rheme

Hecause of leeling 01 supreniacy

ttuey aespiseo

tOj)

exper
Theme

Rheme
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WOflU

and

resented the Chinese

struct
text
Theme

Rheme

The Chinese

had come a long way from their homeland with two main purposes

top

exper
Theme
ie (that)

Rheme
is I I to have better lives I and to sypport their fain ilies back home III I

top
eper
Theme

Rheme

Therefore

they

conj adj

top

text

I

worked very hard

exper

T'llellle

Rheme

+ In order to achieve these goals
This

was one of the reasons II why they would accept any jobs [[that
wcre prov idedl I such as being gardeners and labourers 1111

top
exper
Theme

Rheme

They

also accepted lower wages.

top
e xper

Theme

Rherne
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and

this

struct

top

text

exper

caused resentment and fear of unemployment among Australians

Rheme

Theme
Moreover

the Chinese

conj adj

top

text

exper

could find profit in areas lithat had been
abandoned by the white miners)

Rheme

Theme

Causeu_JeaR)usvatl(inalreu

I fliS

top
exper
Theme

Rheme

Thus

urohiems

such as racial urejudice and anti-Chinese riots

conj adj

t0P

text

e xper
T h e me

in a large scale

were veiy reserved

The Chinese who lived in Australia))
top
exper

Rheme

Theme

not assmiliated
Rheme

lived in seDarate community

223

always practiscu their own namis

and
struct
text
Theme

Rheme

They

only spoke their own language to each other

top
exper
Rheme

Theme

wore suange Chinese clothes

Tudball (198:14)

states

102

exper

Theme

Rheme

that

they

struct

top

text

exper
Theme

built joss houses or temples

Rheme

combined oriium

den

ie (that

is) it Chinese gambling game and lottery shops-

with a Imtan

1012

exper
Theme

Rheme

and

there

struct

I

were always strange smells in their 5flO5

t

text
Theme

Rheme

224

Thus

the Chinese

conj adj

top

text

exper

I
Theme

lived in AusaIia

Rheme

# as if in their homeland
I neir strange nanits

made the white Australians

suspicious

ot them

top
exper
Theme

Rheme

anu

nusunuersutnunigs

struct

top

oecurreu

-

text
T h e in e

Rheme

These misunderstandings

themi resulted in mistrust, racist attitudes
and ICllOIlS

top
exper
Theme

Rheme
was the fact (1 that most of them sent
their 1wo1its hack to China I

Another reason for
such attitudes
top
exper
Theme

Rhemne

As a matter of fact

the aim of semidine hack the orohis

COnJ

adj

text

CUM,
1'

ii

e m e

225

I

was to pay off debts to their creditors in China
Rheme

However

this

struct

top

text

exper

was believed
-

Theme

Rheme

+ to be robbing of the colonies wealth
causea inc anti-k ninese riots and a nuiiu up 01 uiswroances in tue gotuiieius

I fliS
top
exper
Theme

Rheme

The worst examples
or inese

were
1. in 1857 at Daylesford and the Buckland River
niggings

top
xper
Theme
Thus

Rheine
the formation of
the Wliitt Austi iii i
rolicy

can be blamed on the problems II caused by
attitudes towards the Ch1nLsL gold miners in the
I

n:ns ann

ft
contdj ip
Xj)Cf
Theme

Rheme

NOTES

* denotes clause as Theme
# denotes elliptical clause
Bold denotes marked topical Themes
+ denotes a minor clause
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i OR1SJ

APIENDIX 17
Text 5.3

TRANSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The White Australia Policy

was

I

1 Token

I Ito restrict

There

I

Va]ue

I

the i fli fli i grat loll Of coloured people I

I

IP:Mat

P:lntens

the unofficial name of a policy I [to restrict
the immigration of coloured people

were

Goal
three important acts II which had been issued by Parliamenti I the
I n'rinigratlon Act of 1901 the Naturalisat ion Act of 1903 and the
Pacific Island Labourers' Act of 1904
-

,

I

I P:Fxist I Existent
I [which

had been issued

I

P:Mat

[

The first and second acts

were

[Goal

I
I

_

carrier

P:Mat

They had come to Australia

They

IGoal I

were attracted
P:Mat

I

really against the Chinese
Attrihute:Circumstance

by this policy

I Actor

during the gold rushes in the I 50s and I 60s

Circ:loc:placel

The purpose of this

I Value

I

were aflcted

I

Goal

I

Actor

P: lnterìs

The Chinese people

I Actor P: Mat I

by Parl iament II

Circ :loc:ti me

by the discovery of gold in New South Wales and Victoria
Actor

was

I P: I ntens I

Ilto get a better life I[and to improve their living
standard Ill
Token
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I

a better lifell

lito get

I P:Poss

I

Attribute: Possessed

II and to improve their living standard I I

Unfortunately

I

they

I
They

I Value I

I

I

were considered
P: 1 rite us

I

P:Mat

can be stated

I

Token

Fxisteni:Circuiii:Role
that the White Australia Policy can be traced to problems I[caused by
attitudes to Chinese peoi)le at the time of the gold rusheslill

I

I Icaused by attitudes to Chinese people
P:Circum loken

can be traced

to problems

I

P:Attrih

at the time of the gold rushes

due to various causes the great influx of Chinese people,
cultural differences, financial aspects and different methods
of working
-

P:Attrib

I Attrihute:Circum:Cause:reason

will

now

Verbiage I P:Verbal

be discussed

Circ:loc:tirne I P:Vcrhal

I
-

-

the great influx of- Chinese people II who caine

Firstly

Attribute Circ:l(x:Dlace

I Circ: loc:tinie

were

I

I

Verhiace

Carrier

The problems

I

I

I[that the White Australia Policy

These

I

Goal

as a threat to Australian people

I P:Verbal I

I Value

I

nrohlems such as riots and murders

I P:Exist

I

had to face the difficulties with Australian people

Actor

were

There

It

I

Goal

LP:Mat

I

T ok

e

to Australia II

1/\ctor I P: Mat I C:icjplace
n

22t

the main cause of the negative attitudes of Australians to the Chinese

was
Fp - Intens I

Value

At the beginning of the

there

gold rushes

I

ICirc:loc:lime

Flowever this number

I

I Actor

1
rapidly

I

were
P:Exist

I

1

about two thousand Chinese in
Australia
Existent

increased during the gold rushes

Ciit:Ouality P:Mat

I Circum:kx:time

According to the statistics *(there were) about 3.51
/(, of the population were Chinese
from the 1961 census
in Victoria and 3.7% in New South Wales
circum:Manncr:Quality

I Carrier
*the use of there were in this clause appears to be redundant
The immigration of Chinese people in large had made
numbers

Australians

worried

Attributor

Carrier

Attribute

[P:Attrib

At first

ICirn:l(x:time I
I

they
Goal

were accepted

I

P:Mat

their numbers increased

but as

I Actor

I P:Mat

the gold started to run out

I Actor I
They

IActor I
due to
I

P:lntens I Attribute

P:Mat

were blamed
P:Mat

the gold
I

Actor

I

ran Out
P:Mat
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]

0

the resentment of them

Thus

J

Actor

occurred

j

P:Mat

Secondly Chinese people had been resented
P: Ment:rnaction

Phenom

because of their cultural differences
Circ :caiise:reason

tried to live

in Australia

with their own culture

P:Mat

Circ:loc:pl ace

Circ:manner:pl ace

which

were

strange

carrier1

P:Aurih

Attribute

They

j

Actor

The way lithey dressed II
Carrier
[[they

j

to Australians
Circ:loc:place

was

difknnt

P:lntens

Attribute

dressedli

f Actor

P: Mat

which

they all

dressed

in the same way with blue jumpers and trousers

Actor

P: Mat

Ci fl2 man ner:means

they

were

different

Carrier

P:Attrih

Attribute I Circ:nianner: means

I
Also

I

)

which

I

built

they

I
[[called

Act

I

where

(1 o a I

P:Mat

Token
came

they

Actorf P:N'lat

IIt() worshp their godsil
Circ:reason purpose

their gods I I

[[to worship

I P:IVlat

little temples I cat ted joss houses

joss houses II

P:Jntens

I

in religion

(loal

23()

and

still

they

kept

cuTierI m(xlal I

I

Chinese people

did not

P:

their

I iltetis

Attribute

assimilate

with other people

I P:Mat

Actor

Therefore

Circ:nianner:means

lived

they

as it separate community

Behaver

Circ:mariner:role

Australians

were

Carrier

P:lntens

and

the

I

the

suspicious of

suspicion

P:

Mat

due to these matters

I

Circ

:Cause:Reason

aims of the Chinese people 11who canie

V it I

I Ito

ii e

back to Chinaj

send money

Token

II and to keep

their lam ily

P:Mat

Goal

in corn tort II

Lmanrier

loken

worked

to get

P:Mat

them

Aitribute:Circ:cause:reason

I
developed

I

Actor

Thirdly

own language

profltahle

I Goal
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to Australia

was

and

That

the money from it

was sent back to their home country

Goal

Pr Mat

was

why

Australians

LTokenlp:lntens

were robbing

II who

I Act

I

P:kient

J

Value Token

AustraIiis wealth I

I

P:Mat

I

regarded them as robbersU who were
robbing Australia's wealth! I

_J- s gnelV a I ii e

I

Circ:1(x:p1ace

Goal

Moreover as the cheap labourers many masters in Australia would use Chinese mcii

1

I Circ:rolc

I

Actor

1

Pr Mat

1 Goal

+to work with theiri

(

(P:lvtat

C:accomp

Chinese people

I Actor

did not care

how much money II they would get II

I P: Ment:reaciion I

Phenom

would getil

[[they

The important things

I Value
they

[[that

I

were
P:lntens

get padII

Goal I P:Mat
loken

[[and
I

they

could live

Actor

Pr Mat

happily]l

j

C:manner

T o ken
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w

Therefore

I
I

I

Australians

became

Carrier

P:Aitrih: mien

the Chinese wages

[Ithat

Actor

I

they

Rand

Act

I

J

afraid
Attribute

would affect

their wages

Rmat

Goal

would have to accept

the same low wages

P:Mat

Goal

as Chinese neonle

I

Fourthly

special taxes
( Goal

to restrict
[P:Mat

I

I

When

were charged

I

P:Mat

the Chinese immigration
Goal

the Chinese people
I Actor

they

had to pay

a fee

Act

P:Mat

Goal

For example,

in 1855

Circ:lx:time
II

arrived

I

P:Mat

in Australia

I Cir:loc:nlace

the Melbourne government
Actor

on each Chinese I handing in Melbourne I

ICirc:location:place
[[landing

in Melbourne II

P:Mat I Ciit:loc:place

1-lowever, it

I

I

Act

did not stop

I P:Mat

I

the Chinese people
Goal

I
233

I

put

a tax of L1O

P:Mat

Goal

to come

to Australia

[r:isviat

Circ:loc:place

Thv

ivnided navinfy

tax

:1

where

Goal

was

there

II

This

P:Exisi

(

f

caused

I

IToken

P:Circ urn

Fifthly,

I

I

get

I

I

P:Poss

dif1rent methods of working

I

Attrihute:Possessed

Attribute

hard

(1rc:Inanner:rneans

Goal

reworked

I P:Mat

in the abandoned mines flwhich had been given Uj) by the
European miners

I ('irc:locIacc

had been given Ui)

[[which

I

had

the gold

They

and

V al tie

industrious 1ole

P:lntens

I P:Nlat

I Goal

Circ:kx:

I

worked

(Act

Existent

I

FITM
Ilt
to

at that time

more resentment and anger and some riots

were

and
I

no tax

Possessor

They

I Carrier

Ci rc : in a ii tie r: means

the Chinese people

I

in other niaces such as South Australia

1LiiiLLcjrc:icjptace

Goal.

P: N'l at

Act

lan(line

hv

I

by European minerSi I

P:Mat

I

niade

piotit

I P:Mat

1

—1

Goal

Actor

I IOlfl them

I

('irc:loc:place
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1

im

I

It

seemed

[[that

the Chinese people

I

Where

lithat the Chinese people found gold

found

I

Actor

P:Mat

European miners

IIActor

P:Mat

I

grew

I

I Actor

[

I

as a result of the success of Chinese
people in finding gold

P:Mat

was

[Goal

I Ciic:manncr:mearis

really

Proj

brought i nfl) effect
I P:Mat

Although
I

it

J Token

P:Mat

I

formulated
P:Mat

Circ:cause:reason

was

policy of (liscrimination

P:lntens

Value

IActor

I Actor I

I

because of these

I

the number of Chinese I Who came to
Australiall

came

I

Value

The White Australia Pot icy

and

Goal

the White Australia Policy

I P:circum :cause

I [who

it

the problems and attitudes II which have been mentioned above

could lead to

I

I Goal

could not tnd

The jealousy and hatred of Australians

In summing up

goldil

was

I

Pro

gradually

I

to Australia
Circ:loc:place

235

Circ :manner:quality

reduced

I

Mat

APPENI)IX 18
Text 5.4 TRANSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The White Australia
Policy

I(a.rrier

I

[[used

IP:Iv1at

I

P:lritens

it term II used for government restriction of
1mm igration of non-white people in the mid
Os II
i\ttribute

I

for the government restriction of immigration of non-white people in the mid
15OsIJ

I

As

I

was

(irc:tnanuer
Grigsby (1976)

I

Saver

this policy
[Goal
The purpose of
the first two acts
L V1ie

{

I

explains

I

P:Verhal

was put

into practice

by three major Acts of
I uIiament

P:Mat

Clrc:1(x:place

Actor

was

actually

I

P:In tens

to reduce I and prevent the big number
of Chinese migrants I III
Token

(Ito reduce

I [and

prevent

IIP:Mat

the big number of Chinese migrants I
Goal

The arrival of the Chinese in Australia

I Carrier

had been

I

1- :Aitiib

I

largely

due to the gold discoveries in New South Wales and Victoria in the 1850s and 1860s

trib:iit:cause:reason
The White
Australia Policy

[Actor

-

developed

I

largely as the result of the attitudes towards the
Chinese at that time

I

P:Mat

230

Circ:cause:reason

I
I

Some of the
attitudes of the
White Australians

were

considering the Chinese as an evil and a threat to
British civilisation, fear, jealousy and hatred

Value

P:lntens

Token

The attitudes

were

actually

ICarrier

I P:Attrib Intens

Firstly there

due to the fo11owing reasons
Attribute:circ:cause:reason

a big number of Chinese in Australia

I

I P: l'xist

Fxistent

Secondi

the feeling of supreriiacv of the British

thirdl

the hard work of the Chinese

fourthl

misunderstan(lillg of the Chinese way of life

and lastly

the Chinese

I

I

I Verbiage

I
I

the gold rushes

I

I

were

I

Goal

to the homeland

I

Circ:10cation:ii1ace

in this essay

I Circ:location:nlace
sarted

in Australia

P: Mat

Circ:kx:place

only about two thousand Chinese

P:1xist

I Fxisteiit

However when
I

P:Mat

P:Verbal

I Actor
there

their profits

are to be discussed

I

When

sent

I

Actor

Each of these

I

I

I

was

I

I

they
I

heard

Senser I P:Perception

237

I

about the gold discoveries in New South
Wales and Victoria
Phenomenon

I
I

niigrated

thousands of them

I Actor

I

to Australia

I

P:Mat

Circ:1(xation:place

was believed

It

P:Cognit
were

that there

about 40 000 of them

P: ixist

which
Token

was
I

Existent

P:lntens I Value

Attrihutor

scared of both
Attribute

made
L.....P:Att1Th

I
A

As the result

tt

I

I

I

The British people

White Australians

their jobs and their country

P: Mat

Goal

r I I)

ii t

e

I

Actor

their OWfl laws

passed
P: Mat

I

Goal

the big n tim her of Chinese I
Goal
I I who

Token

were

the first colonists of Australia II

P: I tile us

Value

Senser

any other nations

did not like

I I to dominate

I
P:Reaction

P h e n o in e n o n

They

believed

FSenser

1

P:Cognit

238

P:Mat

I
I
I

Carrier

I I losing

each of the colonies

F

I P:Mat

Circ:loc:time

nearly one in twelve of the colony's total population

This enormous number of Chinese

II to reduce

in 1860

the countryl I
I Goal

Australia was

that

I

that

I

I
because

Carrier

I

P: Intens

even

thou

they

were

Token

I

only for the British
Attribute

I

the best people on earth

I

P: I nien s

had conquered

they

IIActor

the largest parts of the earth

I

the Chinese

P: Reaction

Phe nom
had come
P:Mat

[Actor

is)

[

dçpised

I

Seuser

resented

The Chinese

I

Goal

they

I Circ:cause:reason

ie (that

j

P: Mat

Because of feeling of supremacy

and

Value

I

P:Reaction

a long way
from their home land

with two main purposes

Circ:extcnt

I Circ:cause:reason

I Ito have

better lives

I land to Support

P:Attrih:Poss

Possessed

P:Mat

their
back
families homelill
Goal

Circ:loc:
place

[Value

P:Intens

Therefore

I

1

I

Actor

I

P:Mat

these goals

achieve
P:Mat

very hard

worked

they

1
in order to

1' o k e n

I

Goal

239

1

Circ:man ner:quality

this
[Carrier

I

II why

was

one of the

P:lritens ]

Attribute

they

would accept

reasons

II that

any jobs

were offered I!

I Goal

Actor

P:Mat

Goal

.................. A

such as

I
A

They

II being
PWtens

I

I

i b u

t e .............................

gardeners and labourers
Attribute

i h u

t t r

Actor
this

I

t t r

Circum; Role

also

and

P:Mat

Token

I

t e .............................

accepted

lower wages

P:Mat

Goal

caused

resentment and fear of unemployment
among Australians

P:Circuin

I

the Chinese

Moreover

I

Value

could find

I

Actor

I P:Mat

profitable areas

I Ithat

had been abandoned

by the white minersi I

Goal

P:Mat

Actor

Goal

This

caused

Token I P:Circum

jealousy and hatred
Value

Thus

problems such as racial tweiudice and antiChinese riots

emerged

in a large scale

I P:Mat

I

Circ: ni anner:u ual ity

240

I

The Chinese

If who

I

Actor

lived

in Australiall

I PMat I Circ;k:plce

Carrier

were

very reserved

P:lntens

Attrib

not assimilated

l Attribute
OR
not assimilated
P: Mat

lived

in a separate comm unity

I P:Mat I

circ:location:L)lace

and always

I
They

I Behaver I
wore

practised

I

P: Mat

only

spoke

I

I

I

P: I3ehav

I

Ranee

I Circum:location

states

Sayer

they

I

Actor

P: Verbal

I

built

P:Mat

combined opium den

I P:Mat

I

ie (that
IToken

their own language to each other

Goal

Tudball (19:14)

I

Goal

strange Chinese clothes

I P:Mat I

that

their OWU habits

I

Goal

I

joss houses or temples
Goal

with fantan

I

Circ:kx:nicans

is)

Chinese gambling game and lottery shops

P: Intens I

Value

MU

and

I

there

I

Thus

I

were
P:Exist

the Chinese

always

I

lived

IIActor

in

I

strange smells
Existent

I

in their shops
Circ:l(x:olace

Australia

I

Circ:loc:place

P:Mat

as if in their homeland

I

Circ:loc:means

Their strange habits made

I Attributor

I P:Attrib I

I

Carrier

These misunderstandings

I Value
II that

most

I

l':lntcns

mistrust, racist attitudes and actions

I

I P:lii

I

tens

sent

Actor

As a matter of

Value

was

of them

the aim of

the fact I I that most of them sent
their proflts back to China I I

loke n

their profits

P:Mat

fact

Goal

sending back

back to Chinal I
I

(oal

was
______________________________

V aIue

debts

I

P;Mat

I

Circ:kx :place

the prolits

P: Niat

I to pay off

I

occurred

resulted in

Another reason for such
attitudes towards the Chinese

suspicious of them

T Attribute

I P:Circum

[Token

I

Australians

Carrier

misiinderstandi ngs

and

I

the White

P;lntens

to their creditors in ChIna ll

Goal

Token

t-l(lwever this

was he1ievel

Token

Phen

-

to

he

_4imensI
P:Cognit

robbinul, of the colonies wealth
_ytw_____.
o in e n o

-
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ii

-

This

caused

the anti-Chinese riots
and a buildup of disturbances

Token I

P:Circum I

The worst examples

ICarrier

Value

f Circ:loc:place

were
in 1857 at Daylesford and the Buckland River
(occurred) diggings

I

P:I ntens

I

Attrihute:Circumstance

the formation of the White
Australia Policy

Thus

in the goldfields

can be blamed on (was caused by)

I Value

P:Circum:cause

the problems I[caused by attitudes towards the Chinese gold miners in the 1850s and
1860s11

[I caused
I

P:Circ

by attitudes towards ihe Chinese gold miners in the I 850s and I 860s II
I

Token

243

-

-

-

Reference Chains Text 5.3
The White Australia Policy the Chinese
1

the gold rushes

gold discoveries

the White Australia Policy
a policy

2

.

Three important Acts
the immigration Act
the Naturalisation Act
the Pacific island
Labourers' Act

3

4

Australians

the first and second
Acts

/

this policy

DO

The Chinese people
LO

the Chinese people

5

They

6

They

7

their living standard

the gold rushes
the discovery
of gold

the White Australia Policy

the Chinese

the gold rushes

gold discoveries

Australians

they

Ausu- lian people

They

Australians people

10
11
12

the White AusaIia Policy

Chinese people

the gold rushes

the great influx of
Chinese people

13
14

the great influx of
Chinese people

AustFalians

to the Chinese
15

two thousand Chinese

the gold rushes

16
17

the gold rushes

Chinese

the White Australia Policy

the Chinese

the gold rushes

gold discoveries

th immigmtion of
Chinese people
19

they

20

their numbers

Auslralians

Aus1ians

the gold

21
They
23

the gold

24

of them

25

Chinese people
their cultural differences

26

They
their own culture

27

they

for Australians

the White Australia Policy

the Chinese

28

they

29

they

cii

thy

31

their gods

32

they

the gold rushes

gold disoveried

Australians

their own language
NJ

33

Clinese people

34

they

35

them

36

37

Cliinese people
their family

Australians

the White Australia Policy

38

the Chinese

the gold rushes

gold discoveries

Australians

they

39

profitable gold

40

their home coun try

41

thni

42

Chinese people

it

Australians

43
44

Chinese people
they

45

they
they

46

47

Australians
their
they
Chinese people

the White Australia Policy

the Chinese

48
49

50

Chinese people

51

they

52
-

Chinese people

54
55
56
57
58

They

the gold rushes

gold dicoveries

Australians

the Whit Australia Policy

the Chinese

59

the Chinese people

60

They

61

they

the gold rushes

gold dicoveries

Australians

the gold

62
02)

The

64

They

me

Chinese people

the gold

(J1

65

it

Chinese people

68
69

the White, Australia Policy

70

The White Ausualia Policy

gold

Australians

the White Australia Policy

the Chinese

polky

the number of
Chinese

71
72

73

NJ

the gold rushes

gold discoveries

Australians

Reference Chains Text 5.4
the White Australia Policy

the Chinese

Australians

the British

the White Australia Policy

this policy
three major acts
of
Australian
Parliament

WPM

-

NJ
L5
NJ

4

0-4

This Acts
the 1mmiration
Restriction Act
the Naturalisation
Act
the Pacific Island
Labourers Act
the first two Acts

the big number
of the Chinese migrants

the White Australia Policy

8

Australians

the British

the White Australians

the British civilisation

the Chinese

6
7

the Chinese

the White Australia Policy

the Chinese
the Chinese
the Chinese

9
10
N:
Ui

a big number of
Chinese in Australia
the British

11
12

the Chinese

13

the Chinese way of life

14

the Chinese
rofits
their (omeland
their

the White Australia Policy

the Chinese

Australians

15

16

17

about two thousand
Chinese

18

the'

19

thousands of them

20

about 40 000 of them

21

this enormous number
of the Chinese

the white Australians
their jobs
their

23

country

the British

-

the Whi te Australia Policy
24

the Chinese

-

Australians

-w

—

the British

the big number of
the Chinese

25

the British people

26

N)
Lfl

I

thy

28

for the British

29

they

30

they

31

they

u-i

32
33

the Chinese

34

Tb? Chinese
their homeland

they

Vow

—

the White Australia Policy

the Chinese

35

their families

36

they

Australians

37
38

they

2'

They

40

Australians

NJ
Ui

41

the Chinese

42
A)

44

The Chinese

45

46

their own habits

the British

the WI rite Australia Policy
47

tle Chinese

ral ians

ey
their own language

48
49
50

they

51

Ui

52

53

th ir shops

54

the Chinese
their homeland

55

their strange habits
of them

56

white Australians

the British

the White Australia Policy

the Chinese

57

58

the Chinese
most of them

59

their creditors

60
61
62
63
64

the White Australia Policy

the Chinese gold
miners

Australians

the British

APPENDIX 21
Text 5.3
Conjunctive Relations

Internal

Maria

I

The White Australia Policy was the unofficial name of a policy to
resirict immigration of coloured people

External

II

2 There were three important acLs which had been issued by
Parliament
-

3

the Immigration Restriction Act of 1901 the Naturalisation Act
of 1903 and the Paci lie Island Labourers Act of 1904

4

The first and the second acts were really against the Chinese

implic IE

3

c-i

4

implic causal

people

The Chinese people were affected by this policy

5

z

5

They had come to Australia during the gold rushes in the 1850s
and 1860s

0 6

iniplic causal

7

They were attracted by the discoveny of gold
in New South Wales and Victoria

8

The purpose of this was to get beitet life and to iniprove their

7

- - -

imp

purpos

living standard
Unfortunately they had to face the dill culiies with Australian
people

9

9- iml)1!c causal

10 They were considered as a threat to Australiaiis people

uiiplic IE

IE
I I There were problems such as riots and nuinden

1L

12 It can be stated that the White Australia I'olicy can be traced

12

-

-

rA

largely to problems caused by atiitudcs towards the Chinese
people at the saute time of the gold r ushies

13 The problems were due to various causes

tiiiplic IE

-

14 the great influx of Chinese peoinle, culiui al differences, financial
aspects and different methods of woi king

13
'4

-

15
.

15

These will now be discussed

rA

2': '3

implic temp

Internal
16 Firstly, the great influx of Chinese people who came to Australia explic temp
was the main cause of the negative altitudes of Australians in the
Chinese

/

External
16

tnphic EG
17 At the beginning of the gold rushes, there were about two
thousand Chinese in Australia
expIre concess
— 1 8 However, this number rapidly increased during the gold rushes

I 8-

19 According to the statistics from the 1861 census (there were
about)3.5% of the 1x)pulation in Victoria and 3.7 percent in
New South Wales were Chinese

19

20 The immigral iOfl of Chinese people in large nummibers had itiade
Australians worried

20

21 AL first they were accepted

21

22 but as their numbers increased the gold started to run out

22

23 They were blamed

23--_
explic causal
24

exphic temp
exphicontrast

24 due to the gold ran out
implic IE
25 Thus the rcsenullenl of thein occum red

25

26 Secondly the Chinese people had been resented

explic temp

2
explic causal
27-

27 because of their cultural differences
28 They tried to live in Australia w i th their own culture which were
strange for Australians

28

29 The way the dressed was dii heremit whi(,h they all dressed in the
same way w itli blue jumpers andI trolise IS
explic add
30 also they were different in religion which they built liii he meniples
30
called joss houses where they caoie to worship their gods
31 and they still kept their own Iaiiguagc

31

32 Chinese people did not assimilate with oilier people
eklhic caus
----- 33

33 Therefore they lived as a separate coimimmiunily
34 Australians were suspicious of ihemit

---34
cadd

35 and the suspicion developed due to these imiatters

260

Internal

36 Thirdly the aim of Chinese people who came to Australia
was to send money back to China and to keep their family in
comfort

explic temp

and the nioney from it was sent hack to their liotite country

39 That was why Australians regarded them as robbers who were
robbing Austi alias wealth
40 Moreover as the cheap labourers iiiaiiy flusters
use Chinese people to work with tlieiti

in

/1 36
/
Iin[)lic EQ
37—__
expjç add
3 8_

37 They worked to get profitable gold
8

External

139

1

exlic add
40

Australia would
explic add

rj
41 Chinese people did not caie how much money they would get

.4 1
immiplic IE
42

42 The Impertant things were that they get paid and they could live
happily

explic causal

43 Therefore Australians became afraid that lie (3uiiese
wages would affect their wages

explic causal

43
explic add

44 and they would have to accept the same low wages as
Chinese people

iiiiplic causal

44

45 Fourthly special taxes were charged

explic temp

I

45

---

impli purp
46 to restrict the Chinese immigration
47 When Chinese people arrived in Australia

implic IE

46
implic E
47
explic temp

48

they had to pay a fee

48

49 For example in 1855 the Melbourne govertitnetit put tax
of £10 on each Chinese landing i n Melbourne
50 However it did not stop Chinese people to conic to
Australia
51

They avoided paying

explic EQ

49

explic

inipI

COflCCSS

1

tax

impl ic
LE

52 by landing in other places such as South Australia where
there was no tax at that time
53 This caused more resentment and some riots

52

explic
causal

261

5 1—

53

causal

Internal
54 Fifthly the Chinese people had dillerciti methods of working

inipl ic
tern')

External
54

55 They were industrious people
ext)& add

56 and they worked hard
irnphc
57 to get the gold
58 they reworked in the abandoned flukes which had been
given up by the European millers

unpile

58

BG

s9

gX 59 they often found gold

expljc add
60 and made profit from them

60

61 It seemed that Chinese people found the gold where European

6I

-

miners could not find it
im

62 The jealousy and hatred of Australians grew as a result of the
success of Chinese people in finding gold

z

imphic EG

62

63 In summing up, the problems and attitudes which have been
mentioned above could lead to the White Australia Policy

63

64 The White Australia Policy was really lurtitulated

6

65 and brought into affect because of these

65

66 Although it was policy of discritninaitomi

66

67 the number of Chinese Who caine to Australia was gradually
reduccd

67_--

explic add
-

ic
xpI

2b2

causal

_-

APPENI)IX 22
Text 5.4
Conjunctive Relations
Internal

Paulus

C

I

The White Australia Policy was a Leon used for government
restriction of non white people in the mid 1 850s

2

As Grigshy explains this policy was put into practice by three
major Acts of Australian l'arlmaimmcmit

3

This Acts were

-

External

2
tinplic hE

the lutnugration Restriction Act of 1901, the

Naturalisation Act of 1903, and the Pacific Island Latxurers Act
of 1904

4

The purpose of the first two acts was actually to reduce and
prevent the big number of the Chinese oogrants

4

5

The arrival of the Chinese in Australia had been largely due to the
gold discoveries in New South Wales and Victoria in the I 850s
and 1860s

5

6

The White Australia Policy developed largely as the result of the
attitudes towards the Chinese at that tiimme

6
__

iniplic EG
7

Some of the attitudes of the white Australians towards the
Chinese were considering the Chinese as an evil and a threat to
the British civil is atm on, fear, jealousy and Ii aired

8

These attitudes were actually due to the following icasons

tinpl c add

8

9

Firstly there was a big nuttiher of Chinese in Australia

explic Iciup

9

explic temp

10

10 secondly the feeling of supremacy of the 13ritish

7

1I

thirdly the hard work of the Chinese

explic temp

11

12

fourthly misunderstanding of the Chinese way of life

explic temp

12

13

and lastly the Chinese set it I lie i r pro fits to their home land

explic ten ip

13

Each of these reasons are In be discussed in this essay

riiiphic temp

14

8 14

Internal

External

15 When the gold rushes suited in Australia

15

16 there was only about two thousand Chinese

16

17 However when they heard about the gold discoveries in Victoria
and New south Wales

17

explic temp
(subord)

explic (subord)
eoneess
18 thousands of them migrated to Australia

18

19 It was believed that there were almost forty thousand of them in
1860 which was nearly one in twelve of
the colonys total population

19
implie EG

20 This enormous number of the Chinese made the white Australians
20
scared of both loosing their jobs and their country
explic causal
21 As the result each of the colonies passed then own laws

21

22 to reduce the big number of the Chinese

22

23 The British people who were the first colonists of Australia did
not like any other nations to dot n in ate the coui try

23

explic causal

N

z

inj)lic IE
24 They believed that Australia was only ko the British

24

ti 25 They even thor.iglit that they were the best people on earth

- - 25
explic causal

26 because they had conquered the lirgesi parts of the world

26

27 because of feeling of supremacy they despised

2 7—

28 and resented the Chinese

2 8_

ex1)rie add

264

-

Internal

29 The Chinese had come a long way from their hornelaisd with two
main purposes

External

29
expliclE

30 i.e. to have better lives and to support their family back home

I

30

cxplic add
3 1 Therefore they worked very hard

31
explic causal

32 in order to achieve these goals

32
explic pliiJ)O5

33 This was one of the reasons why they would accept any jobs that
were provided such as being gardeners, launderers and lalsiurers

explic add

34 They also accepted lower wages
35 and this caused resentment and tear of unernploynient among
Australians
36

cxE .ic add

Moreover time Chinese
mese could Ii in! pro mmablc gil d in m lie areas that
had been abandoned by they whmic miners

3b
eplic caus

37 This caused jealousy and hatred

37

38 thus problems such as racial prejudice and anti Chinese riots
emerged in a large scale

38

265

Internal
39 The Chinese who lived in Australia were very reserved

External
3 9.---__.__
cl1J. add

40 not assimilated
add

41 lived in separate community

explic add
42 and always practised their own habits
'

IX

43 They only spoke their own language to each other

iniplic EU

______4 3

44 wore strange Chinese clothes

L
iniplc add

44

45 Tudball states that they built joss houses or teitiptcs.
ituplic EU
combined opium den with a fantan i.e. a Chinese gaiiihling game
and lottery shops, and there were always strange smells in their
shops

/45
/

explic causal
46 Thus the Chinese lived in Australia

46
eXpflcct)mp

47 as if in their homeland

----_..

48 Their strange habits made the whie Ausirahatis suspicious of
them

47
48

explic add

implic causal

49 and misunderstandings occurred

- -

implic LE
50 These misunderstandings then resulted In nlistrust racist
attitudes and actions

irnplIc causal
---5 0

51 Another reason for such auntudes towards the Chinese was
the fact that most of them sent their prof its hack to China

51

52 As a matter of fact, the anm of sending back the profits
was to pay off debts to their creditors ni ('tuna
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53 However, this was believed to he robbing of the colonies wealth

53
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iX 54 This caused the anti-Chinese riots and a build up of disturbances
'
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in the goldfields
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55 The worst examples of these were in 1857 at t)aylcskrd and the
Bucklarid River diggings
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56 Thus the formation of the White Australia Policy can be
explic summ
blamed on the problems caused by all itudes towards the Chinese
gold miners in the 1850s and 1860s
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